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PREFACE

The Library Research Center at the University of Illinois was given
a contract by the Illinois State Library in 1981-to evaluate the unique
pattlrn'of library services to prisons in Illinois,,,eaid to discuss any
problems which might be found. Most of the concern's this evaluation
addressed occur in prison libraries in all of the states. Problems in
funding, collection developMent, access; legal libraries, staffing, and
many other-areas are common to institutional library services and, do not
reflect on the particular pattern of..service for which Illinois is' well
known. Service provide through the regional,librarysystems does, of
course, have its own singular,problems--primarily those of dual super-

'vision and of communications - -and these will be discussed in depth. The

other difficulties, which are also addressed, cannot be attributed to
the Illinois philosophy of service. As a..matter of fact, other approaches'

yield their own problems which will be mentioned only fox comparative
purposes.

A second'general remark about our purposes seems necessary. Librar-
ians in the correctional' centers expressed great interest in seeing a
"report card" on their work, an institution-specific evaluation Unfortu-
nately, that was not within the purview of'this study. At the ove0er 10,
1981 meeting of the advisory committee, "there was general agr, went that

the objective of the:study should be to evaluate the pattern it has
'developed,inclUdinofa.descriptiOn of its strengths and weak sses, the:
identification of pfoblem areas with relevant recomme tion , and ,a mea-

sure of the Value cilf the library seivice to the residents.",V!I hope that

the general state evaluation will be helpful to the individVallnstitutions,
however, as it is their successes and ?allures which formAhe basis of the
_report, and manYlspecific examples are used throughout. e recommender
tions at the state and system levels will, of course, i ct on the Indi-

vidual libiardesc and I am hopeful that such effects wi be beneficial.
Because the _law libraries are under close scrutiny by e courts, and.,-

because their relatively small size allowed it, an evaluation of each law
libraFy xss written by Puckett. A copy has been sent to the warden,

..Librarlan71nd system director in each case, and conlilete sets have been`
submitted to_ the ISL and DOC. .

All of the areas discussed in this report are interrelated., The table
of contents.lists.the specific topics covered. It is necessary, how

to
4 read the entire report to understand the-recommendations and the rela-

tionships among the components of`theevaluation. The "see" references

should be helpful in this regard.''
I
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Working in a county correctional,facility in Illinoisin the early .

1970s, I participated in the debate about system - provided 14.brary ser-
vices to state institutions. At that time, the program was stfil fresh_
and well-funded; librarians akid correctional administrators alike were,
enthusiast* and optimistic. It is with a great 41xeUre-of feelingsthat

4
I present this report on the current state of dibrary zeryices-in,
Illinois state prisons.

Rhea Rubin
March 7, 1983
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

Section' 1. Historical Overview

Durinethe 1960s, library services to state correctional institutions ,

were nearly non - existent. Donated books in the chapel or curriculum- ,support
books in the ,classroom werehe only approximations of libraries for most
prisaoners. When the

e

hen and Constructio Act (LSCA) was
amended in 1965, appropriating funds for library. services to institutional-
ized people, the Illinois State Library appoAted an LSCA Advisory Snhcon-
mittee op.Institutional Library Services. On its recomMendation, the ISL
commissioned Social. Educational Research & Development, Inc. (SERD) to do_a
study of all institutional libraries in the state; a summary of its report
was published in 1970 by the'American.Library Association.l. In response
to the report, the newly-formed Illinois Department of Corrections hired,a
Chief of Library Services, LOtise LeTendre. Soon thereafter, in April 1971,
the Illinois State'Library hired its first Consultant for Institutionalized'
Services, Robert Ensley.

Although the SERD report had recommended that each state department
(e.g., Department of Corrections, and Department of Mental Health) establish
a centrally administered program of library service to all its institutiois,

14151dre proposed to DOC Director Peter Bensinger that the Illinois State i

L ary be responsible for library services in the prisons. \In her study
of he matter, she had been impressed by the library program in Washington:
where the Washington State Library contracted with local public libraries
to provide library services in state institutions. (This pattern was dis-
continUed in 1977 when library service directly from the Washington State.
Library to institutions was'initiated.) "...all library service should'
come fttm outside rather,than within the correctional community. The

reasons for the decisionto seek inclusion with total library.service in
the state are myriad; the least of them being

with
possibility that it is

more economical."2 LeTendre's report, with which Ensley concurred, was
approved by both ISL Director Alphonse Trezza and DOC Director Peter
Bensinger.

"16 :On September 20, 1971, Bensinger wrote Trezza: "I have concluded that
library services can be provided to our- residents' and staff most effective-
ly from without,, rather than from within the department. The means by

which we feel this can most effectively be accomplished is to reqUest legis-
lative funding for Institutional library services be appropriated to the
State Library, which will,.id.turn, contract with the eppropriate Nrary
systems in the state to provide service to institutions. We envision this
service as including both materials and personnel, and will join in, sponsor-
inglappropriate legislatiOn and requests for funding as per the recommenda-
tion'of your consultant staff with the consultation of the department's
Chief of Library Services." It was not until five years later that the
official Joint Statement would be mutually signed by the two departMents,
but Bensinger's letter describes the course Illinois was to take. It should

be noted that each department felt that it had something to gain by this

arrangement. The DOC would have one less headache and better library ser-
vices; the State Library would have another line in its budget from the
'legislature, another use of its modelregional library systems, and a

larger service program.
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'Meanwhile, in 1970 the Starved Rock Library System had received a grant
of federal funds to provide library service in- two juvenile facilities.
This was considered a pilot project and was deemed successful. Until a
general revenue appropriation could be secured, the State Library agreed to
use a large portion of its LSCA funds, and the Department of Corrections
agreed to use its Illinois Law Enforcement CommissiOn (ILEC) monies. The

State Library was to administer the program with advice from the DOC's
Chief of Library Services. In February 1972, Bur Oak Library System initi-
ated library services under this plan'to seven correctional facilities in
its area. A ceremony with Secretary of State Lewia,.,Trezza, Bensinger, and
library, system personnel was held. Starved Rock Library System began next
and eight other systems followed.

)

In April 1972, an evaluation of the nee rogram began. The differences
between earlier library services and those off red after the first fifteen
months of the project were documented by Slanker and Bostwick.3 .They evalu-
ated the system-provided library services to institutions by msasuring
library collections, services, facilities, and budgets (as of ik74) against
the standards. They also surveyed residents, staff, and librarians about.
the new arrangements for service. The conclusion of their study was that
"The program to provide library services to residents of correctional
facilities has been successful in some respects and lacking in others.
Library programs have been established in all the institutions, and a start
has been made in providing library services through,the public library
systems..." ..

In 1973, a new Chief of Library Services, Mina Hoyer, was hired by the
DOC. She opposed the plan for service through the State Library, but Trezza
was able to convince the new DOC Director, Allyn Sielaff, to abide by the
agreements between Bensinger and Trezza.

The original libraries were gdneral in scope and considered public li-

braries. In January 1974, ILEC monies were used to open law libraries in
all of the adult correctional facilities. During these first two years of '

-'ibrary service approximately $70,000 of LSCA, $50,000'of Elementary and
Secondary Education Act (ESEA), and-$150,000 of Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration (LEAA) money were used. In T/ 1975, funding responsibility
transferred wholly to the State Library and its general budget; $548,770
were appropriated by the legislature,fOr correctional libraries. In the

next year, the Joint Statement on Library Services was finally signed by
the ISL (Director, Kathryn Gesterfield) and st*.b0C (Acting Director, Charles
Rowe). Ne legislation was enacted on this matter, but the legislature has
responded to the continuing inter - departmental, aveament by appropriating
funds to the State Library for library services'in correctional institutions.
Although,the State Libriry had'-hoped to make,a,similai agreement with the

Department of Mental Health, that.department.Wished o retain control over

its libraries until the past f'ew warS wheh'a.,lack.of.fuading has increased
its interekt in _the State Library's role:, At the4restnt time, though, such

an agreement is naCin the affing.gue to the-Stg44,Library's own fiscal

problems.

When interviewed in 1982, wardelleat corrgctioghal centers remem-

bered what the library wad like 5tio tq tie 4ieepleilt. None of them had

any compliments for those"!libratie" A's*e.whiden put it, "It was very
" Si t V

0 ri

47' 14
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loosely called a libraryMore of a reading room with donated materials and
no librarian." Common descriptors include: small room, poor collection,,
inaccessible, discarded materials, and run by teachers, inmates, or volun-
teers: An educational administrator in a correctional center said, "Services
increased at least 300% when library systems became involved." Anothrcom-
mented: "There's no campariion between what was there then and now."
Although all the adult centers had some book collections, 5 juvenile facili-
ties had no library, poor or not, before the cooperative agreement.

It is important to note that the provision of library services by
another agency isinot unique for the DOC. In 1972, the DOC's own School Dis-
trict (428) was started. Before that, the wardens controlled education/in
their institutions, hiring teachers locally'and setting curriculums. Now
all educational,programmoing and staffing are done by the School District
for.the DOC. The trend to contracting for outside services continues. Most
medical services in the correctional centers are now provided by Contract,
and food services are catered in sable.

Section 2. Literature Review

Since 1974, the literature on correctional libraries in state prisons
is limited to one national study, about a half dozen state surveys, four
jourdal issues devoted to correctional library services, several short
articles, and various editions of standards for juvenile and adult correc-
tional centers.4

National and State Studies: - In 1974, Marjorie LeDonne published her
landmark study, Survey of Library and Information Problems in Correctional
Institutions. which served as a state-of-the-art report on prison libraries
an4 service.5 Her methods and recommendations continue to offet guidance
for the measurement and evaluation of correctional libraries. LeDonne sam-
pled libtaries in ten state and federal prisons over a two-year period for
the U.S.'Office of Education. The survey tools used included visits, ques-
tionnaires, and taped interviews with inmates, librarians, and administrators
from the prisons, the state department of corrections, and the state library
in the states visited. The American Correctional Association Manual of
Correctional Standards (1966) was used as a measurement .tool. Three years

later LeDonne reviewed the study and concluded: '"I have come to realize

that while space, time, money, training, and adequate support staff are all
important, the key to quality correctional library service is the turn of
mind, the energy, and sense of dedication which the librarian, teacher/
librarian, or inmate clerk brings to the job."6

Lin historical overview of the prison library in American history was

given by LeDonne in a chapter for Library and Information Services for
tpecial Groups (1974).7 LeDonne noted a shift from a philosophy of rehabili-
tation of the inmate to one seeking the successful return of the inmate to

the community. Many of the issues and needs of correctional libraries raised
by LeDonne in her 1974 survey are reflected in the surveys and articles that
have been,published since then. Thus the importance of correctional and
public library cooperation was the theme of Clara E. Lucioli'S report to the
State Library Board in Ohio in 1976 as well as in an article by Alan Engel-
bett in 1981.8 In her visits to institutional libraries, including 17 adet

1
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. and Youth correctional centers, Lucioli found little formal cooperation
. between these two tiyPes of libraries or with libraries in the community.

Most correctional center libraries were In need of printed and audiovisual
material support, and public libraries were in need of guidance in respond-
ing to the needs of people released from institutions. Lucioli.urged

cooperation 'between the libraries of each sector. Besides the basic needs
of money, staff, and state level leadership-, she underlined the need fdr
professional contact among institutional libraries: '.'Keeping current in

- association with colleagues of related interests makes the difference
between a career commitment and a sense of being at dead'end.u.9

.A recurring need is to ascertain the information needs of prisoners.
Maryland and New Mexico surveyed their inmates on this question. In Mary-.

land, at seven prisons, 30Q inmates completed questionnaires which Brenda
Vogel analyzed for her report to the Depattment of Public Safety and Correc-
tional Services.1 While use of the library fOr school work and fiction
reading is noted, the inmates requested more Black. literature and other
ethnic related materials along with current law-materials. When asked to

give priority to their information needs, the inmates gave the following
responses:11

1. Legal information, information about your case, or about
your rights.

2. Information to help people on the outside, like helping your
kids on welfare.

3. Information about getting yourself together, psycho;logy,

or education.
4. Information about jobs, working, Money, benefits.

Vogel, also points out the need for information about the institution's rules
and regulations as being important for inmate coping in the institution.

Practical information' eeds of residents were also found to be important

by Sandra Scott.12 For the New,Mexico State Library, 290 men and 24 women

were asked que'stions about their information needs and reading interests by

case workers in'two prisons for men and one for women. In her report, Scott

noted that the men surveyed wanted information on life management, schooling

and job training for job opportunities:., The women polled said they wanted

to know about the law and how to get along with other people. With regard

to reading interests, the women preferred romance and adventure stories as

well as prison literature and humor. The men, however, liked beSt sellers,

adventure stories, and books on people and places.

Wisconsin and Pennsylvania conducted inventories of their institutional

kibraries. For Wisconsin this focused on only the correctional centers for
the state Division of Corrections, whereas in \Pennsylvania, all state insti-
tutions were visited including twenty adult and juvenile correctional cen-

ters. For the Wisconsin study, Philip L. Koons gave general recommendatidns

to help improve the correctional center libraries.13 In addition to profiles

'of the libraries, Selma Gale gave a narrative summary of the problems and

needs facing all institutional libraries in Pennsylvania.14

l
.

Many of-the problems of correctional libraries reflected in the litera-
ture, especially in LeDonne's 1974 study, are underlined by Koons and Gale.

Both of their reports stress the importance of a qualified and empathetic
librarian who has access to professional development and continuing education.

.16.
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Serving inmates in segregation and other satellite areas is a neglected
essential responsibility. Evening and weekehd library hours to meet the
varying schedules of inmates are infrequent. .Regular library budgets and
librdry advisory committees-are required to give stability to library ser-:

'vices. Cognizance of, the social, economic, educational and etbnic back=
grounds of inmates by the librarian is needed todevelop library service and
collection development. Both Koons and Gale suggest the establishment of a
state level librarian coordinator to develop programs and assist with staff
.training and other needs. They state that service to institution staff is
helpful to gain support for the library and its services among correctional
administrators.

For the Needs Assessment Report on Michigan Correctional Facility'
Libraries 1981-1982 (1982), the 'survey team included the Institutional Con-
sultant from the Department of Education plus the local facility librarian
and a librarian from a local public or other library. It was decided that,
in later years, the needs assessment will be done by mail questionnaire. A

basic recommendation urged the involvement of the facility librarian in the
program planning process of the individual correction center. Also recom-
mended are; increases in collection development, library cooperation on a
regional tlasis, and library funding which ought to be included as a line

item in tbe budget. Librarians were to be.assessed for the quality and
efficiency of their library program.

Speqial Issues of Library Journals: - Symptatic of the obscure role

of priso librarianship is the lack of- a regular forum for articles, reports,

book rev ews, etc. Within some state professional organizations of librar-
ians th e is a section centered around institutional librarianship, which

usually 'includes prisons, mental and general hospitals, and other types.
The Ill nois Library Association founded such a section in 1978. The national

newslet er, Inside/Outside, carried information on prison libraries and

librar nship. With its cessation in 1977, there has been no publication

that 'f cuses primarily on this field. Interface is a quarterly newsletter
published by the AssoCiation for Specialized' and Cooperative Library Agencies
of ALAI; it carries information on prison librarieg intermittently.

4fle (970's'saw the growth and development of law libraries in prisons
as well as an increased concern by libragians for library service to the

disadvantaged. Federal money became available for institutional library
service through LSCA grants. Consequently, prison library service received

acceptance and promotion as a 'topic for special issues of library journals:

Illinois Libraries (Sept. 1'974), Wilson Library Bulletin (Feb. 1977),
Library Trends (Summer 1977); and an issue of Bookmaet (Winter 1979) on
institutional library service including prisons. These 'special issues give

summary reviews of problems, needs and achievements of prison librarianship,,
and information on the theory and practice of prison librarianship. In lieu

of a .fextbook or journal devoted to thi's subject, these issues' serve as a

clearinghouse of information.

The September 1974 issue of Illinois Libraries brought together articles
on library development in prisons with regard tb the right to read as well as

to the service of legal libraries for prisoners. There is a detailed descrip-

tion of the Illinois plan of service to correctional centers as wellftas an

evaluative report on it. Additional articles give examples of other library

programs around the country. Part of the February 1977 issue of Wilson
Library Bulletin was devoted to library service to prisoners. Like the

7
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Illinois Libraries issue, this gives special attention to the legal basis
of prison law libraries as well as the inVolvement of correctional Profes-
asionals in prison library service. Other.articles include examples of
various library programs by prison librarians,'cand one organized by inmates.

The most substantial journal issue on prison libraries is the Summer
197,7 Library Trends,,on "Library Services to Correctional Facilities." The

issue sought to give a broad review of this service and a picture of the
current situation. The articles cover the nature of the,prison environment,
the training for and research on prison, librarianship, an analysis of pris-
oners' needs, prison law libraries, and.one noteworthy summary of the devel
opment.of cooperation between public libraries and prisons.

-IMP
In . "Public Library Services to Correctional Facilities,1" Jaie Pool names

seven factors that contributed to the growth of cooperation in this area-I5

1. Growing awareness of the need for public libraries,to serve the
disadvantaged;

2. Inclusibn of recommendations for services by public libraries
in library standardS for correctional facilities, public
library systems, and state library agencies;

3. Accelerating trend toward cooperation among all libraries into

organized systems and,networksI
4. Recent court rulings on prisoners' rights to read and to have

access to legal materials; ,

5. Declarations by prisonerd :§f a desire to have access to public

° library materials and information;
6. Realization by correctional sociologists of the necessity for

the incarcerated to'maintain contacts with society and to
have reentry briefings; and

7. Appropriation of federal, state, and local funds for correctional

library. services.

The article on juvenile library service by Margaret Cheeseman offers insights
useful to all institutional librarians.I6

Part of the'"Institutional Library Service" issue of Bookmark (New York
State Library, Winter 1979) focused on reports by librarians who work in New
York prisons., In addition there is a cogent statement by Ruth Aronson of

the need for a statewide coordinator of prison library seraiice.17

Library Standards: - Various guidelines to achieve library goals and

influence administrators have been published recently.' These include those

issued jointly by the American Correctional Association and the American
Library Association' (ACA/ALA) for juvenile (1975) and adult correctional

institutions (1981). More,recently, library service to men and women in

jails has received attention, in part through the National Institute on
Library Services to Jail Populations, in Huntsville, Texas in 1980. This

resulted in two publications from the'American Library Association; one
offered guidelines for jail library workshops (Schexnaydre et al.) and one

for jail library service (Bayley et al.). 18 The latter serves as a basic

introduction to working in any correctional library and to planning jail

library services.

In, 1982, Art Moen revised an earlier edition of a listing by Marjorie

LeDonne'of court decisions that relate to correctional library services.
Selected Summaries of Court Decisions Relating to the Provisions of Library

Services in Institutions (1982) covers cases in the basic areas of correc-
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tional libraries including access to the general library, legal reference
materials, jailhouse lawyers censorship, reproduction of legal matelials,
women in institutions, etc.I.

As can be seen, the literature on prison 'librarianship appears in
various places; it is hard to know specifically where to look for current'
awareness. In response to a survey question on which journals they consult,
Illinois prison librarians offered only mainline library journals sucti At
Booklist and Library Journal. It would be helpful and more efficient if
some journal would carry a regular columnor produce specialissueeat desig-
nated intervals on current prison librarianship in, all its various. aspects
ranging from-jails, to juvenile correctional cente*;.to adult maximum
security.fadilities. Interface can also be better utilized by correctional
librarians as a forum for information and ideas.

Section 3. Purposes and Methodology of the Study

Purposes: - For the long present, library service in Illinois correc-
tional centers has been based on three main considerations. (1) In 1971, the

Illinois State Library and the Illinois Department of Corrections approved
an agreement which provided that the ISL would be responsible for the provi-
sion of library service in all state correctional centers. (2) In 1975'the
legislature made the first annual appropriation for this service, as part of

the State Library's budget. (3) The State Library assigned the responsibility
for the provision of library service in the correctional centers to the
appropriate regional library systems.

After almost 10 years of experience with this pattern of organization,
funding and administration, it seemed appropriate to analyze_the resulting
situation and to present recommendations which would serve for at least

another decade. In 1981, the Library Research Center of the Graduate School
of Library and Information Science, of the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign, presented a proposal for such a study to the Illinois State

Library. After some negotiation and revision, the proposal was approved and

funded, with two main purposes.

The first major purpose of this study was to analyze and evaluate the
_present Situation Of libraries and- library service for residents .6f Illinois

.correctional centers. The three features, of the pattern referied to above,
have resulted in great advances over what was the earlier situation in this
st te, and over what is generafly found in other states in th, s country.

Cl arly there are features in this pattern which should be tained and

st engthened. At the same time there. are shortcomings and imitations to

th6 pattern, as anyone familiar with the program could atte --and not all

of 'them could be corrected simply by the availability of more money. The

. evaluation of the present program was not only to identify the desirable"'

features but also those which needed revision. All that anyone could do in
.

the latter connection would be to present various possible alternatives (with

the arguments in favorf and opposed to each) and to recommend the one which

appeared to b
4

the strongedt.

/

I
The second major purpose of the study was to treat each of several major

Iproblem areas which t.lere known to exist--or which would become evident in the

course of the study, i.e,, to .analyze each such problem and to present one or

I is
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more recommendations which would be both practical and effective. A good
example of such a prpblem area arises from the court mandate that prisoners'
must have access to the Courts and therefore must haVe access to the statutes
and case law. What else beqides law books is necessary to meet this require-k,.
ment, e.g., what services and what training in ttie use of legal literature?
To answer, this and related questions, one memberof thessurvey team was chosen

se she 4.s both a lawyer and a librarian. AnOther problem area--to name
ust one more--which could be anticipated concerned where cuts Mauld be made
f the present level of funding, unchanged since 1978,, pu1d not be increased.

Originally it 114:1 been hoped to try to ascertaln healer and in what
ways library service had any effect on to lives of the residents, either in
the short or long term. Obviouslythe provid/on of library service .to
correctional center residents assumes that it has some desirable effects; to
demonstrate such a relationship would have bedn difficult, and it'became
impossible when the budget for the study was reduced. We, ere able to col-
lect some testimony on this p4nt which we present later (Chapter 4, Section
3). It should be noted that library service to the staff of the correctional
centers was to be treated only incidentally.

Methodology:/- The survey team consisted of four people, but.only 1.3
in full-time equivalent for a year's work. The principal investigator was
Ms. Rhea J. Rubin, of Oakland, CA, who has seFed v a,jail librarian and
has been a libraiy consykant'on the national c cene for the last several\,,Q\
years. She worked half-ame. Ms. Ann Puckett rked one - quarter time on

k the'survey, with particular responsibility for the study of law library
service in Illinois correctional centers. She is the\.,Reader Services Librar-

ian of the Southern Illinois University law school. Mr. Christopher Jocius,

- a freelance librarian; was the halff-time research assistant on the team.
And Dr. Herbert Goldhor, Director of the University of Illinois Library
Research Center, was.the project director for the survey. A 6-person Advi-

sory Committee waa appointed, held two meetings with .the survey team, and
gave help and counsel, collectively add individually. .

At least two and often three members ok the'survey team made one- or
two-day vists td each of the 21 correctional centers in use WIllinois
between March 1982 and June 1982; this includes all maximum, medium; and
minimum security centers, and youth centers. They visited every law and
general library in these centers, and talked with library staff members
(both residents and civilian) and with two members of the center staff
(usually the Warden and the Assistant Warden for services). Most important'

of all, they interviewed almost 200 residents for an average of'about 15
minutes each, and systematically recorded their answers to a series of
questions (see Appendix A for copies of the yarious interview forms, and
Appendix B for,a summary of the residents' responses).

Interviews were also held with the directors of the ten library systems

which serve state correctional center and kith the system coordinators
'of institutional library, services'. Se '.ral other persons were interviewed,

of whom the most important were Dr. William H. Craine, Deputy Director of,

DOC for Employee and Inmate:Services, Mr. 'Richard Hinckley, Superintendent

of the DOC school district, and Mr. Robert Ensley, Institutionalized.Ser/icei

Consultant for:ISL.

20--
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,As part of their visits to the correctional center libraries, the sur-
vey, team recorded their observations of the size, location and appearance
of the library; they examined a.sample of books on the shelves; and they
made other counts and measurements. A total of three short mail question-' t.

naires were used with almost' 100% returns--two to the person in charge of
'each center library, requesting data which had not been collected at the
time of the visits, and data oft, the expenditures'for the law library; and
one to the other 49 State library agencies asking for some key points in
the pattern of prison library service in each state. In all cases; we
accepted the data given us, in response t our questionnaires; no verifi-
cation was made. .

.

The sample of 181 residents who were interviewed was based pn a 2%-tap-'
dom sample of all correctiona? center residents drawn by DOC-for our usei it
was expected that some of the people on the list would have been released,
,transferred, or otherwise unavailable, and it was hoped we could interview
no fewer than 1% 'of all residents. When such losses reduced the total below

e

1%, .additional

er. The net sample of 181 residents interviewed is 1.3%
s were 6losen.randomly.trom the current master list of

residents in a ca

of all 13,564 DOC residents .11.11 1982. In each of the youth centers, which'
have' relatively few residents, at least two persons were interviewed; this
slanted the total sample of interviewees, toward younger people. In Table 1-4'
we show the comparison between the sample and the total population, in re-
gard to age, race, and sex. The probability,that the differences shown could
have arisen by chance alone is never less than .05. These tests of the !

representativeness of the sample are the only ones we could apply: What tae

really would like'to know is whether the responses we got from the inter -{.
vieweesareor are not typAal of those we would have gotten 'From intervAewing
all correctional center residents. We assume that they are.

*11.

(410 Of couise,'dhy inforMation received from interviews--or from any approach
1..

other than, direct observation--must be scrutinized carefully. Interviewees
may misreprepent the situation) either purposely or unconsciously. In order

to ensure th at our data are as nearly correct as possible, we compared our
interview information with that gathered in,print form and in other inter-
views. In addition,. we interviewed ex-offenders in fourcommunity correc-
tional centers as a chdck on the opinions and information given to us by our
inmate sample. , "

The responses of the residents were coded and entered into a computer
file. The frequency distribution of the answers to each question appears in

Appendix B. Some cross-analysis was done, and some correlations between
reported use ofthe CC library and each of seven per,inal characteristics.
Step-wise regreAsion mas used between library use as the independent variable
and (1) all seve' personal characteristics and (2) seven aspects of the CC

libraries. The, esults of these analyses will be presented in Chapter 4,

Section 3. 111

Our fourth ource of data (besides interviews, visits, and question-
naires) was the accumulated files of the library systems. and ISL. We examined
budget requests, annual plans, program reviews, and statistics from the past

five vars. .
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41, Table. 1 -1. Comparison Between the `Sample of Residents Interviewed

and the Total Population of Residents

.. As of d6/30/82, there were 1400 residents in the Youth Centers (1170
under 18, and 230 from 18-21), as reported by DOC by phonigkimiind as of June
4, 1981, Youth Center residents Were '51.113% black, 40.1% white, and 8.6%
all other races (from DOC 1981 Annual Report, p. 0). We .added theie fig-

ures to the DOC data on adult residents as of 06/30/82. The DOG figures'
4.K are for ages 22=29, 30-39, etc, while ouf figures are for ages 22-30,

31-40, etc.: The results are as follows:

A. N By Age Group , Sample of 181 Total Residents
up to 18 , 25/13.8% 1218/9.0%

18 to'21 35/19)3 2351/17.3 -.

22-29/22-30 76/42:0 5675/41.8

30-39/31-40 _28/15.5. .. 3090/22.8

40+/41+ ' ,17/9.4 A 1230/9.1 0
Total 181/400% 13,564/100%.

(4 df, X
2
= 9.26; p = .05) ,

,,

B. By Race --; t

Black 113/62.:4% 8232/61.0%

White . ..59/32.6t . , 4579/33:9

All other - VOID
1 .

. "692/5.1
.

(2 df-, X
2
= .16;'p'= ."2 or no ;significant difference)

.

.

C. *By Sex . 1

Male 172/95.0r 4 13;104/97.0% ,

Female .

2
9/5.0' 399/3.0 ,_

(1 df, X. = 3.33; p = 4075 or no significant difference) .

Section,4. IllinoisIn Comparison to Other States

One of the reasons that this study was undertaken, is that Illinois pro-
vides library services to prisonerd'in aAifferent adminlstrative'patfern
thanany other state. We polled all 49 other. states on their current pattern'

of organization of library'service in state prisons, with the following
result (see Table 1-2). Most state prisons have llbrary services' proi.xided

by the state Department of CorrectiOns and YodthwAuthority. (or other agencies'
of similar function but different title); California, Texas; and Wi &consin

are examples. In two states, South Dakota and Arizona, the individual
facility is responsible for the 'library. ,''The funding and the personnel come

from the DOC or the, prison in all of these examples. Some states, likeMary-
land and Virginia, have a correctional echiation agendy which is responsible '

for library services in the adult institutions; it is more common for an
education department to proyide librr to juveniles., This approach

Is similar to the ones mentioned before in that the monies,'staff, and direc-
tion come from.non-iibrary'agenties: In a few states, the state library

funds the service. totally, West Virginia and Mississippi., And in still
others, the state library agency purChases materials while the DOC provides
staff and operating expenses; examples of this plan are Idaho, North Carolina,

Montana, and Vermont. LSCA grants" are usedin.at least 20 states to fund.

part or. all of the service.

6
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Table 1-2. Correctional Institution Li rary Funding in the Unite" States

A. ADULT FACILITIES

orty of funding from the Department of Corrections or Department of
Institutions'which'hasladministrative responsibility for library
service

, \

Californ Louisiana ,. New Jersey* .

Delaware Malipe* . New York
Florida Massachusetts* Ohio

.....

l

Georgia Michiian, Oklahoma
.

Hawaii Missouri* Oregon'
Idaho Nebraska* South Carolina*,

. Idwa* Nevada* Texas
'Kansas .., New Hampshire* Wisconsin*

2.' Matority.of funding from the local .facility which, has administrative
responsibility for library service

Arizona'
South Dakota*

3: Funding totally from the State Library

Colorado'
Mississippi
Washington
West Virginia (far one institution op1y0

,4. Joint Funding by DOC and the State Library (usually, SL funding for
:Materials; DOC for staff)

Arkansas*
Connecticut*
Idaho*
Indiana*
Kentucky* (most)
Minnesota*

Montana
New Mexico*
North Carolina
North Dakota
Rhode Island

,Tennessee

Utah*
Vermont
West Virginia (mo,t3'

5. Funding from the State Library in cooperation with,the lobal public

library or library system

'Alabama (with materials grants from SL)*
Alaska (public library supplies materials only)
Kentucky (for three institutions only)*

c 6. Other Patterns

Maryland (Dept. of Education, Correctional! Education Branch).
'Pennsylvania (half DOC, half Dept. of 'Education, Correctional

Education Division)
Virginia (special Rehabilitative School Authority)*

Note: Even when DOC is responsible, the SL often has a consultant, and vice

versa.

*LSCA funds from State Library are used in part.

4
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Table 1-2, cont'd. N
12

B. JUVENILE FACILITIES

L. Majority offunding from the Youth Authority, Human Services Department
or Department of Corrections which has administrative'reapOnsibility
for library service

f

Alabama
California
Delaware
Georgia
Hawaii
Idaho
Iowa*
Kansas

Maine* New York

Massachusetts* Ohio

Michigan Oklahoma
Missouri* Oregon
Nebraska* South Carolinalli,

Nevada* fexap \-

,NeHampshire* Wisconsin
New Jersey*

2. Majority of funding from the local facility which has administrative
responsibility for the library service

Arizona
South Dakota*

3. Funding totally from the State Library

'None

4. Joint funding by DOC and State Library (usually SL funding for
materials; DOC for staff)

t

Arkansas* Minnesota* Utah*

Colorado Mississippi - Vermont

Connecticut* NorthCarolina West Virginia

Indiana* Rhode Island Wyoming

'Kentucky* Tennessee

....-

5. Funding from the State Library in cooperation with the local public

library or library system . /

,Alabama (with materials grants from SL)*
Alaska (public library for materials only)
Montana (3-way cooperation)

6. Other patterns

r

Florida (local school boards) . .

Louisiana (combination of local facility and DOC)

Pennsylvania ('educational provider)
Virginia (a special Rehabilitative School Authority)*

Washington (local school boards)

Maryland, New Mexico and North Dakota did not indicatg how libraries in

juvenile centers are funded.

Note: Even when DOC is responsible, the SL often has i consultant and, vice .

versa.

:

%*LSCA funds from State Library are used in part.

24
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Public libraries have been used in only a feed instances in the u..

21

For eight Alabama correctional' institutions, grants for materi s have been

given to six public library systems for nearly ten years; the ,,C provides

staff. Montana serves its juvenile residents through a joint effort of the

DOC, Sta Libraty, and the local public library. Alaska sery s 22 small
institutions -(most with an average of 50 residents) through lo al ptiblic

libraries which are given gtants from the .State Library to pur hase general

. ,
materials sand ptiovide staff for a few hours per week; -the state board of
'educatioh and local school'districts provide curriculum suppo t materials.
In North Carolina,' the public libraries have an oral agreemen to cooperate

with the prison'libraries which'are a joint effort of the DO (for staff)

and the State Libraty (for materials),.' _J1 4
Idaho used to serve its one state penitentiary through' state library

contract with the local public library, but disContinued it ive years ago

when funds ran out. Kentuckyhas Served three of its instit tions (which_
accountfor 40% of the prison population) through contracts 'ith a county
public library system which provides materials and one rtaf person. The

otherstate.institutions are given materials purchased with state library
funds, but the DOC is responsible for the provision of services. New Jersey

44 has a proposed library network laic which would establish se en library regions -

to encompass all types of libraries including institutions If the legisla-

tion is paSsed (it was defeated in 1981), institutions.may be served through
regional library cooperatives. :

....1..,

Four state librdti agencies currently provide librar services diliectly

to adult institutions: Colotado, WestVirginia, Mississip I.; and,Washington.
i,The ColoradoOffice of Library Services has a line item i its-budget for

.

1 general library services for the adult institutions. IL urchases materials

for all of the prisons and has three institutional consul ants, allof Iligm

provide some direct services. Nearly all of the institu ons also have

on-site libiarian hired by thaOffice of Library Seririce . In West Virginia,

the State Library Commission buys materials for all of t e institptions'and4

has a librarian in one of them; the other seven prisons re4maller-and ha4e.

DOC-appointed staff. In Mississippi, the State..Library, omission funds the
adult prison libraries; the youth authority is responsi le for the juvenile

facilities. And in Washington, the State Library has 2 .5 FTE positions-in

j
the correctional institutions, using state library fund for materials and

programs. But Illinois'is the only state that current has a unified pro,'

gram of serving all correctional institutions in the sate with complete
library service, through state-funded regional multi -type -library systems.

The administrative responsibility and the-fundil of institutional

library services change fairly frequently with the cr ation of new state
agendies, changes of state administration, and the av ilability of grant

funds. It is not unusual for the state library to i tiate.a program and

then transfer it to the DOC.- For example, the Logs ana State Library estab- -

lished libraries in the correctional institutions th ough a two-yearilOt
project which then provided 50% of the funds. At th bad of the project, the

DOC assumed full funding. In Oregon and Idaho the tate libraries used to

provide funds for institutional services but were f r6dd to withdraw when

t,
financial problems arose.
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I had thought it would be possible to compare the Illinois planOf ser-
vice with that,of other Mates, especially/those with a, similar Impber of

faCil&ies. As of 19771, California had 25,-Georgia had 21,.
TennsylvAia 20; and Illinois 21. Unfortuiietely, it is the proverbial

. comparison of apples to oranges .-Even the obvious comparison factors--

budget, number of volumes, number of professional staff--are not.u.iseful.
The sizeana-security level of the institutions, the iatio of the amountof
money spent on materials 4s. that on staff, the'cOmbination of budgets and ,1
in-kind contributiond from multiple agencies; the itlientory and t4eedinig
methods used for collections; the varying positiondescriptio'ns and titles
all combine to make comparisons -

.

Washington has a history which makes it es ecially relevant to the'
state institutions thrOugh

,Prior to that, the now.defunctDepartment .

ices directly. A study .in 196522 recommended
ssume the resRonsibility for libtary §ervices-aruft4

al libraries to provide them. Because, the state is
into regional systems7,-as Illinois is--some institutions

ingle public library and some by a library system. In4

Illinois plan. Washington served
libraries from 1972 until 197
of Institutions provided
that the'StatelAbrary

Vith the lo
not fully develope
were served ,by a
1977, the Leg lathe Budget Committee decided to discontinue this pattern,*
of service,'citing increasing costs from the contracting libraries. Also,

the WSL feltthat the proposal-based fUnding was uneven. and that budgeting
was. difficult since the libraries were on a calendar year, WSL on a fiscal
yeap, and appropriations were made biennially.' Tine WSL then began to provide

services directly to the 42-4tate institutions (mental health, developmentally
disabled,'Veterans, and corrections). Now, all adult correctional centers
(three juvenile facilities hate contracts withjocai schqol districts) have
librarians who are staff members of WSL.

In ,1980, the state Fiscal Management Office evaluated this approach and p

-found it to be effective, with financial savings on salaries. The WSL reports

th t this approachhag' resulted in a more even service throughout the state.
Al ough many of the librarians who had been working for public librariespr
systems were upset when4their.positions were subsumed under WSL in 1977,',they
seem content now. In resptinse.to a brief survey, they cite centralized ser-
vices (ordering and processing); better ILL, more CommunicatiOn with other-,,
institutiAal librarians (e.g., quarterly full-day meetings), upward mobility, .

and centralized supervision as benefits. The problems mentioned most often

are indirect, contact with their supervisor due to the geographical distance
from the-WSL, and understaffing. They report that the inmates receive virtu-
ally the same service as they had under the older system.

Unfortunately; Washington cannot be compared directly to Illinois-
-because it serves 42 institutions, only 9 of which are correctional. Its

budget,is less than that of Illinois. In 081, Washington had $753,333 and
Illinois had $1,325;259; in 1082, Washington had $678,000 and Illinois t
tained its $1,325,259., Washington also has fewer staff with a count of 24
people in the institutions and 4.5 at the State Librry in Olympia. Some of

. the librarians are designated "supervisory" and are responsible for as many

as eight libraries. Both the staffing=aR4the budgets are s9 different from
those of that direct comparison sea on these is impossible.
Perhaps quality of library service could be compared, but site visits to all
institutions would be necessary and that,- e course, was not feasible during

-- this study.

26 ,
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Two other notes about prison library services in other states. Thirteen
states report that'some of their institutions have no libraries at all. And
at least 28 `ttates report that, no matter who provides general library ser-
vices, the DOC is responsible for the law libraries.

1. Social, Educational Research and Development, Inc: Institutional
Library Services: A Plan for the State of Illinois. ALA, 1970.

2. Louise LeTendre, "Hooks for Crooks: A Cooperative Approach to Service in
Correctional Facilities," Illinois Libraries (Aay 1972) 54t:ag8.

3. -Barbara Slanker and, Joan Bostwick, "Regional Library System Based Library
Service to Residents of State Correctional Facilities: An Evaluatioh of
the Project," Illinois Libraries (September 1974) 56: 517-534.

4. This review will not include prison law libra*ies.

5. -Marjorie LeDonne, et.al., Survey of Library and Information Problems
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CHAPTER 2: THE STATE LEVEL

Section 1. The Role and Responsibilities of
the.Illinois State Library

A. Consultant for Institutionalized Services

The State Library has been responsible for administering library ser-
vices in the correctional institutions since 1972. Although the State
Library was to act in consultation with the Department of Corrections' Chief
of Library ServiCes, there has been no onein that position since 1975 ,(see'
the discussion of this in Section 2 of this chapter). ConseqUently, the
Illinois State Library, through its Consultant for Institut {onalized'Services
(CIS) has developed the program. without much assistance from the DOC. The

ISL Consultant has been with the program since its inception and has acted
as the frontrunner for it during the entire ten year period, He is seen as
the sole representative of the State Library, and of the program ht the state

( level.

The Joint Statement says that:

The State Library is responsible for providing 1) funding
from General Fund appropriations under the Library Systems Act
and grants from other sources where appropriate, and 2) state-
wide,coordination, planning, monitoring, and consultant services.

Indeed, most of the work of the ISL Consultant has been in the areas of
budgeting (to be discussed later), planning, and problem-solving.

Because ten regional library systems provide the-ervices, and their
boards of directors guard their policy-making powers zealously, he has not
had much success with statewide policies. Instead, problems are dealt with

as they arise in each institution; this can be called "band-aid management"

as opposed to thoughtful planning. Over the years, the ISL Consuftant has

recommended policies on uniform pay, joint evaluations, and 9ther matters,
but the system directors have not approved them. He reports that most of.

his time has been spent on budgeting and monitoring the funds allotted; te
and the system directors often disagree in/these areas, too. To his credit,

he is philosophical about these disagreements as he feels strongly that
services to Illinois correctional institutions are system activities.

The ISL Consultant has & national reputation, but opinions of his work
vary widely within Illinois. Some wardens, system directors and librarians
feel that he was more enthusiastic and useful in the early stages of the pro-

gram. Generally speaking, he (and the State Library) are seen as reactive
rather than leading, but °helpful when called upon. During the past five years

staffing'at the Illinois State Library has shrunk considerably, from 8 cot-
sultants in library development.td 4 at this-time; the position of the CIS

is now devoted only part time to institutions.' This decline in support from

the Illinois State Library has been felt by bah the systems and the individpal
institutions; nearly all reported that they needed the State Library to devote.
more time to this program. Recommendtion: For the program to be administered

most efficientlyand effectively - -an administrative.afsistant to the'Consult-
ant should be hired.

2J
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Although one warden said "I don't need more folks looking over my ,

shoulder," others requested more consultation and better, more regular pro-
gram reviews. The librariani voiced similar needs, especially for more
direction from ISL and better coordination between the DOC and the librarids.
Other common responses to our question "What else could the State Library,
do to make your, service easier to provide?" include:'S film circuit from
ISL, faster interlibrary loan service, continuing education for librarians,
and their staffs, regular institutional librarians' meetings, a communica-
tions channel such as a newsletter, and statewide policies. The Intersygtem
Library Delivery Service (ILDS) was mentioned, as was interlibrary loan, as
particularly good services of the ISL.

B. Policies

When asked about statewi e pol cies or guidelines,.all but
tional services coordinator fe t they'were a good idea. Th
felt that unified policies wOu d be unworkable due to differences
:institutions. Photocopying policies were ,a major concern mentione
majority of system directors (6 out of 9) agreed that statewide po
would be helpful to librarians and useful to systems to avoid litig
One felt that an "atmosphere of mutual trust" and unwritten agreemen
sufficient, but he wasn't opposed to common policies. The other two
that uniformity was impossible. Ai for institutional librarians, thi
(of 23) vehemently supported statewide policies, espeCiall7in the ar

photocopy, censorship, salaries, emergency procedures, and book loss,
were undecided, and seven were opposed. The opposition took two forms.
people who were satisfied with their libraries and administration and s

didn't see a need for policies; and people who were'genuinery concerned
statewide guidelines would be too restrictive.

one institu-
dissenter
among the
d. The
licies
at ion.

is were
stated
rteen
as of

Three

0

that .

I agree with the majority of librarians, coordinators, and directors
we interiziewed.. I feel that statewide policies are a.necessity. As a num
of correctional administrators pointed out, consent decrees in the area of
legal services have led to,a patchwork quilt of rules and policies which
differ from institution to institution. Already there is great inconsistency
in the general (public) library services as well, and threats of lawsuits in
those areas. 'Such\inconsistencies, are.viewed by residents as inequities and
are problematic because inmates are transferred between facilities frequently.
Due to these Rroblems, both the DOC and ISL support the idea of statewide
policies. There is one other significant reason for policies of any sort:
they are ormulated and enacted in peaceful times to serve as backups for
librari s in times of stress, Written library poliCles"indicate a basic
honesty d integrity of the organization's intentions."2 Perhaps the best
examples are book selection policies and the LibraryoN11 of Rights which
have served librarians in good stead in times of censorship problems
Recommendation: ISL, in conjunction with tim.'DOC and the ten library sys-
tem, should formulate and enact a series of statewide policies. It is
importanteto note that statewide policies will allow for consistency and
fairness of service. Uniformity is notthe goal.; individual library services
will (and should) continue to vary within common guidelines.

However, there has been much debate over *Whether the ISL has the author-
ity to inflict policies on systems whose boards usually establish policy.
For the first time, the system rules and regulations would includeila section= ."."1Q.'
on service to state institutions, according to the proposed draft now under
consideration. Rule 81-113.8 states:

ex
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The library systems service program to residents and\staff
of state institutions must be conducted in accordance with
the policies established jointly between the Illinois State
Library and thestate.instifutional departments, and in
accordance with the applicable standards of the American
Library Association, the Illinois ef.gice of Education, and
other relevant agencies and organizations as identified by
the Illinois State Library, (Emphasis added)

These 'regulations are being formatted now; public hearings in Chicago and
Springfield will be',held in early 1983. If they are accepted by the
Illinois State Commission on Rules, the ISL will have the necessary power
to determine'statewide policy, as long as the DOC concurs.

In that case, a series of policies' should be formulated and enacted,
covering (1) phttocopying, (2) emergency procedures, and (3) restitution for
library materials. (Policigs for performance evaluations and salaries are
discussed in Chapter 4, Section 4, and policies on, security and publication
review committees ip Section 2 of this chapter.)

(1) The photocopy policy' developed by the ISL Consultant and the
Administratiye Assistant to the DOC Deputy Director, and presented to the
systems in May 1981, and amended by the DOC in October 1981 is thoughtful
and reasonable (see Appendix E). It calls for charging a modest fee for
photocopies, with an exception made for free photocopies of legal materials
for indigent inmates. There are a few ways in which fhe amended draft
should be changed before its final implementation. First, the last para -'
graph of part II should include a statement suggested by the Institutional
Coordinator for Shawnee Library System: "Any such excerpts will circulate
is library materials and will remain the library's property." Second,
there should be a provision for free Photocopying of non-legal materials
which a resident might need, especially for class of self-study. As it
stands now, the policy states that all non-legal documents can be copied
by typewriter or by friends in the outside community; ,this does not consider
the length of materials, lack of typewriters, time delays, etc. which can be
as important for non-legal as for legal- materials. Third, the policy should
include a statement that it applies to juvenile centers as well as to adult
institutions.

Fourthly, the procedure recommended in the 1981 policy is the use of e
,money voucher sent to the Trust Office. which reimburses the library system.
In some institutions, the voucher must clear the Trust Office before the
photocopying is done. This causes time delays and extra bookkeeping.
Instead, I buggest that the procedure established by the Shawnee Library
System at the Menard Psychiatric Center Library be adopted. There the resi-
dents purchase cards from the commissary store; the card costs $1.00 and can
be used for twenty photocopies. Unused portions of the card can be returned
fox refund.

Finally, the proposed. licyt, stfates that "the warden or his designee"

. shall determine whether an imma5eVis:without funds and therefore eligible
for free photocopying. The poliic should specify what standard of indigence
will be used. Most residents, 4nu0ing students and non-workers; receive
$10 per month from the DOC,'SegfegA'ion and other special inmates do not;
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will they alone receive free photocopying? Other eligibility requirements
might be (1) pauper status assigned by the court so that a public defender
or court-appointed attorney was assigned to the individual, or (2) waiver
of filing fee from the courts' law Clerks. For example, the law clerk of
the Northern District of Illinois often waives filing fees for inmates
having under $50 in their Trust funds. The U.S. Courts also use the $50
guideline, and Stateville has adopted it as the basis for free photocopying.
Whatever requirement is established, it should appear in the policy and
should be applied by the DOC; the library should simply require a photo-
copying card and not be involved in the decision as to whether thd card was
purchased or given torap indigent inmate.

Some institutions have already incorporated the May 1981 pblicy into
their regulations. Since it did not have a provision for free services for
indigent inmates, some (notably Centralia and Stateville) have free copying
of legal materials for all residents. When the policy statement has been
further revised (as suggested above), it should be implemented in all
institutions.

(2) The policy recommended by the ISL Consultant and the Administrative
Assistant to the DOC Deputy Director, on the provision of services during
emergency situations, should be accepted and enforced.

Each library system shall maintain a least a minimal level of
library service in the event oE a lockdown, an employee
strike, or other similar situations which disrupt the normal

r opetating procedure of the facility while not sacrificing
the 'safety and security of personn4. o

. r

(3) A policy on restitution for lost or damaged materials should be
written by the ISL in cooperation with the DOC and the library systems. The

4

Pere Marquette Youth Center Library has a that youths cannot be charged -

for lost or damaged materials, but the DOC sagrees. A mntually.scceptable
solution has been to "tax" youths for damaged materials; some of their trust
account money is put into a library fund as restitution: At the DuPage Youth
Center Library, the library wants to charge youths for damaged materials but
the institutional administration did not agree unt}1 recently. These incon-
sistencies are not useful to residents or librarieh. An.acceptable method
of reimbursement must be found. Working in the library or offering a skill
for the library's use (e.g. calligraphy) should' be considered as well as
financial payment. Revoking circulation privileges should be used only as
a last resort.; even then the resident should have some method of using
library materials in a secured setting:,. .

If the proposed systed regulations al/owing the Mt, to set policy are
not accepted, an alternative tool for enforcing statewide policies must be
found; Perhaps the idint Statement could include such policies; or. contracts
between each system and ISL; spelling out policies ea Onetonditiony is
another possibility (for, more oh this latter concepts Wee 8tetion 6 of this
chapter).

Cs Continuing Education
1

' A greatly neglected responsibility of the rst, is,continning.educatilm
fot correctional libtaty elployees. An ALA publication stresses the import-

ance of ttaining.3

ft
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4,

Working for the development of state institutional library
service is analogous to the way in which'a state library
agency works for public library development and laraer units

of service. Essential to a successful program are such
activities as...continuing education and consistent advisory
and consultative services including participation in in-
service training programs for libraiy staffs.

The last institutional librarians' meeting in Illinois was in May 1978.
It included a good mixture of visits to three institutions, information-
sharing, and planning sessions. But theta is no excuse for a four year gap

between such events. Recommendation: Institutibnal librarians and institu-
tional services coordinators should meet twice a year for a program or work-
shop coordinated by the ISL. One\Meeting should include all civilian. library
personnel; the other may be arranged for staffs According to security and age
classifications of the institutions. These meetings are to be in addition .

to system training programs and professional state or national meetings. I§L

should hold the systems responsible for providing substitute personnel at the
institution so that minimal library service can be continued in the absence '

of the regular staff.

Librarians and coordinators requested professional education materials
froM'Ithe ISL as wellnewsletters, bibliographies, resource kits, etc. At

one time, the coordinator for the DuPage Library System edited a newsletter
for institutional librarians throughout the state. And until 1977, a national
newsletter (Inside/Outside) was published for prison librarians. Ten states

now have their own institutional library services newsletters, and eight,
others have regular columns in library association or state library publica-

tions. But there is none for institutional librarians in Illinois. Recom-

mendation: As phase two of each semiannual meeting, a mailing should be
made to aZZ institutional library staff after each meeting. Included shoUld'

by minutes of the meeting, articles of interest, bibliographies of recent
professional materials.of'interest, legislative and other news, etc. The

ISL consultant should be responsible for this infOrmation packet but may
encourage volunteers from the systems to take turns editing it.

Illinois is one of 16 states with institutional library chapters in
their state library associations. .Four years ago, the Illinois Library
Association developed a Specialized Library Services Section, which is
logically the appropriate unit for correctional libraries to use as a

center. Recommendation: The ISL should promote and support an institu-
tional librarians discussion group of ILA/SLSS.

D. Monitoring

The, ISL needs to improve its monitoring of institutional libraries.
Periodicvisits by the CIS, an annual progranOevaluation, and better report-
ing from the systems should all be instigated. Perhaps the most common com-

plaint--from state, system, and institution levels--was a lack of communica-
tion among these levels and a paucity of accountability and reporting.
Wardens and librarians alike were very grateful for the sporadic program
reviets and the too infrequentksite visits.

O
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Recommendation: Site,visits by the ISL Cohs4tant and a representative

of the,DOC should be conducted annually, perhaps in four trips arranged
geographically. Resultant from these visits should be a written evaluation

of the library based on standard forms and checklists devised for this pur-
pose.' ACA/ALA Standards should be used as a basis for the designof such

forms. Copies of the evaluation should be sent to the system and the institu-
tioU.within two months of.theNtsit; the compiled evaluations should be pub-

lfehed annually and distributed to all. Q her sot visits should be done as

often as possible.

Recommendation: To simplify budget req este and planning, the ISL

ld provide a standard form; the systems uld return the budget request

orms (signed by system director, warden, and institutional Zibrarian)'`six

the prior to the beginning of the fiscal ye

Recommendation: Narrative and statistical reporting forms should be

developed by the ISL and completed by each institutional librarian annually.
New developments, collections, staffing, programs, and problems should

be covered.

4
_Recommendation: A financial report, showing receipts and expenditures

separately, should be filed 'annually within two months of the close of the

fiscal year. This is in addition to annual narrative and statistical forms

and in addition to the general system fiscal report.
--.

E. Legislation

There has never been legislation enacted concerning the authority of the

ISL to provide institutional library se es. Instead, the Joint Statement

has been used as the basis of all endeav s. The Illinois Revised Statutes

make no mention;of this service under the powers and duties of the State

Library; neither does the Library System Act. As, is discussed under budget-

ing (Section 7 of this chapter), legislators dd not understand the workings

-.5.-of the Joint Statement and assume that the DOC is responsible for all ser- .

viees,in its institutions. "Such confusion is detrimental to full funding and

understanding. Recommendation: The State 2ibrary, with the cooperation of

the DOC and the Illinois Library Association, should sponsor an amendMent.to

Chapter 128, Section 107 of the Illinois Revised Statutes to give ISL a clear

legislative mandate for involvement'in this service. Because that section

refers to the Library System Act, it too should be revised.

F. Advisory Committee

The Library Services and Construction Act (LSCA) AdvisOry Subcommittee

on Institutional Library Services, appointed in 1965, went out'of business

with the presentation of the SERD Report in 1969. In order to re-establish'

such a group, the administrative procedures sent to system directors by ISL

Director Al Trezza in 1974 stated that: . .

The State Library shall appoint,an advisory subcommittee to
advise the SL concerning its policy and program of service

for state institutional library services. Said "subcommittee

shall consistof not more than 9 persons representing state
institutional departments, library systems, library users,

and library trustees.
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An advisory committee on services to the disabled was established in 1975,
and "It has acted as the conscience of the State Library in this service
area by bringing a broader viewpoint and insight to the program review."4

The ISL Consultant originally felt that such a group for institutional
services would. ot be helpful or necessary. Although he changed his

opinion a f years later`, and requested an advisory group, it has never
been established. At the-June 1982 meeting of system directors and
coordinators, such a committee was discussed and a motion requesting the
ISL to develop one passed with a vote of ten to one. Recommendation: An

ISL Advisory Committee. on State Institutional Library Services should be
established under the guidelines in the'1974 Administrative Procedures.

The ISL has been the strongest force behind system-provided library
services to correctional institutions. Its weaknesses have been in policy

making, continuing, ducation, and monitoring. The proposed changes in the
-system regulations and in appiopriate legislation, and the creation of an
advisory committee, will aid the ISL in improving its effectiveness.

z

Section 2. The Role and Responsibifities of the
Illinois Department of Corrections

A. Administration

L'
The Department of Corrections has not had the consistent relationship,

with the institutional library program as the Illinois State Library has had,
because the ISL has-had the same Consultant on Institutionalized Library Ser-
vices for the past ten years. The DOC states that it "jointly administers"
the program with the ISL, yet library services do not appear at all on the
current DOC organizational chart. And no one person has been responsible
for library services since their Chief of Library Services resigned in 1975.
The Deputy Directbr for Inmate and Employee Services has had this responsi-
bility during the past few years, but library services is not.in his new job
description either. He had had an administrative assistant who acted as a
liaison with the ISL Consultant, but he was transferred in June of 1981 and
has not been replaced. Although the Deputy Director states that he is satis-
fied with the present arrangement and that the ISL Consultant is able IP
unofficially to fulfill theirole of DOC Chief of Library Services, the
research team feels that this arrangement is totallyiungatisfactory. With
a full-time professional librarian coordinating library services for the
DOC, the Department could take an6active role rather than the merely,
reactive one it has had recently. Recommendation: The DOC should hire a
professional librarian ap its Chief Librarian in a position with responsj.-
bilities parallel to those of the ISL Consultant. The person will have a

major responsibility for coordinating communications among the correctional
institutions and with the ISL, for annual program reviews, for site visits,
and for in -servit training.

B. Security

According to the Joint Statement, the DOC is to "provide adequate
security" in the libraries. At the maximum security prisons, an officer is

assigned to the library gate. For the most part, this has worked well. The

medium and minimum security institutions usually have no security officers
assigned to the library, and therefore hgVe problems with access, discipline,
and logs of materials. This problem was noted in a 1974 evaluation also.4
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Recommendation: The DOC, in consultation with. the ISL, should study, the
security needs othe libraries in each security level of institution, and
ensure that the iibrary'receives the security attention needed at each insti-
tution,.

Security fOr IibrarYMaterials,ii ecovllar)i responsibility. In

addition to the materials that are lost or within the institution, .

many leave -the institutions ("walk on out ") whe residents are traniferrea

or released.' Recommendation: The DOC.sbozild include a careful search of
residents fbr library materials and equipment inits exit procedure. Any-

thing found should be returned to the library afte it has been checked for
contraband.'"

C.'Orientation

Another DOC.respOnsibility, according to the Joint Statement, is to
"provide an orientation for librarians on how to work effectively in a
correctional institution." This should include information on theitdminis-
trative regulations and institutional policy, self-defense, first aid,
institutional organization, and other topics. Such an orientation has been

sorely neglected. Of 27 libreriarilinterviewed, only six (22%).reported
receiving any in-service training by the institution; all of these librar-

ians workin four institutions: Sheridan, East Moline, Pontiac, add Menard.
Only four '(1'5Z)` reported taking the DOC training course for civilian per-

sonnel; al/ *of these librarians work in youth enters. Considering that a

major complaint of wardens was that librarians lack an understanding of
security problems and measures, in-service training would seem a priority
for the. DOG. Recommendation: The DOC should provide an intensive basic
training, fbllowed.by intermittent classes, on institutional and security
concerns, to all civilian library staff working in correctional institutions.

D. Funding

When asked "What'else could the DOC do-to.make your service easier to
proVide?", many wardens and librarians suggested money. In some of the

youth centers (e.g., DuPage),,the administrator gave Title 4B Monies ,

(usually in relatively small sums) to the librarian to use. At St. Chafles,

the institution -pays, the resident clerks (ZOO Per hour). At Renard, the

institution covers the cost of two of thefive resident clerks. At Sheri an,

tne facility spent $10',000 on legal subscriptions during 198,14o that the

library system could afford to continue its'staff at the institution libraY.
r Other institutions,are proud of "donating" paper or other supplies to the

library. Unfortunately, these examples of financial assistance are exceptions

to the rule.

Although the ISIS has the responsibility for providing the General Fund
appropriation, the IDOC has. financial reponsibilities also. The Joidt State -

me t reads "The IDOC"will continue to seek-grant fundi available to the IDOC
wh h can be used for purchase of library materials and equipment." But 1974

was the last time the DOC contributed-such funds; tesewere from the

Illinois Law Enforderaent Commission. As far as is known, no other, library-.

related grants have been applied for by'the DOC. Also, as early as 1971,

the DOC stated that it would "Join in tponsoring,appropriate legislation,
and requests for futaing"i.but there has been no concerted effort in this

direction. Of'45 wardens andassistant wardens interviewed; only 5 (11%):
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answered "Yes" to, the question: "Could you foresee the DOC paying for
library services?" Many laughed before they said "No;" 10 said "I hope not."
All reported that DOC funding'for libraries had never been discussed; none
were aware-that the DOC had any fiscal responsibilities regarding libraries.

Two needs related to funding, from the DOC seem clear. The first is for
active participation in ISL-proposed legislation which would mandate general
library services to prisoners and staff through the ISL. Such legislation
would clarify the rerationships between the ,two agencies and end the confusion
of the legislature as-to these services_in correctional institutions. The
appropriations process should thereby'be eased, with better funding as the
result (see also Sectio1n 1 of this chapter).

The second is for some direct funding from the DOC to the litrary pro-
gram. The budget for library services in correctional institutions has not
been increased in five years despite an increase in the number of institu-
tions
and of prisoners to be ser
tions and of prisoners to be served. Meanwhile, in 1978, DOC spent over
$116,000,000 and in 1982 over $258,500,000.5 The latter figure is 223% of
the former. The DOC contends that its funding is inadequate, but it cer-
tainly has not Buffered the budgetary cuts of the ISL.

-

The library component which most logically fits the DOC responsibility
is the law library. IRS Chapter 38,Section 1003-4-2 states that "a library
of legal materials" shalt be provided in all institutions, and court decisions
which mandate law library services for prisoners hold the DOC 'responsible for
their provision. (See more on this in Chapter 6.) Another factor is that

f

the DOC already has a legal rvices staff. Furthermore therg is a precedent
for placing law libtaries un the DOC budget. In 1974, law librarians in
the correctional centers were established with a grant from the Illinois Law

tin,

Enforcement Commission to the DOC. At that me, law .libraries were not a
10 issue, as the 1977 Bounds v. Smith -case ( -which the'coUrt decided that

< prisoners have a fundamental right of access to the courts that requires a
law library, or legal. assistance) had not yet been decided. When the ILEC
grant ended, the ISL 'assumed the responsibility for the law libraries without
knowing that they would,becoMe a major expense and concern. -In 28 other '

states law library services are provided to prisoner's by the DOC, while
general library services are provided by another agency. And in inois,

the Cobk County Corrections Complex has general library servic from the

Chicago Public Library and law library services from the county department
of corrections.

t

Another reason for suggesting that the DOC fund legal library services
is that the wardens are Undoubtedly correct in their assessment of the DOC's
unwillingness to provide general library services. A number of them stressed
to the research team that if library services were under the DOC, "we-would
only have what's mandated by/law...". That, of course, is access to the
courts via a law library. The necessary components of a law library, accord-
ing to court decisions which have provided such details, are basiC primary
materials and access tools. Included are U.S. Supreme Court Reports, lower
federal court reports, Illinois court reports, federal statutes, state stat-
utes, federal and state 'digests, looseleaf services, Shepard's Citations \)

(federal and state), and legal encyclopedias'. If the DOC will provideonlyi
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what is mandated, extra materials (such as legal researCh-haii4books, mono-
graphs, and legal periodical indexes) can be, provided by the library systems.
The great bulk of the expense of tke'law libraries isinthe acquisition and
maintenance of the materials listed first above.

Recommendation: The DOC shoul,dabsorb.the cost of the law libraries in
aZZ of its institutions. This was approximately $300,000 in FY 1981. -;

s.
Recommendation: The DOC should hire a law librarian to serve as the

Law Library Advisor. This person would design training for law clerks (civil-
ian and resident) and priisoners, select materials for purchase, and supervise
the maintenance and.use of the law libraries (see more on this in Chapter 7).

Recommendation: The DOC should ab'Sorb the costs of photocopying of Zeal
materials and documents provided free to indigent inmates (see photocopying
policy discussion in Section 1 of this chapter).

E. Publications Review Committees

Most institutions have publications or literature review committees to
check incoming materials sent to inmates by friends, relatives, publishers, ik

and bookstores. The purpose is to ensure that such materials comply with
institutional regulations forbidding reading materials which constitute a*
realistic danger to the security of the institution and/or which are con-
sidered pornographic. Sometimes'ometimes looks donited to the library are also
checked and stamped (e.g. at Stateville), and sometimes this committee has
formulated policies on obscenity and-security which the library is expected
to follow (e.g., Menard Psychiatric) -. In a few cases, the librarian has been
asked to serve on the committee as an "expert" on literature.

The librarian is then in an extremely difficult situation as he/she is
called upon to serve as an 'official censor. Most librarians do.hot want to
participate on the committee; only one expressed a desire to do so, feeling
that the committee might be positively influenced by a librarian who could
express the freedom-to-read principles. Also, the librarian would then be '

better informed as to policies which, the library must subscribe to. This'is
a thoughtful view, but the arguments against it are,persilasive. Recommenda-
tion: The Publications Review Committee should be completely severed from
library activities. Its purpose is to assist the security operations of the
institUtion and it should be staffed by that department. Library materials,
`donated or purchased, should not be within the purview of the committee, as
the libraries already comply with the DOC Administrative Regulation 828 Section
4 on forbidden materials. The final decision on whether or not to serve as a
committee member should be left up to each individual librarian as it would be.,
to any other employee in the institution. .

F. Long Range Planning

The DOC mupt'provide a long range agenda so that planning may be coordi-
nated with the ISL andthe cooperating library systems. Director Lane esti-
mates that by 19.85 the adult prison population will Feachil6,800;6 this is
an increase of 2000 people.- et-the situation has not been discussed with
the ISL or,ihe systems.'' Between: 1977 and-1981 four new prisons havebeen

,added to the DOC. In each case the library systems involved were not informed
early enough in,the budget a d planning process to take these facilities and
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patrA6 into account. Logan CC and the condemned unit at Pontiac are examples
of unpleasant and unnecessary budgetary surprises for the library systems in
question.

Two more prisons are to open in 1984 and 1985. As another remedy to
the pbpulation problem in the prisons, Director Lane has announced the pospi-
bility Of developing more medium and minimum security institutions so that
25% of the adult inmates can be hoCised in maximum security institutions, 50%

, , in mediUM security acilifies, and 25% in minimum security prisons.6 This
is a major change from the current situation in which 60% of the adult inmate
popu/atibn are houeled in maximum security facilities. Such atrend.viould.
undoubtedly affect library services, yet it has not been discussed with the
librarians. Interagency communication and long range planning must be
improved in order to provide good library services. Recommendation: The DOC
should provide an annual projection report to the ISL and the library sys-
tems. Such reports should include projected population figures, plans for
new construction and remodeling, relevant funding issues, and proposed
changes in approach at the management level of DOC. *

G. Community Correctional Centers
4

The DOC Community ServicestDivision, organized in 1979, includes nine
community correctional centers own from 1968-1977 as work release centers).
.Although there was some discussion of opening small librarief in each facil-
ity, the DOC decided not to pursue the plan because the priary"purpose of
the centers is to reintdgrate offenders into the community. "The mission...
includes facilitating the use of resources already in the community..."7 'It
was decided, therefore, that the residents should use the local public
libraries.

While interviewing at four of the community correctional centers--in
order to corroborate what we had learned at the Prisonsaif-unexpected prob-.

4. lem was brought to our attention. The residents are given avery limited
amount of discretionary time during which they could use a library. The IRT

, (independent release time) is given once a week for six hours. This period
must cover church atten&ance, recreation, Visits with friends and rela-
tives, library use, etc. Interviewees told us of the difficulty in making
the decision to do anything other than seeing friends and relatives. Special
extra passes are given only for medical appointments or job interviews-, An
especially difficult period is the first month in the center when a resident

4 receives, no IRT.

When asked about the problem of access to libraries from the community
correctional centers, the Deputy Director of the-Cbmmunity Services Division

..told me that "Each center hav developed a lisfing of community resources
available to'residents which includes libraries, and residents are instructed
in'the use ofsame, In fact, some facilities' have utilized a library card
form residents which encouraged this involvement:.." Some residents at the
Chicago centers contend that they have not been informed about libraries.

Some malecenter residents reported that ex-offenders are sent back to
tilt prisons if they-don't "make good," and that, with the job situation so
tight, a lot of time is spent in the. center without constructive activity.
They suggested a small library in the center itself. The women interviewed
voiced the same idea. Perhaps a rotating deposit collection from the local

0
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public library would help relieve
dents who do not qualify for IRT.
adjunct to the library visits.'

28

the problem, especially for the new resi-

But such a collection should be duly

."'
If the libraries in the correctional institutions attempt to provide

library services equivalent to those of the public library, and to drient.

prisoners to what such 1 arse
not to allow ex- offender e d poituniVfeto use their new skills.

Recommendation: The DOC sAould 4rrange weekly, optional library trips for
community correctional center residents to encourage their continued use-of
library resources !luring their-transitign,from incarceration to freedom.

canoffer them, it is ironic and abortiire

Section The Role of the Department of Mental Health

*44 and Developmental Disabilities

The ISL feels strongly that its program of system - provided library- --

services-to state.institutionb'should apply q) all institutions, not just :

correctional ones. Unfortunately, this philosophy,has not been shared.by
DMADD, When the DOC-first expresseditsinterest in such a plan df service
in 1971, the DMHDD rejected the idea. Then ISL expended much time and'effort

during the years from 1971--to 1976 trying to convince the DMHDD but wag never

successful. Although the ISt discontinued those efforts, it has retained an

"open door policy." Between 1977 and 1980 services thrbugh library systems
-.were started in three mental health.centers. The ISL budget was appropriately

increased to provide these services.

"In January of 1978, the Chief of the Administrative Services Okfio4 of
DMHDD.met with the ISL Consultant for, Institutionalized Service" to reopek
discussions about a service agr4ement. In a follow -up memo toss
tional superintendents and librarians, the DMHDD official stressed that "The
decision to negotiate services for resident libraries from the library sys-

tems or not is totally yours.", He was still not interested in purstiing.a
statewide agreement. In 1080,11;three more mental Health aqd ddlikl:OpmentallF

'disabled centers, and Illinois State Psychiatric Institute residents.' libreiy:
were-added to the program without additional funding in the ISL'budget.
The institutional services budget was sikply'divided among more institutions.

This,approach has been. extremely controversial among the system,directors.

The bMHDD contacted the ISL again in 1981 to consider i joint statement
modelled onthe ISL/DOC agreement; a draft is tfrrently in/progress. It woufr-%

- be beneficial to both -agencies if a cooperative arrangement can be enacted.

For one thing, system boardsof directbrs are more receptive to seriUg:mental
'health and developmental disability centers than prisons; by including those
centers, the eqtireinsfttutional program maylv better accepted and sup=
ported. But the agreement should be given formal gislative a0provil and

should be funded before the services are initiated.N0

It is, clear that the. DMHDD haSphanied its st.lce.due to its economic

d4.fficulties. The DMHDD'is responding to current-budget cuts by closing the' .

professional lihraries i1 each institution. But the ISL has financial:46.ra,-

lens, too, and should no%longer add institutions without= increased,Apuor
priation. The .ISL has made:a "gentlemen's agreement'-' to serve additifi*a7 =

mental healtivand,development centers when funds do become available suctipo 7% 0
3
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,continueservices now offered by some sygtems. Other system directors and
institutional cOordinators do not support an extension of services to addi-
tional DMHDUinstitutions without-an extra appropriation. At the June 3,
1982 meeting of directors.of library systems serving state-institutions, a
six to five vote was taken in favor of discontinuing service to the most
recent mental health and development centers (those added to theprogram
without an increased appropriation) until extra monies are received. Those
centers would be put on a waiting list with twoveterans homes (one, in
existence now and one slated to open in 1985) and four mental health\centers.
The ISL did not accept the directive from that meeting.

Although I feel strongly that all types of institution need quality
library services, and should be served under a cohesive statewide plan, I
agree that the services to mental health and development centers cannot be
continued Under.,the current funding situation. The unwillingness of the
DMHDD administration to participate in a joint agreement--and thereby take

ansome responsibility to herp-pr vide funding and direction for this service--
must be considered. The ISL is o be commended for striving to provide ser-
vices to DMHDD-facillties through a joint statement, for'adding interested
institutions as they requested services and for maintaining its desire to
provide library service to all state institutions. But money is very tight
and services are deteriorating; new policies must be established. When new
legislation is passed, when an interagency agreement is signed, and when
funds are appropriated specifically foi non-correctional institutions, then
such services can be,happily provided. -

.

'

Section 4. The Role of the Department of
Corrections School District 041116

In 1972, School District 428, the Department of Corrections SOoo1 Dis-
trict, was established. The teachers are.DOC employees but operate through
the school district which has its own budget; before then the teachers and
education plans and budgets were at the discretion of the wardens of the
individual Iristitutions. The_ Superintendent of the school district contends
that all library programs should be subsumed under the school district and'
the librarians should report to him. He reports to the DOC Deputy Director,
so he is really suggesting an additional level of supervision for the librar-
ies. He does not perceive contracts' with the library systems to be a problem,
as the school district already contracts with local community colleges for
some educational programs; however, he does not view the ISL role as g

,necessary one.

41.

He And die DOC'Deputy Director have suggested that the head of the
school district media center might assume the role of library liaison. The

School District Superintendent stresses how logical such a step would be,
and the DOC Deputy Dir /ctor has 'stated that "This is;a practical administra-
tive matter and not a philosphical one; don't care who fills the role."
The need for a library coordinator at the DOC has been addressed earlier
(4te Section 2 of this chapter). It is also important to discuss who should
take that position.

The media centers are already a
discussions. Since 1975 the DOC has
centers in youth centerA; these have
library services provided by library

highly controversial point in library
gotten ESEA tunds'to establish media
been developed totally apart from the
systems and the ISL. The development

1%0
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of the media centers is in direct opposition to what the Joint Statement
says. "Where there is a media center'in a correctional center separate

it

from the library, a plan shall be developed to coordinate the center wi h
the library with the aim of merging the media center into the library p
gram." And, "Selection of library materials and equipment to be purcha d

from grant funds or other funds available to or from the Department of
Corfections shall be made by the system librarian in consultation with
grant project directors or Other appropriate department persons." Also,

"All correctional center library resources...shall be integrated into the
library program administered by the library system..-.Library resources.are
hereby defined ads/rigEecials and equipment for using Such materials...such

-as books, recor ings, films, slides, photographs and transparencies, art
reproductions and originals, video tape...", Certainly the head of the
School District Media Centers has shown no good faith toward the libraries
by ignoring the conditions of the Joint Statement. Therefore, he does not
seem an appropriate library liaison for the DOC.

Recommendation: School District 428 s be kept a distinct agency,
not officially involved with the general services provided through
the library systems under the Joint Agreement. Library supervision should
be provided by a professional librarian hired by the DOC, and not by school
district staff. It is important, however, that communications and coopera-
tion between the libraries-and the media centers be established.. The School
District Superintendent, the media center head, the ISL Consultant, and the
DOC Chief Librarian should meet regularly and encourage meetings between
librarians and media center people in the institutions themselves.

Section 5. The Joint Statement

The Illinois State Library and Illinois Department of Corrections'
Joint Statement on Library Service, signed by bothagencies on December 20,
1978, is inadequate to govern the services currently pfbVided. It should
be revised, and it should be strengthened by relevant legislation. Chapter

128 Section 107 of the Illinois Revised Statutes details.the powers and
duties of the State Library; itshould be augmented to incorporate services
to state institutions. The revisions should include references to correc-
tional and non-correctional state facilities. As the Statutes refer to the
-Illinois Library System Act, that Act should also be amended to specify
services to state institutions. The new proposed library system regulations
do stress the joint nature of service to state institutions in rule 81-113.8;
it is hopgd that these regulations will be approved.

The statutes, the System Act, and the system regulations can, by_their
nature, only outline the responsibilities and services of the prograi. The

Joint Statement should detail them and should serve as a strong declaration
of the libraries' role in correctional center's. -To this end, there is shown
below the recommended changes in the Joint Statement. Deletions in the

present wording are,in brackets, and 'new matter is underlined. Asterisks in
the left-hand margin direct the reader to the suggested revisions. These

changes in the Joint Statement reflect the recommendations in this report;
they will correct the confusion evident in the current provisiOn of service,
and may result in clearer"lines oresponsibility and Command. The Librasmo,

Billy of Rights should be appended to theStatement. ReCommendaton: The

Joint Statement. should be sigried anew with each change- of DOC or ISL director-
ship and .should discuised annually 4. the DOC Chief Libroxicin and ISE Con-
sultant Ath an eye tozactrd possible' tevision.

LXSA
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7.

Illinois State Library & Illinois Department of Corrections

Joint Statemen\t on Library Service

Goal

To provide library setvices in correctional centers which will
strengthen support, and broaden the total program of each center toward
the habilitation of its residents and their eventual integration into
society.

. .

I. Assumptions:

The library service program in Illinois correctional centers is
based upon the following:

A. [It is desirable to make library services available to all residents
and staff of each correctional center.] It is essential that library
services are available to all residents and staff of each ccieft-t:-
tional center.

B. Cortectional center residents will identify more positively with a
free-world noninstitutional library program, and such a library
program can: .

1. retain a broader perspective of service;
. provide residents with an orientation and easy adjustment to

the use of community libraries; and
maintain a balance between the library needs of correctional
.center programs and the individual information needs and
interests of the residents and staff.

, A

C. Library services provided to correctional centers by community
libraries can better approximate the type and level of service
available to free-world residents.

D. Community libraries have a responsibility for providing library
services to all residents of their communities, whether thee
residents are free or confined to institutions.

E. Most communities where statg correctional centers are located are
too small to independently support adequate.library services for
state institutions.

F. State funding through the State Library to local library systems
is the appropriate means of making library services available in
correctional centers.

G. The primary function of corrections is to restore offenders to use-
fUl citizenship. To do this, the Department of Corrections attempts
to provide a_safe and humane environment with an opportunity for
residents to be involved in meaningful programs. The library pro-

* vides such programs and helps to prepare the residents for re-entry'
into the community.

H. The librarian should be an active participant in the corrections
process.

z
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II. Statement of Service:

The Department of Corrections agreed in 1971 to cooperate with the

State Library and public library systeMs in implementing a system based

library program in -correctional centers. During the ensuing months the

following areas of responsibilities have evolved.

A. The major responsibilities of the Department of Corrections in the
provision of library services are to: 9

1. provide an effective means of access for all residents includ-

ing those in special population units. Effective access shall

be defined as regularly scheduled hours in the library in
addition to circulation and other in-cell services;

2. provide adequate security for the library and its materials,

and for library staffs;
3. in;erpret correctional center program needs and goals in an

41* annual projection provided to the ISL and the appropriate

library systems;
4. provide adequate space, utilities, and basic furnishing

according to ACA/ALA standards and guidelines;

5. provide janitorial and maintenance services and supplies;

6. provide an orientation for [librarians] civilian library staff
members, followe&up by continuing in-service training on how
to work effectively in a correctional setting;

7. provide funding for the' development and maintenance of legal
collections in all adult facilities;

8. provide coordination, planning, and monitoring by a Chief
Librarian for general library services and by a Law Library

Advisor, and
9. provide materials and supplies necessary for the law library

services, including but not limited to typewriters, paper,
envelopes, photocopies for indigent residents, and notary

pervices.

B. The State Library'is responsible for providing:
1. funding from General Fund appropriations under the Library

Systems Act [and grants from other sources where appropriate.]
These shall be adequate to fund.the library systems to provide
services as set forth in the ACA/ALA Standards.

2. statewide coordination, and planning [monitoring, and consultant

services] as provided by a Consultant on Institutional, Library

Services. This shall include the development of policies to

be approved by the DOC, and the review of annual budget
requests and reports from the library systems.

3. statewide monitoring and consultant services. These shall

include the establishment of an advisory committee and annual

visits and rgliorts by the Consultant.

4. .
appropriate ISL-coordinated services.such as interlibrary

,loan and interlibrary delivery service, and
5. continuing education for civilian Library staff members,

including regular meetings, workshops, and coomunications.

C. The major responsibilities of the library syitems.are to: 3

1: provide a total range of library services (putilic, school,
academic, and special) needed to support, strengthen, and

44.
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broaden corkt4*Qtal .genter programs anVather identified
informational needs pf: t:gaid*p; and- ataftc. such as,
recreational and-indePendedt:learning; [and]

2. work- toward mesating ACA/ALKStandards..for. Library Services in
Residential Cpit-Ottional.fAalitig6-:-Adult end Juvenile, and

,
3. provide an insertut1,9pal "pAM:Ces coordinator, within the

system or on a:--&Ortictiial basis.

III. Explanation:-

A. Each correctional center shall have a library that is professionally
managed, staffed, and stocked by the public library system in which
the correctional center is located.
1. The system will use its full resources (materials and person-,

nel) to support this program.
2. The system will utilize the full capabilities of ILLINET

(Illinois Library and Information Network) to backup and
support the information needs of correctional center resi-
dents and staff.

3. System responsibilities may be carriea out directly by the
system or thriugh contract with a system member Jiibrary or
with another library system.

*

,B. The chief administrative officer of the correctional center and
the director of the libriry system are responsible for defining
the parameters of library programs within each institution follow-
ing administrative procedures as established by the State Library
andagreed to by the Department of Corrections. The State Library

Consultant on Institutional Library Services and the Department of
Corrections Chief Librarian shall have regular meetingS.with the
system coordinators, system directors, and chief adthipistrative
officers of the institutions, in order to discuss such.programs and
procedures.

C. Resident access to the services of the library are the responsi-
bility of the administration of the correctional center:

D. [Policies and procedures for use of library resources are the
responsibility of the'library system; however, sucf.C.p.olicies and
procedures as the effect. institution bperations Or programs must
be approved by th chief administrative_ officer _prior to implementa-

tion.] Policies for many aspects ok4he library:services are the
responsibility of the State Library which will design such policies
in consultation with the Department of Corrections, and the library
systems. Other policies and procedures for use of library ibesources
are the responsibility of each library system; suCh-Dolicies and
procedures as they affect institution operations-6r pfagrats must be_
approved by the chief administrative:Officur prior to theirimple-
mentation.

E. Such access, policies, and procedures shall 5e implemented tor'..the
maximum and most convenient possible utiliZation Of. library services.

.by' the residents of the institution. s
.

6

F. All employees of.the library systelkshall obserie Moe administra-
tive regulations regarding employee conduct while ,on-IDOC property.:

.

'

4 5' -. . .
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G- The librarian will work within the correctional center as a depart-
ment head of Program Servides. The ass's pant warden or §uperintend-
eat for Program Services will monitor the library prograirreo assure
that-brrectional center program needs are being addressed and met
Within the resource constraints of the program. The assistant war- -
den or superintendent of ProgramServices shall also be the on -site.

---supervflor of the librarian as further defined in the library's plan
4 of service, while at.the same time recognizing that the [director]
"'Institutional Coordinator of the library Sys tem is the direct )line

supervisor of the librarian- Both_superviaAs will have an oppri-i
tunity for an annual performance evaluation,of the librarian; glich
evaluations will Be'pent-16 the director of the'library system.

H. Content and developmehfof the library collections are the responsi-
bility of the library'system. The librarian recognizes that many
library materialsare controversial and that any given item may
offend some persons. Selection will not be made on the basil of
any anticipated approval or disapproval, but solely on the merits
of the work in relation to the building of the collection and to
service he interests of readers. %L.-Basic to collection development

is the Li rary Bill_of Rights as adoptecLanf amended by the
American Library Association.

V
. -4- _ .

. .

I. The chief administrative officer may request the removal of any .

item by providing to the library, in writing, justification showing
that item in question is either a direct and immediate threat to'
the security of the correctional center or obscene based on current
definitions of obscenity by the United States SupremeCourt. Upon
receipt of suchrequest,..the-item will be removed by the library for
reevaluation. If a*conflict exists betwten the library and chiek
administrative officer, afterthe library's reevaluation, pro-
cedures in-Section N will be-followed.

J. The correctional center shall make vailable adequate security
personnel for the library system to implement its library program.
If such personnel is temporarily unavailable;' the library system
shall not be respOnsible for .any restating curtailment oflibrary
services.

_

K. All correctional center library resources, regardless of actual
ownership, shall be integrated into the library program administered
by the library'system.' (This does not include personallybwned

Library resources are hereby defined as materials, and
-equipment for using such materials, tradifionally found in libraries,
such'as books, other than textbooks;> recordings; films; slides;
photographs and transparenciei; art reprodUctions and originals;
video tape; projectors; i were; tape recorders and players; phono-

graphs; etc.- [Full impl entation of this policy will be-complete
within five.years and-will require certigication fram_the State
'Library that service delivery'capability and staff resources are
available to provide this service:]
.- Where...there:1s a media center in a correctional center separate

_ ---froni'tlie--Tihrarj, a-plan shall be developed to coordinate theme
center with the 1404 1,744 the aim of merang the me4ia

center 109-Of 11-4m4Y-PFPgr4911.
.
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I

2. The IDOC will continue to seek-grant funds available to the
IDOC which can be used for purchase of library materials and
equipment./ -

3. Selection of library materials end equipment to be purchased(
from grant funds or other funds available to or from the
Department of Corrections shall be made by .the system librar-
ian in,consultation with grant project directors or other
appropriate department persons.

4. All books and other library material'and equipment donated to
the correctional center shall be turned over to the library
system and shall be handled by the'library system according
to its policies on acceptance of gifts.

4

L. The library £s to be used exclusively for library purposes and shall
not be used as a holding area or for any other purpose without prior
approval of the librarian; exceptions can be,made by the chief
administrative officer during emergency situations.

M. The assistant warden or superinteffdent of Program Services of the
correctional center and the director of the library system shall
meet on a periodic basis -ter, disCuss library program progress and
problems with the institutional coordinator and the librarian(s).
A reasonable effort shall be made to solve administrative problems
at this level.

N. When the chief administrative officer and the director of the
library system do not reach agreement in matters of institutional
orlibrary policy and the implementation of library services, the
(patter shall be referred to the [chief of Program Services and the
administrator of Adult, Institutions or the administrator of Juvenile
Division of the Department of Corrections and the senior consultant
for library Services for Institutions of the State Library] Chief
Librarian of the DOC and the ISL .Consultant for a mutually. agreeable
solution. If they do not reach agree, t, the matter will th
appealed to the-'it respective direct() s

0. All residents ecept those in special =went] shall have direct
access to library Services with' reasonable time (as defined by the
DepartmenA of Corrections agreement with the -State Library) in the
libraryVir use of library materials and services, including legal

,

materials. 1,.. 4 .

1./ Library materials may be photocopied for residents and staff
when additional time is needed for further study of non-
circulating items within the restrIctions_of copyright and
library budget and policy.

7. .Alternative procedures shall be developed by the librarian and
chief administratilieofficer of the correctional center to Ingo-
vide library materials and services, including library legal
materials and servioes, to residents:in special confinement.

3. -Residents may be kemtorarily restricted under di vision disci-
plinary regulationg"Trom the use of libraNytterials and ser-
vices, other than library legliAaterials and'servicesl.for
abuse of.librav policy 4td procedure.

4. Nci.residett shall be denied library service as a disciplinary
action by the correctional center, except as Outlidid in 3

A . above.. JO
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P. The library system shall cooperate with the Department of Correc-
tions.' established grievance review structure for hearings and
decisions on Such complaintg regarding library services or policies.
If conflict between the library system and the institution arises
following the grievance decision, procedures in Section N will be
followed.

The Department of Corrections' grievance review structure will
' handle all resident grievances in areas of library service for

which the department is responsible, such as access to, and time--
allowed in the library.

Q.

R. The Department of Corrections shall make ava4able to all
[librarians] library staff members instruction in the us of
legal materials. [The librarians] They shalleinstruct risidents
in the use of legal materials!

6
S. Adequacy of space, furnishings, lighting, location, etc., shall

. be based on current ACA/ALA staoards for residential correc-
tional center library servi
1. The correctional center responsible-for providing basic

furnishings, utilities, and maintenance.
2. Basic furnishings are defined as furnishings and equipment

[currently] assigned to the library program, but 'owned by

ft/
the correctional center. These-furnishings remain with the
library program until such timelas the library system noti-
fies the correctional center that suth furnishings are no
longer needed by tem and are available for other use.

. 3. [Furnishings] Audiovisual and office equipment necessary to
expand the library program shall be provided by the library
system.

es.

T. Correctional officers performing. shakedowns shall be made aware by
the corieCtional center administration that resident library materl.
ials are public property and as such shall be returned to the
liktkeyand not .destroyed.

.

U. If residents are to be employed by the library, the library shall
spe6ify'its rate of pay (which cannot exceed the maximum set by the
divigion's pay. planY and job qualifications to the assignment
committee of the correctional, center. The assignment committee
will solicit - applications, screen' applicants, and submit a list
of qualified.and approved-applicants to the library system from
which the library system may hire. The correctional center shall
not assign residents to work in the library, except with the
approval of the library system.

V. All policies, administrative regulations, and procedures of either
the Department of Coriections or the State Library which directly
[effect] affect library services with correctional centers shall
be jointly approved by both directors before becoming official.
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Section 6. 1Contracti for'Serices

A. Illinois State Library - Library Systems

Because there has been considerable concern about the unevenness of
services throughout Illinois, about the lack of uniform policies, and about
the funding formulas used, alternatives to grants must be considered. One
possibility is the use of contracts between ISL and the appropriate systems.
A contract details the conditions necessary for the contracted service to be
provided, and the obligations of the contractor USW in exchange for the
substantial services of the contractee (the system): In other words, minimum'
conditions would be described (including the level of funding, reporting pro-
cedures, etc.) and the responsibilities of both sides would be listed-. An
example of such.a contract is the LSCA agreement between ISL and'BOLS for '.

the Multitype Library System Development Project in 1982-1983.

Naturally, there are advantages and disadvantages to the contract
arrangement, as there are to the use of grants. These will be discussed

beloW, First it is necessary to note that the relationship between the ISL
and systems is already a quasi-contractual one, and that the relationship
between. them would be only slightly altered. The library service provided
to state, prisons through regional library systems would not be changed.
While I am not advocating the use of a contract, I am suggesting that it be
considered as one possible solution to some of the program's current problems.
Improved communicationa, streamlined procedures, and statewide consistency
could be the result.

A number of system directbrsave stated that they would prefer not to
be involved in institutional libr4ry services. Contracts, renewed at regular
intervals, would allow both ISL and the systems-the opportunity to accept or
decline the responsibility for the provision of specific services to institu-
tions. Each contract should contain provisions which allow it to be amended
or terminated by either party within a set amount of time prior to the endof
the contract period, so that changes can be made even after a contract is
signed. A disinterested library system could choose to decline a contract,
and the ISL could choose to contract with whichever systems have performed
wel before. The ISL could also choose to contract with a single local

library.

If the agreement were written carefully, it could specify olic es on

such con oversial subjects as the ratio of expenditures for sta those

for m erials, levels of staffing, overhead costs, ILL and film services,
reporting and auditing, and other areas in which there is no uniformity at
this time. Again, a library system in disagreement with such policies could
reject the contract.

In order to decrease expenses, the ISL could choose to contract with
fewer systems and/or could specify inter-system cooperative projects. In

addition, there, would be greater accountability for expenditures through
standardized reporting which could be a.condition for the contract. Funds

would be allocated on a contract-by-contract basis,'resulting in a fair and
reasoned division of funds. Although the would require additional staff
time at the ISL, it would lead to better monitoring of the program. At the

moment, the system grants are not monitored or evaluated carefully enough.
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If the funds were under contactual services rather than system grant

is possible that the position of the ISL Consultant on Institutionalized
Services would be upgraded from that of program specialist to program manager,
allowing him to devote more time to monitoring and planning for institutional
services; it is also likely that he would require an administrttive assistant

for the program. These increases in personnel at ISL could also be a con-,
dition for the contracts.

it

A maj isadvantage of -contract

that the budget-for institutio 1 se

the library system act, grant to e

operations budget. The con ractual
nerable to reduction by the legislat
may lead to increased awareness and
legislature. Indeed ,the Washington,

result there. It is interestingto

s J:letween the AL and-the systems iS
*smight have to be transferred from
contractual services section of the
ervices'budget is Considered m vul-

re: pn the other,hand, closer scrutiny
nderstandingsof the program in the
tate Library feels that such was the
ote, too, that the contract between

the Chicago Public Library and the ISL to provide services for the blind
and physically handicapped has remained under library systems grants; if
it were advantageous, the institutiongl services' program could be left

there also. ir

The IS Consultant has voiced the opinion that contracts would imply a

F(
change in hilosophy, that the program would become the ISL's rather'thad the

systems'. Some system directors have vociferously agreed with that opinion,
and have said that under a contract arrangement the systems would be but.
asents for the ISL. I feel that thisi's mainly a matter of semantics. The

systems would be providing the service based on their own decision to do, so,

under the Conditions they had specified in the contract,' The:ISL would

haste more policy-making authority then it does now, but the systems--through

their role in the contract writing 'end through the advisory committee
(discussed in Section 1 of this chapter)--would retain their close involve-

ment in policy development. The systems Would, of course) retain adminis-,

trative control.8 It is my opinion that the institutional services program
is'already a joint effort between the ISL and the systems.. But now the agree

ments are unwritten, and often unspoken as'well. It is most advisable to

have everything-in writing.

If the ISL and the systems--through the advisory committee--can tighten
ups policies, reporting procedures, and the other loose ends within the grant-

taking process, contracts will not be needed. Perhaps the systems rules-and

regulations will be revised to give the ISL policy-making authority. If not,

contracting would allow the ISL,, to so act. Ifireiterate, I do not necessarily

recommend the use of contracts but I do suggdrt consideration of the contract-
ing approach if other solution's; are not' found.

B. Illinois State Library - Ill nois Department of Corrections

It has been suggested thattbe relationship between the ISL and the
DOC--and thereby4e.current library program--could be improved if the DOC
were to enter intd a formal contract with ISL.for'library services. Under

recent court decisions, law library services especially but also general
libtAry services have been manda&ed;9 the courts have ruled .that it is the.'

spate's duty to provide these services. In, Illinois, the, DOC has been

appointed as ultimately responsible for carrying cTt the court's orders on
a
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any subject (including libraries) relating to corrections.
10

Therefore it
seems logical that the DOC should receive the appropriation for library
services within its institutions and contract with the ISL (or the systems)
as it contracts for'other program services.. It seems appropriate that the
DOC should lobby for such funds and should dec,ide how best to utilize the
funds for,libraryservices.

The advantagos to the 1St are (1) it would no longer have to lobby for
this fundineand could,concentrate its efforts on improved fudding for other
aspects of its service program, and (2) its budget would be considerably a
smaller and therefore less of a target for'the Secretary of State, who is not
supportive of services which are not mandated to ISL.

Despite the'logic of this approach and the advantages to,ISL, I cannot
recommend it. There is nothing to compel the DOC to expend money fol. non-
legal library services even if.it had been appropriated for that purpose.
I have been told by departmental fiscal officers that numerous state agencies
have transferred line items in their budgets to other lines, some without
the legislature's knowledge. DOC could terminate its contract with ISL
whenever it deemed it necessary to'save money. The majority of correctional
administrators frankly staqdthat they would use the library money for
other purposes if they were given the Opportuni It seems clear that the
integrity of the appropriation for library se is would be destrOyed.
Therefore, I cannot suggest that the fundin for pu lic library services be
allocated to the DOC. Recommendation: Funding for non-legal library ser-
vices should continue to be appropriated to the ISL. .1 have already recom-
mended that the DOC receive a separate appropriation for the law libraries
and for a law library stipervisor as well as a Chief Librarian (see section
2 of this chapter). Th4 DOC wodkg not be allowed by the courts to discon-
tinue legal services,"so this money would be safe in the DOC budget.

O Section 7. Budget Appropriations and Allocations

- Before discussing the budget, a word about the cost of institutional
library service is necessary. Library system directors and boards, especially,
commented on the expense of correctional facility libraries as compared to
community public libraries. They tend to compare the almost $100 per capita
spent on prison libraries with the $1.06 per capita which systems receive or
the $4.25 per capita in equalization grants given to public libraries.

But the correctional library program is expensive due to the security
nature of prisons. In FY 1980, the DOC spent $22,820 per year for each
juvenile resident and $9,984 per year for each adult prisoner. These costs
were expected to reach $21,718 and $12,56b respectively in FY 1982. This can
be compared to 'the $4,284 figure considered by the U.S. government to be
adequate to feed, house, and clothe a person on the outside, at the, poverty
level (as of August 1982).

,
other perspective on the library cost

.

is per taxpayer. Each taxpayerAnother
in I lin9ispaid $22.66 for prisons in FY 1980; only 129 per person was spent
on library service in these institutions. Still another point worth noting
is that the cost per circulation may not be substantially higher in prison
than-out. For examp , the Lewis and Clark Library *stem reports that
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Graham' Correctional Center, with a population of 744, has a circulation
comparable to a town of 30,000. At the Menard Psychiatric Center, with a
population of 386, the average daily circulation is 111 items; it is as
if one-third of a town borrowed a book or cassette every day.

A. Funding History

Although funding lor 1975 to 1979 was considered adequate, t institu-
tional library program had financial setbacks as early as 1976 when the pro-
posed budget was cut 6%. These reduced budgets reflect only current dollar
decreases, not inflation or other relevant factors such as\the bare bones
maintenance character of previous budgets, book losses, growth in poptila-'
tion served, etc. In 1977, the appropriation increased by nearly $100,000,
but again in 678 it did poorly. The budget was increased to allow for
services to three additional facilities, but due to inflation the net change
in purchasing power amounted to a loss of over $10,600.

In 1979 the appropriation was increased 70% ($549,953) and the librar
ians rejoiced. But in 1980, the appropriation was left at the same amount,'
which was 64% of the budget request or 36% short.- In 1981, 1982, and 1983,
the appropriation has remained fixed at the 1979 level of $1,325,359. In
FY 1981 the program was 63% underfunded and in FY 1982 it was 51% undei-

----funded according to the conservative estimates of the ISL Institutionalized
Services dindultant. In 1970 dollars, the current $1,325,359 appropriation
is close to the original ne of $548,276. The mount per resident (in
current dollars) has dropped from 1979 to $91fin 1983; this is
equivalent to a decrease (in 1970 dollars) from $52.74 in the original 1975
budget to $32.36 in 1983 (gee Table 2-1 and Figures 2 -], to 2-3).

The cost of everything has increased in recent years. The average cost

of new US hardcover books was 26.63 in 1981 as comp,d to $19.22 in 1977- -
a 39% increase in five years.' Costs are not the only-factor on thg rise.
Seven state institutions haye been added to the prograf since 1979, and the
DOC inmate population has grown from 10,000 to 14,000, or 40% increase.

Table 2-1.

Expenditures for Illinois Correctional Center Libraries: 1975-83

(a)

-- Fiscal

Year

(b)

- In

Current $

(c)

As % of DOC
Operating

Expenditures

(d)

In
1970 $

(e)
Per Capita of
All Residents

In Current S/In .1970 $

1975 $ 548,276 0.66 $395,582
t

$ 73.09 4 $52.74

1976 637,250 0.78 373,754 65.02 38.13

1977- 736,244 0.76 471,649 66.49 42.59

1978 775,306 0.67 461,498 66.25 39.43

1979 1,325,259 0.93 709,074 118.72 63.52

1980 1,325,259 j0.74 624,533 104.43 49.21

1981 0.58 486,691 100:19 36.79

1982
.-1,325,259
,1,125,259 0,57 467,794 ,91.68 32.36

1983 1,325,259 0.52
,401

Note :' The figures in column (c) are based on actual total expenditures,
while those in column (d) of Table 2-2 are the amounts/which were budgeted
in advance.
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During the past five years, the DOC total budget has increased by 123%;
it has increased by 130% for operations alone. The percentage of the opera-
tions budget which is represented by the total expenditures for the library
program has dropped from 0.93% to 0.52%. These percentages are especially
distressing when compared to the 1.2% ($164 per inmate) spent in FY 1982 on
recreational services in the correctional institutions. Note that the ACA/
ALA Library Standards for Adult Correctional Institutions state that "a
minimum of 2% of the institution's budget, or equivalent if provided by
another agency shall be allocated for library-services." 2.5% is the stan-
dard for juvenile centers. Almost all amounts allocated by ISL were much.
smaller percentages of the institutional budgets for the 21 correctional
centers in 1980/81 (see Table 2-2). The total spent for library services
that year was 0.66% of what was spent by DOC (0-1.66% for adult centers and
0.87% for the youth centers), and about a quarter of this went for the law
libraries.

According to the 2% standard, the library program should have been
budgeted at $5,170,000 in FY 1982. The ACA/ALA Standards give a second
formula for determining budgets. The materials budget "shall be no less
than the cost'of two books, two magazine subscriptions, and two tapes or
recordings per person at the current average list price." This would be
approximately $100 per person or approximately $1,400,000 for materials
alone in the Illinois correctional institutions. From the responses of
the correctional center libraries on how 'they spent their funds in 1980/81
(see Appendix C), we calculate that the total spent for books, periodicals
and audiovisual materials that year was $333,401 or $25.96 per resident
($312,669 or $26.21 per resident in the adult institutions, and $20,732
or $22.72 per juvenile resident).

According to the same standards, staffing costs for the 21 correctional
centers served would be approximately $1,302,000 (based on current average
salaries, in Illinois institutional libraries). In addition, I have recom-
mended eight institutional coordinators around the state and one state
library, consultant. These nine positions would cost approximately $169,000.

In other words, using the ACA/ALA standards, expenditures for materials
and staff should total $2,871,000. .This amount, of course, does not include
any other costs such as administrative overhead, fringe benefits, operating
expenses, furniture and equipment, or supplies. It also does not include the
expensive law libraries which cost approximately $300,000 in FY 1981 (see
Table 2-2). It certainly does ntlt cover services for any non-correctional
institution, nor for any DOC personnel. A Chief Librarian and a Law Library
'Supervisor have been recommended and would have to be budgeted separately.
Alsd, the ISL Consultant is paid from the ISL operating budget and not from
the institutional services account.12 It is clear that the FY'1982 budget
request from the ISL to'the legislature for $1,910,612 vas low both in
relation td earlier requests (an average annual increase of 16%) and as com-
pared to national standards (twice that much would have been necessary to
reach standards).

The ISL Consultant has been told that the FY 1984 budget may be increased
by 34% to $1,782,202. The Consultant is pleased with the prospect of such
an increase but the additional $450,000 certainly does not recoup the losses
of the past years nor bring the budget up to standards. It is also 30% below

the $2,606,610 which the ISL'had requested. Although the proposed 1984 bud-
get would ease the situation, the problem remains of how, to use limited funds

most wisely.



Table 2-2. Compar Between DOC Expenditures, the ACA/ALA Standard
for Prison'Library Servi , and Actual Expenditures for Library Service: FY 1981

(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)
Correctional Center 1981 DOC Operating Expenditures

(h) (i)

for Libraries
Average Budget ACA /ALA FY 1981 Actual (g) as

% of

(d)

Requested
for

FY 1982

1981 Per Total, Standard Law Li-
Name Population Resident Budget (see Note A) braries

For all
Libraries

Part A. Adult Correctional Centers'
(maximum security)
Wight 341 518,952 $6,306,000 $126,000 $10,000 $34,288 0.5% $65,209Joliet 1,337 10,527 14,700,000 294,000 7,554 42,351 0.35 83,320Menard 2,58$...". 8,250 22,000,000 440,000 40,115 148,335 0.75 263,548Menatd Psychiatric 356 11,843 5,000,000 100,000 14,996 60,855 1.25 66,744Pontiac 1,894 9,968 20,000,000 400,000 48,400 75,021 0.45 136,055Stateville 2,181 11,595 25,000,000 500,000 39,845 128,213 0.55 261,390

Subtotal 8,694 $10,380 $93,000,000 $1,860,000 $160,910... $489,063 0.5% $876,266.
,(medium and minimum security)

Centralia 195 $14,510 $10,300,000 $206,000 $45,003 $150,994* 1.55 $66,378Graham 188 15,070 9,300,000 186,000 11,726 65,595 0.75 88,260Logan 796 15,506 13,000,000 260,000 4,879 82,723 0.65 105,227
Sheridan 492 13,424 7,000,000 140,000 12,000 70,169 1.05 140%384
Vandalia 816 12,150 10,300,000 206,000 21,976 67,695 0.7Z 67,714
East Moline 15 28,703 5,000,000 . 100,000 15,848 34,497* 0.75 70,000
Vienna 733 13,785 10,600,000 212,000 19,683 79,873 0.85 93,718

Subtotal 3,235 $13,928 $65,500,000 $1,310,000 $131,115 $551,496 0.8% $631,681

Subtotal for all Adult
Correctional Centers 11,929 $11,343 $158,500,000 $3,170,000 $292,025

to
$1,040,559 0.7% $1,407,947

Part B. Illinois Youth Centers

Dixon Springs 48 $20,467 $1,000;000 $25,000 '$19,017 1.95 $30,708
DuPage 66 29,091 1,600,000 40,000 , 29,797 1.9%7 "32,100
Hanna City 86 21,273 4,400,000 110,000 35,000 0.85 62,070
Joliet 119 36,159 2,000,000 50,000 30,529 1.55 45,0007
Kankakee 44 23,808 1,000,000 25,000 13,093 1.3% 32,110
Pere Marquette 50 23,125 1,900,000 47,500 22,581 1.2% 29,031
St. Charles 290 27,862 8,000,000 200,000 27,882 0.35 39,400
Valley View 209 19,359 4,000,000 100,000 30,919 0.85 35,100

Subtotal 912 $25,619 $23,900,000 $597,500 $208,610 0.92 $306,125

Additional funds reqUested for institutional coordinator and for fringe benefits for staff
Bur Oak (for Joliet, Stateville and Kankakee) 62;040
DuPage (for DuPage, St. Charles, and Valley View) *500

Total 12,841 $12,357' $182,400,000 $3,767,500 $292,025 $1,249,169 0.7X $1,910,612

J 4
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Table 2-2 cohtd.

Sources: For columns (b) and (c), American Coarrftional Association,
Directory of Juvenile and Adult Correction Departments, Institutes, A cies,
and Paroling Authorities (15821 p. 95-96, 100.

For column (d), State Comptroller, Illinois Appropriations 1981. to

that these are the budgeted amounts; Table 2-1 uses actual total expend tures
but such data were not available for each correctional center separately.

For collitan (e), ACA/4LA, Library Standards for-Adult Correctional
Institutions (1981), p. 16, and Library Standards for Juvenile Correctional
Institutions (1975) p. 6.

For columns (f) and (g), responses from CC libraries,/to a questionnaire
from the Library Research Center in 1982. These responses may not be
accurate.

For collmn (i), Robert Enslrey of ISL.
liote A: The ACA/ALA standard for expenditures for an adult correc-

tiongl center is 2% of the total current operating exp nditures of the
institution; for juvenile centers, 2.5%

*This CC opened in 1980, and some first-time library expenditures
were involved.

B. Allocation'Formulas

Because of reduced staff and reduced appropriations, the ISL was forced
in 1979 to discontinue the procedures originally used to allocate the appro-
priated funds to the systems. The systems had previously submitted plans
of service for each facility and a proposed budget by objectives for each
year. The ISL staff analyzed, evaluated, and compared the plans to
previous ones. Funds were then allocated on an individual basis according
to size, need, merit, and system requests, A formula was not used and all
parties were satisfied. It waS felt that a formula, would discriminate
against smaller institutions since the per capita costs for providing library
(as well as other) services are higher for the smallir

In 1979, when it became clear that FY 1981 appropriations would be too
low-for-a merit grant approach, the ISL was put in the position of pleasing
no one system's requests. A decision was made by the ISL Consultant, in
consultation with DOC, to preserve current staffing levers and to add no
new programs or services. The.systems were each given approximately 80% of
their maintenance level budget with adjustments made to ensure that salaries
were covered.13 This was a controversial approach in 1979 and continues
to be so. Institutional administrators supporxt it and are distressed when a
layoff occurs (e.g., when an assistant librarian was dismissed at Logan, the
warden complained to the system). Of course, the librarians also 'approve
of continued staffing.

But the system directors, disagree among themselves on this issue.
DuPage Library System is criticized for having too much, and too expensive,
staff; it pays, the highest salaries and has staffing closest to the levels
in the Standards, with mare professional staff than.the other systems. When
staff was deemed a priority, DLS received the largest allocation t9 continue
its staff. Shawnee LibrarySystem, especially, was upset that DLS received
a 21% increase from-FY 1980 to FY 1942 when the total appropriation was so
small; it is pleased with the new formula which will mean approximately a
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2°4' decrease for DL while SLS recaves an increase 0%) for,the'first time
in four years. Although this debate on the 4mport4iv,e of staff an inter-

esting it is also an opportunity jor inter-system feuding. These con-

flicts }Ieflect other issues as well and are sometiMersx'deleterious to the
00

statewide institutional program.

Another conflict raised by the inkoduction of formula funding is
whether poor service is better than none. System directors and librarians
disagree on this;, some feel that minimal service is worthwhile and Some that
a few facil,lities with good service would be a better useofIkOney than 21
poor programs. Again, the institutional administratorA are unanimous in
their opinion that any service at all is helpful. One of the other contro-.
versies related to funding has been the systems directors' contention that
the funds should be divided equitably with each system deciding independently
how to use the money. The ISL states that library service to institutions
is a statewide program sponsored by and on behalf of another statewide agency
(DOC) and therefore demands; some consistency. r

I feel that it is correct for systems to decide how to use their funds,
but it is also the responsibility of the ISL to provide guidelines on how to
expend the monies. In the case of staffing, the systems should decide
whether to retain full staffing or to use more of their grants for materials.
They must be made aware; however, of the implications of their choices. No

library can be run,without staff, but a library without relevant, current
materials is an embarrassment, especially where there is an abundance of

staff. Until now, this problem has beencompounded with the need to purchase'
law 'materials. The great bulk of expenditures for materials has gone for the
law libraries, and staff costs consumed most of the rest. The result, is cen-

ters like Stateville with good law libraries, a lot of staff, and a poor

general library collection. If the recommendation of this report--that the
legal materials be purchased by the DOC--is followed, the problem,will be
eased, but a balance between general materials and staff still must be
reached. In,Admes of financial stress, paraprofessionals can 8e used as
daily staff so that materials can be replenished and updated while, numbers
of staff remain high. In this situation, professional librarians should be

fewer in number and,used only for the professional tasks of collection
development, programming, and supervision (see discussion of the circuit
librarian in Chapter 4, Section 4). The use of non-professionals must be

increased. In addition, resource sharing among the systems must be pursued

to stretch materials budgets to their.fullest. Again, the systems shodld
make the final decisions on how tp implement such suggestions, but the ISL
should make recommendations and set general policies to ensure statewide
compatibility of services.

After two years of arguing about the FY 1981 formula, the library sys-
tem directors and the ISL'Consultant agreed to change the fbrmula for FY 1983
to a base grant plus a per capita amount. Each institution currently served
and the new correctional center receive $30,000 plus $15,000 for medium
security units of maximum security prisons (Menard, Stateville, and Pontiac).
The balance of the appropriation is divided on a per capita basis of $27.49
for each person over 100." Under this formulas BOLS and CBLS budgets stayed
at approximately the FY 1982 level but DLS, lost a considerable amount and -

Shawnee gained. Each library system is having to decide for 1.tself whether

or not eo cut staff and to lose some of the hard-won victories (e.g. evening
hours) that only adequate staff can accomplish. It npw appears that 7.5 FTE

will be cut among the 21 institutions.
12
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The ISL Institutionalized Services Consultant developed a new formula
for FY 1984., Witha budget request of $2,606,610, he could take more factors
into,account than the FY 1983 budget al wed. Included are:

Per capita grants of $50 for centers with populations of 500 or less
and $35 per capita forll other correctional institutions and. mental health
centers;

Base grants of $40,00Q;
Law library grants of $15,000 for each adult correctional cen6r, and

$30,000-tot the three largest and a new one to open in 1984;
Staff library grants'of $30,000 to each of the three facilities which

have them; .

3Medium security unit grants of $40,000 to each of the three systems
which have them;

Start-up grant of $30,000 to the new Dixon correctional center;and
Condemned unit grants.of $30,000 each to Pontiac and Menard.

This formula would have worked very well with the $2,606,610 which the
ISL had requested. But the appropriation is now expected to be only
$1,782,202 (and it may end up even lower), or $824,408 short. I feel that
the formula can still be used, with a few modifications. The condemned unit
and start-up grants can'be reduced to $20,000. The law libraries, as stated
before, should be funded by the DOC, saving at least $270,000 in materials,
costs from the ISL budget. And some general libraries will have to be closed.
In my opinion, the least odious cuts are the staff libraries, the new mental
health facilltiee, and the mental health centers whose services were origi-
nally initiated without additional funding. With these cuts, the formula can
work under the anticipated appropriation.- The basic problem with this budget,
aswith previous ones, is the need to "define Programs to conform to fiscal
constraints" (as the ISL Consultant has put it) rather than to plan according
to the program's objectives and the patrons' needs. These austerity budgets

must be seen as interim measures until appropriations are'increased to an
appropriate level. These suggestions for the FY 1984 budget arl those of
last resort only. 4

.1
.P

The remaining question is how to devise fair formulas In'the future;,
no matter what the appropriation may be. In 1980, the ±DOC informed ISL'of
its decision to place first priority on maintaining:serviceS in -adult maxi -b
mum security facilAties.15,11an14brarians feel thkX 41e juvenile facilities
should take priority, because the juveniles appear to have a better chance
of rehabilitation. If services are noil3rioritized by seUrity level, wand
funds are divided among all levels, some,,administrators suggest having ,three
formulas based on Siss.43The juvenile and small facilities are more costly
to run and therefore need larger base grants;t-the proposed FY 1984 formula
reflects the higher Cost. ofjuvenile facilities ,in, its per capita amounts.
Another approach is to make allocations so as to br#g all institutions
closer to standards. This could-be viewed as penilizing the best libraries
and rewarding diwpoorest, but might reSult in. 4n,evers11 upgrading of ser-
vices statewifle. Such a plan would not be easy to adq.niSter, since the
decisions as to whiCkinstitutions need extra money woad be difficult lnes
to make objective/y.

Afrof.these ideailaxe'validity periods of strong fiscal support..
The problem remains as holg't0 best'divid the 'monies when funding is poor.
If, the budget is again reduced to near the'4,1,000,000 nark, radical measures
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must be taken. None of these are pleasant, but they take into account the
best interests of prisoners throughout the state. The mental health center
libraries should be closed until a joint agreement is signed, specifying
fiscal responsibilities of both the DMHDD and ISL. The youth centers should
be staffed only half-time; other hours could be arranged with the education
staff. The minimum security, adult facilities should be served by a weekly
bookmobile and rotating deposit collections. And the circuit librarian
approach (discussed below in Chapter 4, Section 4) could be implemented for
the medium and maximum security units. Again, I must stress that these
should be measures of last resort, chosen to maintain minimal general 11-

- brary services for all inmates while cutting the hudget extensively. I hope
that such methods are never necessary. Recommendation: During FY 1984,
white the appropriation is at a more reasonable Level, contingency pZans
should be developed for'use in case of,a major reduction in appropriated
funds. The controversial funding issues must be addressed and compromises
reached; it is wise to make such decisions in a time of calm, rational
thought.

Another topic for discussion by the systems--and the proposed advisory
committee--should be the lack of support for an adequate budget for this
program by both the Secietary of State and the Illinois Library Association.

, The Secretary of State's budget never includes the full amount which ISL
requests. And the ILA sends conflicting messages to the legislature. For
.example, last year the ILA membership voted to support the ISL budget but
the ILA Library Development and Legislation Committee supported the smaller
budget request of the Secretary of State. This, Committee of ILA has never
presented the institutional services program as a priority. CLIFF (Concerned
Librarians for Full Funding) was started by a group of institutional librar-
ians to lobby for this prograin in lieu of support from ILA. The ISL is not
appreciative of CLIFF's efforts as it has other priorities and a sensitive
political relatpnship to the Legislature. This problem of lack of support
from the official library community'is an extremely difficult one, but
discussion about it is the first step toward a solution.

1. According to the results of a 1982 survey by the ALA/State Library, .1-

.Agencies/Section/Consultants to Institutions Discussion Group, two-
thirds of all consultants reported that institutions were more-than
50% of their JO responsibilities.

2. Robert D. Studart, and John Eastlick, Library Management, 2d ed.,
Littleton, CO: 'Libraries Unlimited, 1981, p. 49.

,3: "The Relationship and. Responsibilities Of the State Library Agency
to State Institution `T' in Standards for Library Functions at the

14k1., ate Level: .A114, 1970, p. 39-45.

4. Barbara S1,Qnker and Joa'n Bostwick, "Regional Library System Based
ibrary Service to Residentsoof State Correctional Facilities: An
valuation of the Project," Illinois Libraries (September 1974) 56:

517-534, .

5:. Boc 1980 Annual Report, and Illinois State Budget Appendix: FY 1981,
p.

N. Perspectives (October 1981), p. 2.
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7. A Corrections Decade: Annual Report of the DOC (140)$ p. 5.

The ISL/CPL contract for handicapped services can be seen as an
example of the division of responsibilities.

9. The right to general library services is usually considered part of
the right, to read which has been considered a First Amendment right
by the-courts. See chapter 6, "The Legal Framework for Prison
Libraries."

10. Unified Code of Corrections §3-7-2, Ill. Rev. Stat. ch. 38 11003-7-2(a)

(1981).

11. Publishers Weekly (January 21, 1983) 223:23.

1.
12. The institutional services program is a line item in the budget for

library system rants.

13. DuPage Library System needed more than 80% and 3 systems needed less,
e.g., Cumberland Trails had an'unexpended balance from FY 1980.

14. Mental health institutions currently served and new DOC facilities are
included in this budget, despite the objections of many of the system

directors. Thus, because of the planned opening on July 1, 1983 of the
converted Bowen Mental Health Center into Bowen Youth .Center, with an
expected 400'residents, ISL reduced the amounts allocated to the.systems
for FY 1983, in order to provide Bowen with a"$30,000 base grant plus
the per capita for all residents over 100.

15. The ISL Consultant and his DOC liaison-decided to continue library spr-
vices to all institutions anyway, per the formula discussed on page 46.
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CHAPTER 3: THE SYSTEM LEVEL

Section 1. The Role of the Institutional Services Coordinators

When this study was begun in late 1981, six of the ten participating
library systems had a full-time professional librarian as institutional
services coordinator.' At the present time (early 1983) five still do, and
one has only a part-time coordinator. ..Their responsibilities vary greatly.
In Bur Oak Library System, the coordinator supervises rive correctional cen-
ters plus one mental health facility and one developmental center; and in
Shawnee Library System one person supervises four, correctional center and
two mental health center libraries. But in both Corn Belt,and DuPage
Library Systems, the coordinator supervises three correctional facilities
each. In both Cumberland Trail Library System And Lewis and Clrk, a pro-
fessional librarian is called "institutional services coordinator" but is
actually the only librarian for two institutions; these people consider
themselves as prison librarians rather than system-level coordinators.
Illinois Valley Library System hasa professional librarian at headquarters
who supervises the one correctional 'center library in the system. River

Bend and Starved Rock systems--each also responsible for only one facility- -
have no coordinators; the institutional librarian reports directly to the
system director. And Rolling Prairie contracts with Corn Belt for the
'provision of library service to its one center.

The coordinators' weekly schedules reflect the differences in duties
among the systeis. In DuPage, the former coordinator spent three days per
month at each of his centers; the bulk of his time was spent at headquarters.
He also helped at the institutions in case of absences and for special

projects. The Corn .Belt coordinator spends four days per week at one insti-
tution, one day per week at a, second, and visits the third only for meetings

with the assistant warden. At Bur Oak, too, the coordinator spends one-third
of his time at one institution; half of his time is spent at headquarters,
and the rest is divided among the other facilities. He reports that ht
needs to spend 75% of his time at headquarters to be effective. In some

.systems, ;be..librarians in the individual institutions report that they sel-
dom see the coordinator at all.

It appears that Bur Oak and Shawneg.Library Systems have too many
institutions for A single coordinator. The optimum number of facilities
under one coordinator is four. Recommendation: Bur Oak and Shawnee each
should have two coordinators; one to be an assistant to the other. Corn

Belt and DuPage should have one each, and Cumberland-Trail and.Lewis and
Clark should share one for their four centers.' River Bend, Starved Rock,
and Illinois Valley should share one for their three.

'One possibility is to have the coordinators be ISL -staff rather than
system staff, if most coordinator positions will be across system lines.
But state level coordinators would not have the necessary power within the
systems and would not be able to form the essential.link between the insti-
tutions and the library system. Also, the State Library is concerned about
not increasing the number of its employees, especially in these times of
tight budgets and shrinking staffs. A better alternative would be to con-

tract between systems for coordinators.
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There are precedents for inter-system contracting for institutional .

and special services. Rolling Prairle'Library Systemllas'contracted with
Corn Belt to provide service to'its one correctional'center (Logan) since
1979. The librarian at Logan is an employee of the Corn Belt Library-System
and reports to its coordinator. Illihois VA14.65, hasa contract with the
Peoria Public Library by which the laster provides' services to the George A.
Zeller Mental Health Center; this serVice,is partially supported by an ISL
grant to IVLS. Lincoln Trail and Corn Belt share blind and handicapped ser-
vicei, And there are inter- systei contracts for AV and automation.

Under optimufm conditions, the on-site librarian and'the institutional
Coordinator should be separate positions with,separate job descriptions. The
instithtion.librarian should perform profedsional duties in conjunction with,'
the coordinator. These include budgeting, preparing plans of service, and
selecting materials. It was appalling to find that a number of professional
librarians had not evenseen their budgets or annual plans until aftet the
fact, because the coordinator had prepared them alone.

If, however, because 'bf budget restrictions, the cost of both a coordi-
nator and a librarian is aproblem, there are two possible approaches. Others
have suggested that the coordinator positions could be eliminated. I do not

agree with'this. If staffing is to be reconsidered in an effort to conserve
finances, I suggest that the institutional coordinators each cover four
institutions (as discussed above), with the understanding that one day each
week be spent at each facility and the fifth day at the system headquarters.
The maximum security prisons should stql retain a-professional librarian,
but the other facilities could have a paraprofessional in chaige of the li-

brary. The institutional coordinator" would then serve as Chief Librarian for
those institutions. Underthis plan, the coordinator would also be acting as
"circuit librarian" (see Chapter 4, Section 4). I stress that this suggestion
is solely'an austerity measure, and should be discarded when funding allows for
professional librarians in all institutions in addition to coordinators for
each 3 to 4 facilities.

Section 2. Resource Sharing Among Institution Libraries

When asked about resource sharing among systems, three of eight direc-
tors said that it was unnecessary or impossible. Mopt institutional coordi-
nators and system directors named as examples only ILDS (the statewide van
delivery service begun in 1981) and ILL, both of which are ISL-coordinated
services. Interlibrary loan was lauded by everyone but has consistent prob-
lems during everyday use. Slow response rate, reluctance of some libraries
to 19ntpinstitutions, and the cost were all mentioned numerous times.
One/ill-advised librarian even rejected interlibrary loan requests sent from
his institution because of his concern about the cost! As for new ways to
share resources, there was much interest in sharing legal materials to avoid
duplication and tosave money. This will be discussed in Chapter 7 on the

\s., law libraries.

Two coordinators had other good suggestions for inter-institution coop-
eration, such as sharing bibliographies and reading lists, trading locally
produced videotapes, and taking turns assuming the responsibility for con-
tinhing.education programs. Recommendation: These and other methods for
sharing resources and professional tasks should be explored. The three
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juvenile centers served by DuPage Library System share professional' period-
icals for the staff libraries; one center,purchases in psychology, one in
education, and one in corrections. Such a cooperative effort could easily
be expanded under the institutional coordinators--some of whom would now
work with more than one system--and could save money and duplication while
improving the poor stda libraries. A similar idea was mentioned by one
system director who suggested cooperative collection building in prison -
related issues. Because every prison has a high demand for such materials,
I do not think a cooperative collection would be effective.

I would suggest that cooperative collection building could best be
utilized in fields of consistent but low popularity. Each institutional
coordinator could concentrate on one topic--e.g., poetry or travel--and
build a strong collection in it to supplement the core collections which
should be in each library. Demand for esoteric or less popular items could /

continue to be met through interlibrary loan. The advantages of cooperative
collection building would'be to provide a faster response to requests and to
lower the cost of interlibrary loan by reducing its usage. Lincoln Trail
Libraries System currently has a cooperative Collection development program
and Illinois Valley Library System is establishing one; these systems could
adv;se on such a program for institutions. Recommendation: The library
systems should explore methods of sharing materials among themselves, in-
cluding cooperative collection building.

Another aspect of library service which is especially suitable for a
cooperative program is non-print materials. The limited variety of audio-
visual materials in many institutions was a disappointment. Yet the state's
library systems have substantial film and record collections and sonie are
building Videocassette movie collections. Illinois Valley, Bur Oak, and
"Rolling Prairie Library Systems all carry videocassettes. Several systems
share audiovisual resources already (e.g., Starved Rock and Lincoln Trail).
Recommendation: The systems should develop a method of sharing AV materials
among the correctional facilities. The Multi-Media Access Project of Rol ing
Prairie Library System, funded only until June 30, 1983, can be a model for 4

developing a reciprocal borrowing program. One system sho ld esIaLish the
service; the others could then contract for service. Video es are espe-
cially appropriate for such a treatment, as many institutions have videgta .2)
players, and the tapes are easy to reproduce and to use even in a small

L

room.library

Some systems rotate materials among their members. In a number of
institutions we saw permanent loan or long-term depositgollections from
headquarters. For example, Sheridan has 700-800 volumes on a one-year loan
from the system. Certainly this idea should be expanded to mooe institu-
tions, perhaps eN4.4n across system lines. Recommendation: TheNinstitutio
coordinators sh6Uld address the idea of rotating collections among institu7
tions.

Section 3. Resource Sharing With Community Libraries

A number of systems expressed the concern that the institutional librar-
ies take from their member libraries (e.g., through ILO and do not recipro-
cate. This one-way relationship causes hard feelings towakt the institutional
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1")

program in library staff and board mem4ers, and Is totally unnecesgary.,_
In ILL, materials should be borrowed in both directions, as surely the
institutions have better penology anoU'criminology collections than do most
other libraries. For example, the library.at the Illinois Law Enforcement
Training Academy in the Lewis and Clark system could probably mak.e use of 4

much in the institutions' collections. Recommendation: The systems should
develop a method for sharing correctional center materials with community
libraries through interlibrary loan, and periodicals received by the insti-
tutions should be included in union lists.

Another approach to outside libraries using resources of institutional
libraries is'ihe Bur Oak Library System's newly-established BOLERS (Bur Oak
Legal Reference Service). Because the Joliet and Stateville CC law libraries
have better collections than member libraries, the prison libraries are
called on for legal reference services for the system members. Although
neither CC circulates its law books to other agencies, photocopies'are, made
available. This program could be expanded to the other adult institutionsl.

Perhaps member librariesii materials could be processed in the prison
libraries. In some cases, the inmate clerks- already process the incoming
aterials for the prison library. The in4Atutions could show their willing -

ness to cooperate with outside libraries bb Y providing processing services,
if the DOC approves such a work program. It has been used successfully in
other states, but would need to be stddied carefully.

ilk

An innovative and appealing ide of community library-institution li-
brary cooperation has been suggested y the Continuing Education Consultant
of the Oklahoma State Library: Progr s could be co-sponsored by correci-
tional center inmates-- haps through one of their .,ervice clubs--and the

t

i . prisonilibraiy. ample, RIF (Reading is Fundamental)'is a'national
program to promote reading among children. Paperback books are given to

children at.their local public or school library as part of a reading pro-
gram. -Prisoners might co-sponsor a RIF project in the local community and
arrange for the programs to be held on visiting days so that their children,
a§ well as the local resident children, could participate. Perhaps the
community library would reciprocate with story flours on visiting days at
the prison. And so on.

Correctional facility4nmateg have a strong need for pre-release assis-
tance--informatiop on housing,low-cost shelter, food programs, job interview
skills, employment opportunities, etc. Prison libraries should be a'major
source of such re-entry information.' At die /same time, community libraries
need to be involved in the collection of re7entry resources and to be pre-
pared for rving ex-offenders. This is another area rich in institution-
community 1 brary cooperation possibilities.

Whatever methods are used, tie library systems have a responsibility
for fostering cooperation and resource sharing among all the, libraries in
their systems, including institutions. Recommendation: Library systems

should advance and support cooperation among institution and member libraries.
1
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Section 4. Agreements with the Correctional Institutions

Only Bur 01( and DuPage Library Systems have any form of written-agree-
ment with the institutions they serve, attached.to their annual plan of
service. Since the relationship betWeen the facility and system is con-
sidered a major problem by many system and institutional administrators,
the. lack of written statements is surprising. The systems'stress that the
warden is supposed to sign hte annual plan of service; in some cases this
is.carefully done. It is importantihAt the instfib.tional administrator.see,
discuss, and sign the plan, but those actions cannot,substitute.for a
written agreement. The difference is simple: a mutual agreement details
the responsibilities of both agencies whereas .the plan of service lists
only what the system-will provide. Only one library system agreement
does this. Recommendation: Agreements between each facility and the cor-
responding library system should be discussed and signed annuaqrat the

. same meeting during which the plan is presented. The agreements sbquld be
based on the ISL/IDOC Joint Statement but should reflect the facility's '
individual situation--e.g., library use schedule, library hours, security
guidelines,. etc. The agreement should specify the responsibilities of

.both agencies.

1. Only nine provide services directly; one uses its allocation nor'-contract
for services from another system. s
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CHAPTER 4:, THE INSTITUTIONS

.( ,r Section 1. The Role of the Correctional Administrator

.

By add large, the warden or.superintendent) and assistant warden for
program services (or principal)' play a reactive role in tie_ provision of
librari, services, The library system director aid/or institutional coordi-
nator presents an annual'plan of service to the warden for hisjher signature.
The plans -as discussed elsewhereusually g not specify the responsi-
bilities

!,

of the correctional administration, but are lists of promises by
the library system.. The assistant.warden for program services (or superin-
tendent of education in the youth center's) is the on-site supervisor for the
librarian in most facilities, but there is no mechanism for regular evalu-
ation of .the librarians, for-goal-setting for the library services. '

Instead, the assistant warden "supervises" in only the negative sense of
the word--he/she intervenes when there is a problem. Often the"interventign
is in response to a correctional officer's report or an inmate's complaint;
sometimes it is in response to, the librarian's request for assistance.
According to the Joint Statementlilhen a prgblem arises in the library, the
assistant warden and the director of the library system are to meet. If no

can an be found, the chief administrative officer of the institution
and the library system, director are to meet. If die problem still cannot be

solved, he matter is to be referred higher up. Actually the ISL.nstitu-
tionaliz d Services Consultant (alone or with his former DOC liaison) haS met
with a n be of wardens in order to reach a.compromise on difficult issues.'

Ssi r

In interviewing administrators, it was apparent that the chief adii..nis-
trative officer usually knew of the;Joint Statement and recognized the name
of the ISL Consultant, but had little knowledge of the aaily workings of the
library. The assistant warden often misunderstood (or was ignorant of) the

state-level agreement-v_but_knew the_system_dire_ctorand the library staff
It was not at all unusual for the warden and assistant warden to give coma
pletely dffferent'answers to the samel,questions asked about library ser- .

vices. It was especially disturbing to discoveethat over half of the
admilnistrators were ignorant of the cost of library, services and of the
origin of the funds used. Many of the wardens thought that DOC used it's

o funds to contract directly with the local library system. Other in- -
accu acies included the assumption 'that the school district fundedthe
libr ries., Nearly all krieW the library system's role, though.some did not
know the system's correct name, and most did not know. the relationship of
ISL to library services in prisons. 60,

.;

Of the 45 wardens and assistant wardents interviewed, 41 (90%) answered
affirmatively to the question: "Is the 'current' library adequate?.". Those
who answered negatively referred to space and access problems; and 11 (z7%)''
otthOse who were satWied yith the library service made the disclaimer
"except for physical space." A few said, they knew that the librarian felt
the library collection, equipment, space and/or'budget were inadequatt",-but
they disagreed. One told us that the librarians' concern about access was
unnecessary bgcause the institution is for short termresidents, and "There-
fore inmates don't need_a library much." This ins ution is an adult medium

security facility.

I
The'combination of ignorance, disinterest, and disagreement has re,

sulte4n an adversarial relationship between many librarians and adminis-
trators. The latter reported few problems with librariansOnly one wardeii
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reported a serious working problem with the librarian and two with institu-
tional coordinators; 33 (73%) characterized their relationship with the
librarian as "excellent" or "very good." Ten (22%) reported that the cela-
tionship was good but had some difficulties -' - -these were usuallTidescribed

as""typical personnel problems," "personal style," "lack of experience, in
working in- institutions," or "unrealistic attitudes toward prisons and
prisoners." Many also 'stated that while their relationship with the
librarian was good,.they knew that security heads or others had negative
associations with the library staff. The librarians were far less satis-
lied with (or more willing to talk about) the warden-librarian relationship.
Over three-quarters (.17/22) of the librarians stated that the correctional
administrators were uncooperative, slow in reacting ,to issues, unconderned
with the standards and purposes of professional librarianship, unsupportive,
uncommunicative, and/or restrictive, Yet they are aware that the administra-
Odrs have the'power to halt library functions whenever they deem it necessary.
The librarians who reported a good working tdlatiohship with a committed,
informed administrator were nearly all in youth centers rather than adult
institutions. .

A number of correctional administrators_support the library for reasons
which the librarians do-not appreciate. Security-minded wardens often see
theelibraryas a securityfeature; For example, the warden at one maximum
security facility is aid "Themore activities--including the library-4-the
bettet-to forestall a major disturbance here." Alth6ugh librarians prefer
to see the library as a provider of information, learning, and self- growth,
the view of the library as an aid to security is a valid one, alsci. A staff
meMberof the National Institute of Corrections has stated "Books are tools
that keep inmates and staff safe. "Of course," headded, "some wardens 4
only see books as a security problem." He gave me an example'from California
where prisoners complained because they were given no toilet paper or books.
The warder} responded that-he had denied those privileges because the inmates
were burning papers, including library materials, to heat water for coffee.
Once-they were provided with coffee.Pots and coffee (which was sold at the
commissary), all burning stopped.

. .

One prison admihistrator,told.me recently that.libraries area bargain
as'a safety and security measure.- He estimates that every rape or lawsuit
against..the institution, and every officer impaired in an encounter, costs
h. ison hal-f\sa million dollars. library costs far less. Nationally
the cost 'of lawSuitssalone is phenomenal. There have been more prison law-
suits in the lastidecade than in the rest of the history of the US combined..
One out ofevery #even federal suits since 1970 involves prisohers' rights.'
Perhaps, that explgins why correctional administrators see libraries 'as a
relatively inexpensive way'to lessen security and legal problems in' their

prisons. It'is important that librarians understand this point of view of
the library's value, even if it is not the value they would assign the

library themselves.

In summary; the correctional administrators seem to feel that "as long
as it [library service] gets done, I don't care who does it" (to quote one
warden). They arefairly well satisfied with the library 'services provided

r-- (all but, two :state that the current patterykof library service through the
systems Should be continued). They, are relieved that they do not provide
thes servig-6 themselves.and are disconcerted when called Upon to deal

,
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with library problems. Common boasts are that "ItAthe library] runs itself"
and "I'm neve; to blame if something goes wrong." It is distressing'to hear
such-aicabdication of nearly all responsibility fort- -and such a lack of know-
ledge of-:-.the library. The demonstration of disinterest.is a serious problem
which must be dealt with at the state level through continuing education and
demonstration of concern from the DOC. The hiring of a Chief Librarian

, for DOC (discussed earlier) should help alleviate this problem.

Section 2. Access to Library, Services

"When you ain't got it, you want it." (A resident
at Vienna Correctional Center)

Lack,of access to library services was the most common problem heard
from prisoners, eK-offenders, and library staff members. Most DOC adminis-
tratort and library system directors, even some prison librarians, denied
that access is a significant issue. But in the written complaints received
by the ISL, DOC, the Prisoner Advocates, the John Howard Association; and
the ACLU, iccest Was repeatedly the concern. Although inaccessibility was
most often discussed in relation to the law library, it is a serious problem
for general library services as well. Supposedly, access to the law library

is important because the need for public library materials is not

as urgen the assumption' is that inmates can borrow each other's. general
books and magazim* Actually, this is not so.

It is a violation of the DOC regulations for residents tb useeach
other's possessions; the lender and the borrower can (and'often do) each
receive disciplinary reports for such activity. Of court, this rule is
Often broken despite the fear of disciplinary action. As one resident at

Pontiac pUt it: "There are twe-/Ibraries in prison. One that is the offi-
cial library and one that the guys pass around--boaks they took from the -

first library andpooks left behind by guys that have left." At Menard,

residents told of the common practice of leaving books sticking between the
bars when they are done with them so that others can take them as they pass.
Still, 48% of our resident interviewees reported that toy had no legal °

source of reading materials --other than the library. Some of the institu-

tions (e.g., Vandalia, Pontiac, and Joliet) sell paperb4k books and/or
maliazines at the Commissary, but one must have money to purchase them.' If

*.money is not a' problem, books can be ordered from publishers, but that pro-

cedure may ,take months. Also,'there are limits on the number of books
prisoner may keep in his/her cell, so building a private library is not a
satisfactory alternative. ,Even books brought by visitors can be problematic
as they must be given a personal.propertylcheck before the prisoner receives
them; often there-is a gap of weeks between the delivery and the inmate's
receipt of the materials.

The access problem, for public as well as law library services, is so
large that when residents were asked; "What don%t you like about the library
here?", 22% of 'the interviewees responded witirSOme reference to inaccessi-
bility. Its foimsare many:, lack of cooperation fronli the DOC line staff; :

escort, call line and/or permission slip problems; seating space. shortage in .

the library facility; insufficlent hours of library- peration; poor collec-

tions;
,

and library regulations.

t
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-A. Physical Access

Inability to get to the library from. a housing unit is related to size
and security classification of the institution. The resident population has
some effect as library use declines with increasing size. Security level,
however, seems to beMore important (see Chapter 4, Section 3). Residents
in segregation report the most difficulty getting to the library,, and maximum
security prisons have more access problems than do minimum security facili-
ties. 73% of residents interviewed in maximum security institutions vs. 90%
Of those in medium and minimum security centers said they use the library.
Of inmates interviewed in medium and minimum security facilities, 31% revrt
using the library 1-4 times per month. The same percentage of prisoners.:
interviewed in maximum security institutions use it only 1-2 times per year.

Still the statistical relationship of security level to access is not
as strong as one might anticipate. Although one would expect that the free-
dom of movement in minimum security institutions would allow for increased
library use, the freedom also allows for other activities unavailable in
facilities with tighter security. For example, at Vienna many residents go'
fishing rather than reading. The maximum security resident has fewer options,
and so pursues the library determinedly. Also; the need for law library ser-
vices for criminal and Administrative Regulations (AR) proceedings is greater
for maximum security prisoners who have more time to serve. On the other
hand, some inmates transferred from other centers to minimum security facili-
ties reported using the library.there for the first time in their prison
experience. As one Vienna resident said: "Pontiac was just'a struggle to
stay alive, so I didn't use the library there." According to our interview-
ees--and to staff members of the organizations mentioned earlier--Vienna ,

(minimum) has the best access to the library; Pontiac, Menard, and State-
ville (all maximum) have the worst. Vanalia and 'Graham (medium) elicited
few complaints.

"Certainly a library should be a privilege, but that goes along with a
lot of other things,, It's an abuse to use the witholding of this privilegg
as part of a punishrAnt." This prisoner speaks for many inmates in discipli-
nary segregation and rotective custody,units (PCU). Only 7% of the resi-
dents we interviwed i PCU or segregation, used the library, as compared to

84% in the general p son population. Stateville, Pontiac, and Menard all
haye pr9cedures for segregation residents to use the libra.u, but the inmates
feelt_bt the,procedures o4en ensure that access is denied. For example,
in M6nard, segregation resiaents must be escorted by WO officers; there
arefoften staff shortages which cause problems,in bringing residents to the
library. At.some institutions (e.g., Menard Psychiatric) a bookcatt is
brought to segregation every two weeks, but it is not a wholly satisfactory
solution. At some centers (e.g., Stateville) there'are cages in the library
for the use of segregation and PCU residents. Because these,inmates are
locked into cages, the library can remain open for general population resi-
dents while the others are there.

Some residents'still have problems, however, in getting permission' from
a counselor to go to the library. At Menard Psychiatric Center and at Wight,
there is no library access from segregailon. Dwight segregation residents
reported that the services brought to segregation were often superior to
those in the main library, so they had few complaints. At Menard Psychiatric
segregation where bookcarts are also 4-ed, there are many complaints, how-
ever. Residents at the PCU in Menard had numerous _complaints as did.chose

s4 4
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at the Pontiac PCU. Although PCU residents are not being separated from
the general population for disciplinary purposes, they are often treated as

though they were. From the institution's point of view, they are almost as
much of a security risk as segregation inmates. "Well, you asked to be in

protective custody..." This is, of course, not a helpful response. PCU and
segregation residents report having fewer problems getting to the law library

than to the general library. One Pontiac PCU resident was told that he could
be escorted to the law library but he could not obtain any public library
services other than the use f books brought on the bookcart; he was unsuc-
cessful In his attempts to borr a dictionary. Joliet PCU residents are

scheduled into the library weekl and seemed relatively satisfied with this

arrangement.

Condemned Unit inmates and Medium Security Unit (MSU) residents have
access problems similar to those of segregation and PCU. Residents at the
Menard Condemned Unit have library services five days a week but only for .

two hours per day; they were unhappy with the schedule. There is discontent

at the Stateville and Menard MSUs also. The residents there are given no
access to the main library because there is not enough staff to bring them

there. Instead, they are given separate library collections and overnight
service from the main library. Ironically, they are not offered bookcart

service because they supposedly can use the main library. The reception

centers have access problems too. In most (e.g., Dwight) there is no read-
ing material available, no access to the library used by the general popu-

lation, and no commissary privileges. At the Joliet R&C there are library

hours three days each week by request. Certainly upon initial incarcera-
tion inmates have a strong need for library materials, but it is no m et.

Even'in the general prison population, access problems abound. n

many institutions, bribery is prevalent to secure access. One resident in
Stateville, for example, used cigarettes to bribe library staff into allow-

ing him to use the li6rary daily rather than weekly asp scheduled. He admitted

that he had.received a number of disciplinary "tickets" for this practice, but
considered them part of his library "costs." In both Menard and Pontiac, it

is considered very,aesirable to know a library employee. At Menard, resi-

dents claim that the DOC staff, gives better access to residents known to have
filed suits against the institution, whereas the library staff is cont44ered

vindictive to these and other specific individuals. The same charge wA
often heard-about the Pontiac library staff. At Menard, gang affiliation is

considered another essential for gbod library access.

Ilbstof the access problems stem from the movement. systems employed

the institutions. The cell block scheduling approach is generally less

corruptible than the pass system. In order for a resident,to obtain a
library pass, he must Submit a slip (which may be lost before it gets to the
library) and then have a pass returned to him. At Menard, whefe this system
is in effect, it is not unusual for, a resident to wait two to three weeks
after submitting a request slip to be called to the library. At Pontiac,

four inmates who had been,there,for a whol% year claimed that they have

never been called to the library despite repeated permission requests; the

average wait seems to be approximately two weeks. Centralia and Joliet use

pass systems too, and have similar problems. Stateville uses a combination

cellblock schedule and 'slip system. Those inmates with slips can come to that

library on the day scheduled for their unit. Some institutions have modified

t
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the slip system. At Vandalia, inmates must be escorted to the library by
honor residents employed for that purpose; passes are not necessary. At
Dwight, passes are not necessary either, but the librarian must call each
housing unit to give permission for a resident to come tO>the library.
At Menard Psychiatric, no passes are needed to the school or library; they
are ."free areas" during the day for those whb have yard privileges. No
matter what procedure is used, residents and library staff at each facility
feel that the systems at other institutions would be better.

The library's hours of operation can be a barrier to library use also.
At Dwight, women have to choose between recreation and the library, twice a
week. Dwight was recently accredited by ACA but was cited for non-compliance
on the library, because it was not open enough hours; the schedule is under
revision now. At Kankakee the work-away workers take classes and use the
library at night if there are enough of them to warrant evening hours;
sometimes the few workers have no library access at all until the resident
worker population grows sufficiently to allow for evening hours. At Joliet,
workers use the library in the evenings; but evening hours are dependent on
the completion of a count. This can last until as late as 7-PM; the library
closes at 8:00, so insufficient library time is a common problem. Also,
there are no Sunday or holiday hours. At Menard there are no evening hours.
At_many facilities, including Centralia, there areno weekend hours. These
are just a few examples of inequities in library scheduling. Of course, the
daily scheduling of students at the youth centers, and the open door policies
at the minimum security facilities, allow for the easiest access. Graham, a
medium security institution, has good access with three call lines per day
and one'on each of four evenings, but still has no weekend or holiday hours.
Vandalia also has evening hours.

Procedures and hours for library access must be addressed jointly by
the DOC and the ISL. Since security must always be the priority for the/190C,
cumbersome procedures will remain. But measures to ensure access can and
should be taken. For example, the problem of slips being lost or destroyed.
by correctional officers enroute to the library (a situation often reported
at Joliet and Pontiac) has been alleviated at one institution. At Vandalia
there are library boxes in the livAg units; inmates can use them to return
books and deposit library slips. The boxes are emptied daily by library
staff. In this way correctional,officersware not involved in the transporta-
tion of the slips. It is essential that the two agencies, with taleg assistance.
of the advisory committee, address the questions of physical access in depth
and immediately, with solutions formalized in writing.

B. Library Materials and Procedures

Residents who are allowed to visit the library, but still cannot get
Alf

materials they need, suffer from another type of access problem. An example
of this is the lack of reading materials for Hispanic residents. At Dwight,
inmates must choose Spanish language books from a list, as there is no brows-
ing collection. The problem is complex because Hispanic inmates do not have
a need for only Spanish-language materials--indeed many of the Hispanic resi-,
dents, especially those from Puerto Rico, are "illiterate in Spanish and con-
sider English to be their first language. There is a considerable need,, for
materials of Hispanic interest, and for promotion of them, perhaps along the

lines of Black history week. Another example of this type of library access
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problem is the policy of keeping PCU and segregation materials separate
from the general collection. For exempla% at Dwight such residents can
choose only from a special group of materials and can, receive magazines
only when they are no longer current.

Even if the library collections were excellent, users do not have full
access ta the materials unless the library is arranged for browsing with ade-
quate directional signs, catalogs, and indexes. Unfortunately, in some li-
braries even the shelving of materials is poor; it was difficult to find any
particular subject or author.' To makthe situation even worse, the law
library and general library are-often not kept separate enough. Although it

is useful to have the libraries near each other so that a resident can use
both libraries during one visit, this idea can be extended too far. In some

institutions, the general libfary is nbt given its'due because the two li-
braries are considered,one. ForeXample, in Stateville, a resident must
request to gb to the law library in order to use the general collection.
There is no separate general library request because the general library is
not valued as highly as the law library is. Because of lack of space, women

at Dwight may stay in the general library only 45 minutes per visit, but
there is no limat on law library use.

Becau'se the reading interests of prisoners are so diverse, yet the
populations. are too small to justify large collections, inteilibirry loan
(ILL) is an essential service: Of the 55% of our interviewees who reported
the experience'of not'finding'a book they wanted at the library, 42% had
asked library staff for help and 30% had used ILL:',This is a large percentage

of librarsers benefitting.from ILL. To put it in another perspective,

monthly circulation reiords from two' institutions were chosen at random.
St. Charleshad 4% of its.book circulation as a result of ILL during a sample

month in 1982; Menard had 5% of itsairculation from ILL in one month in

1981. The meaning of these statistics is clear when compared to Illinois
public,libraried serving under 5000 people who report that 2.5% of their

average'circulation was from ILL 14,1978/79.2 ILL is used'even less iq the-
rest of the country--in 1977 -78 public libraries around the country reported'
that Mans received from other libraries were only 0.5% of their total
circulation.3

ILL was often mentionedby correctional administrators and by library
system directors as,a major service being provided residents, and it is.

'But in the facilities served by Corn Belt Library System, for one, residents
are4discouraged from using it--or even denied its availability-- because the

institutional services coordinatdr disapproves of its cost. And in other

institutions, residents are not informed of its availability by library

staff. The East Moline CC Library Handbook discusseSILL and Logan has
notices about ILL in its card-catalog, btit it is not promoted in other CCs.

.
Additional barriers to:User satisfaction are fAund in library rules.

For example,at Graham, where phydical access to the library is better than

average, residents are allowed only three,boois Peryisitl Because of a

schedUle whereby residents can visit the library only on certain days, an

.
inmate can he witholit reading materials for a f0w,days per week. In Dwight

PCU, women can haye five books per:Week but even this is not enough for

avid readers confined to their cells. At Stateville, the loan period is
only two weekg-=slow reeders' need to keep their books longer than that.

.
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Space limitations in the library create additional diffkulties. Logan,
Dwight, Pere Marquette and others have had to limit the amount of time any
one inmate stays in the library so that more people have a chance to use it.
Many limit the number of visits per week per resident also. These problems
will persist until the facilities are brought up to standards (see also
Section 5 of this chapter).

The Joint Statement says "Resident access to the services Of the library
are [sic] the responsibility of the administration of the correctional cen-
ter," but access problems must be discussed and solved jointly by the DOC and
ISL. Recommendatign: Access problems shofad be ma0e a priority for discus-
sion by the advisory committee (described in Chapter Section 1). -Sugges-
tions for solutions should be presented in writing t th agencies, the
library systems, and the individual facilities and librarians. Without access
there can be no quality library service.,

Section 3. Library Use and Reading Interests of Residents

"If there were no library, it would be like walking around
with my head cut off" (a resident at Menard)

Library Use: - Libraries in prisons are very popular. 84% of the 181
inmates we interviewed reported that they use the library. 30% use it twice
a week or more, 70% once ;-;i6nth or more, and 64% said they would use it more
often if they could. This comi4tes to 51% of the general population who
report using a library at least once during the previous year, and 9% twice
a week.4

Most residents are avid readers - -77% of those we met were currently
reading a book or magazine. "Books are our only companions" (Stateville).
Book circulation is as prevalent (4tOtaid that they check-out materials to
read in their cells) as in-librarytV48%). Nearly half of the library
users stated that the library was a sting them in their classes. Perhaps
because 68% of the interviewees had never finished high school, 47% were
taking some type of class and 48% of those used the library /'in conjunctial
with their course work.

4

4. In addition to using the library's books, magazines and*non-print mater-
ials, prisoners reported that they use the library to a quiet place to
be alone, or to socialize with friends. Listening to music, where available,
was also appreciated. "You get tired of TV and rad4o" (Dwight). When asked
"Would it make a difference to you if there were no library here?," 82% re-
plied -"Yes." "Without a library, I'd have no window on the world" (Graham).
"Relief from boredom" was mentioned by 25% as the reason, availability of
reading materials by 31%, and opportunity for self-education and rehabilita-
t4on by 20%. "Life would come to a standstill" (Centralia).

ThL-research team was interested in the.. relationship of personal, charac-
teristics to library use. It appears that length of time served in a correc-
tional center has a negative relationship to use of the library; 56% of/the
interviewed residents who had been imprisoned for less than one year said
they used the library more than once a seek, compared with 29% of those
imprisoned for one to three years, and 5% those imprisoned for more than
three years. Studies of personal characteristics and public library use

t
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have found.that age and sex are especially relevant factors.
4

One study.
contends that only educational level affects library use: "The most power-
ful predictor of rate of library use is the respondent's education."5 We
used the Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS), a computer
program, to rank seven personal characteristics which might be correlated
to use of the CC library by the 181 residents whe were interviewed. These
variables were age, educational level, current class enrollment, sex, race,
library use before prison, and current reading activity. With an increase
in the extent of formal education attained or if the person was taking a
class, library use increased. Age was also relevant, in that it was nega-
tively related to library use--as age increased, library use decreased.°
But none of these factors--or any of the other four- -had much effect on
library use. Only 6% of the variation in use can be attributed to age.
All seven characteristics together accounted for only 18% of the variation
in the responses to our question "Do-you use the library here?". In other
words, 82% of the variation in CC library use cannot be explained by these
personal characteristics of the residents.

It seemed logical next to analyze library and institutional character-
istics to see how they correlate with library, use. Seven descriptors- -

security level of institution, size of facility (number of residents),
total expenditures for the library, number of periodicals in the library,
number of volumes, number of library staff, and number of hours the library
is openWere ranked by the computer program.' The security level of the
institution is the most important factor, and accounts for 4% of the varia-

tion in library use. All together, the seven characteristics account for
only 8% of the variation in response to Our question "Do you use the library

here?"

The cause of library use in prison is still unknown. It is probable
that characteristics which,cannot be quantified (such as the personality of
the library staff members and the attitude of the institutional security
staff) are involved. Further research into the variables affecting library

use is needed.

Circulation: - Circulation is commonly used as an indicator of library

use. Certainly, institution circulation st stics are` impressive. For FY

1980, DuPage circulated nearly five books per apita per month, or almost

60 books per capita per year. This is in rast to the Illinois public

library per capita statewide average for FY 1981 of 7.3 books. Even Balti-

more County Public Library, which claims to have one of the highest circu-
lation rates in the U.S., circulated only 13 volumes per capita in FY 1982.

I do not feel, however, that circulation figures reflect much about a
library's use or a user's satisfaction. They do not include materials used

in the Library. They cannot measure whether the user borrowed an appropri-
ate, liked, or helpful book. And they do not include the effect of other

library services or programs.

When used in the prison context, circulation statistics are even less
informative. It is a truism that a book'borrowed from a correctional center
library is read by more tilian one inmate before it is returned. Many librar-

ians feel that a book off the prison library'shelf is a book being read--by
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someone somewhere. Of course, current periodicals, phonograph recordings,
videotapes, and reference legal materials (all of which are very popular)
do not circulate and are therefore not counted. I feel that circulation
records should not be used as a measure of a correctional institution
library's effectiveness or value. Perhaps the number of circulations of
a particular title can be helpful in book selection decisions, but even
that statistic can be specious. Observation, surveys, and interviews are
better methods to measure library use and effectiveness, as well as read-7
ing interests,

Reading Interests: - Studies in Texas, Maryland, New Mexico, and
Florida have all demonstrated great diversity in reading interests of pris-
oners. History, current events and biography, poetry, job training and
academic course material, law, and fiction are most often cited as popular.

The prisoners we interviewed in Illinois also showed a wide range of
interests. Across all types of correctional centers (maximum, medium,
minimum, women, and juvenile), non - fiction was mentioned the most often in
response to the questions "What are you reading now?" and "Is that your
favorite kind?" Of the 181 residents, 33% reported reading non-fiction; 18%
mentioned general, fiction; 12% occult, philosophy, anc,0.1.41j.gion; and 10% bio-

graphy and history. Genre fiction fsollowed in popularity, and then poetry
and spolfs77'As for magazines, 30% were reading a picture magazine or comic

. book; 24/ a news magazine; d 21% a sports magazine.

In'a 1974 study of prisoners in Illinois,
7
adults read (in order of

popularity) novels, adventure books, and law; juveniles read books on sex,
sports, and history. At the Joliet Correctional Center, a reader interest
survey was done in 1980 and repeated in 1982. The library staff found that
history, Mathematics, and science made gains in numerical ranking of popu-
larity. Religion, poetry, and black culture declined. Other cited interests

were bodybuilding, clfg'S, and computer pregran6ing.

At Dwight CC (for women), we found that 40% of the respondents were

_ currency reading general fiction,,21-0Nreligion, 20% non - fiction, and 20%

mystertes. None reported that they wer el. reading westerns, poetr07 or

romances. Romantic fiction was populai in the juvenil&efacilities where it
was second only to biography and history. After romandg% non-fiction, mys-
teries, and general fiction were'read most often. The popularity of poetry

rests with the adult males--4% of them were currently reading poetry. It

is clear that all types of books are read in prison, and that the library's
. collections must represent the considerable variety of reading interests

found among residents (see Section 6 of this chapter).

77- Section 4. Library Staffing

.
. m

.

A. Civilian Staff t. A

" \---...)---.X) Staffing Levels .t- 1.

.

One of the most obvious differences among library systems is the amount 1

and'level of civilian staff employed at the institution librajties as shown
in Table 4-1.8 For example, DuPage Library System hai three /juvenile instlt ._

4,

tutions to serve and three professional librarians. At tHiilother endVof ad
N
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spectrum is Shawnee Library System with the largest institution (Menard),
one medium-sized and two small adult institutions; Shawnee employs two pro-
fessional librarians for its six institutional libraries. This discrepancy
seems to be the result of differences in system philosophy coupled with the
funding formula problems discussed elsewhere.

Inequities in the qUantity of civilian staff are often related to the
security level of the institutions involved. Looking at the total number
of civilian staff--professional, paraprofessional, and clerical--the largest
maximum security prisons (Menard and Stateville) each have four for popula-
tions over 2,000. All the medium security prisons'have two staff members
each for populations under 1,000. But the youth center libraries vary
greatly; Bur Oak has one staff member at Kankakee while Illinois Valley
has had 3 at Hanna City.

None of the Illinois adult correctional institutions meet ACA/ALA stan- ,

dards for number of library staff or their educational requirements. These
standards should be used as 5-year Ioals. They require four staff members
for an institution of 301-509 and more for larger populations.9 The juSenile
institution standards address facilities with populations of over 100; only
three Illinois youth centers are that large. The standard of three employ-
ees, one of whom is a professional librarian, is not met by any of the youth
facilities. Valley View comes closest with an F.T.E. of 2.8 and a profes-
sional librarian in charge.

All of the Illinois centers' libraries, adult and juvenile, meet the
staff quantity requirements in the ALA standards for small public libraries,
which many systems use with their member libraries. The requirement is for
only one full-time staff member for libraries serving less than 2,500 resi-
dents. But even these far weaker requirements suggest that one third f

the library staff should be professional librarians, a goal not yet reached
in the Illinois prisons.

In some facilities, the institutional administrator is concerned about
the levels of staffing. At Sheridan, the facility has absorbed some other
library costs so that the library system can continue its institutional
staff. At Joliet, the warden has considered using bookcarts and/or deposit
collections in an attempt to provide library services on SRIndays and holidays
when there is no library staff available. A number of wardens have discussed
the idea of using guards to open the library in the absence of library 'staff
due to illness, holidays, or schedules. This approach is, of course, very
unpopdier and isnot being used at this time. Substitutes from system head-
quarfersshould be used in the, absence of regular staff.

-(2) Professionals
The research team felt that the presence of a professional librarian

made a-noticeable positive impact on the libraries we visited. For example,
the approach and services f the 'library at Logan or DuPage were far more

'professional .than those staffed with non-librarians. Rebommendation:' Each
'correctional institution should have aprofessional librarian, at least
"part time. This person shouldW.in addtion to the institutional coordi-

nator. ,

Where there are professional librarians --Dwi is a striking example--
they are being-misused for clerical !and /or security duties. i4t makes no

r
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4-1. Library Staff of Illinois Correctional Centers: Spring 1982

(number of persons/hours of work per week) (note 5)

Name of Center/Library System
A. Maximum Security

1. Dwight/CBLS
2. Joliet/BOLS

3a. Menard/SLS
3b Menard Special Unit/SLS
(Menard subtotal)
4, Menard Psychiatric Center/SLS
4a. Pontiac/CBLS
5b. Pontiac HSU /CBLS
(Pontiac subtotal)
6a. Stateville main library/BOLS
6b. Stateville HSU library /BOLE
6ce Stateville staff library((6)/BOLS
(Stateville subtotal)

(1-6 subtotal)

B. Medium Securlty
7. Centralia/CTLV
8. Graham/LCLS.
9. Logan/CVLS

_10,_ SheridanISRLS
11. Vandalia/CTLS

(7-11 subtotal)

C. Minimum Security
12. East Moline/RBLS
13. Vienna/Siff?

(12713 subtotal)

Civilian
Library

Supervisors (1)

3-35
2/75

1/40

1/40

(2/80)

2/6-40
2/30-35.

1/35

(3/100)
3/112

1/38
1/40

(4/150)

(15/499)

2/20-40
1/32

2/70
2/80
1/20

(8/262)

1/40

3/9-80
(4/129)

(1) Includes professionals and paraprofessionals. c

Education ranges from MLS to high school diploma.
(2) On"basis of 40 hour week.
) Includes legal advocate, legal assistant, law

reference supervisor, etc.
(4) Includes audiovisual, segregation, protective

custody, and HSU clerks.

Residents (note 2).,.

Law Library

Clerical Clerks (3) Clerks (4)

2/80
1/25 4/150
2/20-40 3/105

1/40

(3/100) (3/105)

1/40

4/120
1/30

(5/150)

1/38 13/488

1/38

(1/38) (14/5265

(5/183) (29/1051)

1/40

2/80
1/35

1/40

2/25-40

(7/260)

1/40

(1/40)

2/80
2/50
3/105
1/40

2 780'-
(10/355)

1/30

(1/30)

Total

No. FTE T2)

1/40 5 4.2

3/112 10 9:0

7/245 13 11.2

3/51 5 3.3

(10/296) (18) (14.5)

3/120 7 5.6

11/310 17 . 12.4

1/30 3 2.4

(12/340) (20) '(14.8)

8/300 25 23.4

. 3 2.8
1 1.0

(9/338) (28) (26.3)
(38/1246) (88) (74.3)

2/80 7 6.5

3/75 8 '5.9

2/70 8 7.0

2/8Q 6 6.0
1T40 5.1

(10045) (35) (30.6i

2/32 4 2.8

5/150 9 6.7

(7/182) (13) (9.*

(5) If the number of hours of work per week is the
same for 2 or more employees, they are added
together; if they are different, they are
shown separately. In all subtotaI and totals,'

they are added' together.
(6) Data on this library are not included in any

total or subtotal here.
.
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Table 4-1 coned.

Name of Ca.:leer/1,0r ry System

Civilian
Library

Supervisors (1) Clerical
D. Youth Centers

14. Dixon Sorings 1/2 1/25)
15, DuPage/DLS 1/38 1/26/
16. Hanna City/IVLS 3/4r80
17. Joliet/801S 2/75 --
-18. Kankakee/BOLS 1/38 --
19. Perk. Harquette/LCLS 1/8 1/40
20. St. Charles/DLS '1/38 1/38
21.1 Valley View /DLS 1/18 1/22

(14-21 subtotal) (11/321) (5/151)

CHANDT0TAL (38/1211) (18/654)

'Residents (note, 2J'

TotalLaw Library
Caerks (3) ,01erks (4) No.. FTE (2),

0.7
1/10 3, 1.8

3 2.1
2/20 4 2.4
1/15 2 1.3

2 1.2
\ 2 k1.9

V54 4 42..8
(6/99) (22) (14.3)

a%
(40/1436) (61/1872) (158) (128.6) co

See p.f.V ofhie report for,the fullnam46 of the library systems.
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sense to hire professional librarians to do non-professional work.
Recommendation: All correctional inatUutions should have, ample clerical

support, per the ACA/ALA Standards:

sier

If it is impossible to have an ftropriate level of professional staff,
more para-professibnalS shoulehe hired for each institutiotti These staff
members would act asithe on-site library managers with'professional sup
frog circuit librarians. A circuit librarian is one who travels around
visiting institutions weekly to provide .purely, professional assistance:
Circuit librarians have been used in hospital librarielouccesfully; 10 --

Illiaois cbuld adapt th;p,approach'for its.prison libraries. The most obvious
lack of professional iuNance in the correctional facility libraries was in
reference and programming;11 the circuit librarian could emphasize these
services. The'circuit librarian would not" be a substitute for the insiitu-

tional services coordinator who is responsible for supervision and system
li on;,thedravelliEgs librarian .would provide direct resident services.

Onl in times of Aire financial Npoblems should the coorhnator,and circuit
librarian positions be combined, and. then it is essential that the responsi-
bilities- -and amounts of time devoted to tAM--be specified. For example,

the coordinator responsible for four institutions would spend one day at

each with'the }fifth day at headquarters, acting as coordinator.

The.point of these recommendations is to
butibA to the library services offered: The

suggested only as a_52ntingeney-plan if it is
sional librarian in each facility. ,

have more professional contri-
use of circuit librarians is
impossible to have one profes-

lb

(3) Recruitment and Retention
Finding qualified librarians -- even non - professional ones --.is a majdr

problem cited by system directors and institutional coordinators alike.
Librarians are reluctant to seek institution jobs because of the pbor sala-
ries, unpleasant working conditions, stigma within the profession, and the

lack of upward mobility (job ladders). Many prison librarians take their

jobs out .'f desperation or to get work experience. They move out as soon as

possible, so turnover is'rapid and seemingly endles. During the year of our

study, seven of the 21 institutions changed librarians. Those librarians who

do stay in correctional jobs do so either out of a genuine commitment to the

work, or out of inertia. In either case, lengthy employment within an insti-

. tution can lead to.institutionalization of the librarian. Institutionali-

zation can be defined as the absorption of iastitutional.characteristics into
the self. For example, the cruelty of punishment can b0ome a personal
characteristic of the library employee as well. Indeed, the research team

noticed examples of this in a number of cases. At one institution, a Staff

member freely told me of her enjoyment of punishing people and her sense of

power over the residents. According to work'done by psychologists and
sociologists, institutionalization is a serious problem in any walled setting.
Philip Zimbardo found that when college students were selected at random to
be "guards" over other randomly selected students playing The role of
"prisoner," the."guards" quicklybecome,indifferent and/or sadistic.12

A parallel problem for librarianslwho stay in the prison environment is

that of burnout. Burnout can be defined as'a state of indifference resulting
from longterm fiustration and a feeling of.helplessness. Numerous librarians

(
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referred to t4is9problem themselves or referred to it in_others involved
with the provision of:library services in prison. Burnout in prison,librai-

----. ies is a problem not unique to Illinois. The American Library asso6iation
is sponsoring a program at its annual conference (1983) on "Surviving and
Thriving in Prison: Coping with Burnout." And library literature includes
numerous articles on burnout and job stress of'reference DiVarians in

.

all

types of libraries.

I feel that the problems of recruitment, retention, institutionali-'
zation, and burnout, Can all be addressed by two concurrent programs.
Recommendation: Librarians within the institutions should be rotated with "it
positions at qystem headquarters. This idea is not altogether a new one.
While working in Pierce County', Washington, I witnessed a similar uogram,
in which jailers and police officers rotated positions to keep the iuUrds
from becoming indifferent and to provide the. police with an'opportunity to"'

see the end results offlaw enforcement? I feel that a rotation program
would entice more librarians to work in prisons, resulting in better service
to nmatala. Knowing that the position was temporary would relieve theton-
cerns of some librarians about the unpleasant surroundings and the lack of
job mo ilit37. The resultant publicity (or consciousness raising) among
other taff members. may eradicate the stigma of institutional work and pro-

vide a upportive library community outside the walls.

The prison libraries would certainly benefit from the heal hy idealism
of new librarians who have,a current perspective of public librarianship. ,

Perhaps some of the ineffectual librarians hiding in institutional work would r
be noticed and replaCed. The system member libraries might benefit by such

a program also. As LeDonne stated in her studn''pupervisors of outside-0 .

library system often saw institutional services as an opportunity to train

promising staff members lor future administrative positions."" t/
..:

, .

My other commendation is far lets radical, and should be considered

whether or not the gikrst is implemeAted Recommendation: Institutional

librarians should have frequent t-opportunities for ventilation-of their ° \

problems as well as for continuing library education. The lack of reg6lar
. )

meetings, institution visits, and workshops is appalling and is discussed ,

further under system and state responsibilities. . 4 J

40-

(4). Pay Equity
A common complaint of civilian library staff members ist,the.inpquality

r

of library salary schedules and those of the Department of Corrections. A

surprising number of correctional administrators also mentioned the poor
salaries of library empl ees. The ACAALA Standards state that,"personnpal

444salaries ihalhbe competitiVe with arpd;-State., and nation library averages
and comparable to other professional personnel on the inst tution staff."

0
.

4 .

.

,./ %,

.
The salary situdtion is Wte complex at one.must to e into .account not

only the Department of Corrections' pay scales, but those f the Illinois .' :'
,

,Share Library, the DOC School District, the Dvartment of Mentoalrtaal* and .

,,

`-'the ten library sytems. ,

'1 , 7
. -''' //

# 0 A

The Department,of Corrections pays uniform salaries statewide, wish no

differences based on location. Department of Corrections employees are under

. a master plan that-includes seven steps. The published salary range for pro-

fessional librarians in FY 1981 was frorr$16,272 to $20,664. The Department

v.-

4



of Mental Health s(afe was even higher, ranging, from $15,048 to $25,128.

'Under-the school district's salary schedule- -also a seven step plan - -a

teacher with equivalent training to a professional librarian (MA),earned

from $17,185 to $22,037. The Illinois State Library's salary schedule was

considerably lower. A beginning professional there earned from $13,417 to
$17;172 in 1980/81;lt department head, from $1,5,480 to $20,388. One rgason

for the differences in pay among state departments is that the Department
of Corrections and the Department of Mental Health come under the Governor'

4" Department of Personnel, and their employees belong to AFSCME. Illinois

State Library employees are under the Secretary of State-, and are repre-

sented by the tllinois Federation of Teachers.
i;4

Most of the library systems pay even less than does the Illinois State

Library, which has -the poorest of the four state pay scales. In examining

the three system5 which have the most institutions, wl find a wide range of

ries. Shawnee Library"System paid its Librarian I (a non-professiopal)

,E80. The position is similar to theBur Oak Library System's Library
Supervisor I which pays $10,500 and Library Supervisor II which pays up to

$12,000. Neither position'requires an MLS. Note that the job titles are

misleading in this regard. Bur Oak Library System pays its professional

librarians (those with an MLS) from $12,000 to $15,000, depending on experi-

ence. DuPage Library System offers the highest salaries. Its librarians

are degreed professionals, and are paid from $16,000 to $19,000. is

still twenty percent less than the same personnel would be paid under

Department of Corrections scales. .

The library system directors report tOat they are tied td their head-

quarters pay scales; library boards do not feel that institutional employees

'should earn more than other library staff. As a consequence, Shawnee pays

its prison librarians equivalently to is headquarters librarians but does

not require the institutional librarian to have the.MA required.of other

librarians. In this way, the prison (non-professional) librarian'receives

-a type of incentive (or "combat") pay. Similarly, Bur Oak pays librarians

with less responsibility in the institution more than their counterparts at

headquarters who have more responsibility; as the amount of responsibility

at the _institution increases, however, the comparative financial benefit

disappears. At the DuPage Library System, the understanding that correc-
, tional librarians not'earn more than headquarters librarians has led to

salry increases for' headquarters staff!

Library system directors also repOrt that their boards would oppose a

statewide uniform Pay scale because the board retains the authority to set

Sala ies. Therefore, my.Recommndation: A statewide minimum pay sate for

corr ctional librarians shOuld be determined. Systems such as DuPage which

cons der the extra costs of living near Chicago; could pay their librarians

more Rural systems, which' feel tlqt they are at a disadvantage in attract-

ing ibrarians, could also pay more. tilt no system could pay less.
ir

There is stilkheiproblem of determining a fair minimum pay. This is-

beyond the limitations Af this studY. A strong Recommendation: A job evalu7

ation study of correctional library positibns should be done. Such. evalu-

ation would collect job related facts, tank,j9bs based/Ohtheir worth, an

create a pa); structure which reflects thediFferent positions' values. People

would then be appropriately compensated on the besis of the relative worth of
4

,
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their jobs. Skill, effort, responsibility, nd working'conditions would be
considered. Not only would there be equal pa for equal work (e.g., all cir-
culation clerks paid the same salary) but equal pay for work of comparable
value (i.e., library positions would be considered vis-a-vis correctional
and educational positions).

I feel strongly that the pay parity issue is a significant one for
correctional librarians. I hale already referred to the problems of recruit-
ing and retaining librarians for prison.jobs;,two of the barriers mentioned

wwere poor pay and a negative image. "Because we have a cultural value systdm
of compensation--we pay people with higher status more money for their labors--

`the questions of stigma andsalary are interrelated.
6

Until a proper job evaluation can be done, I.would make the following
Recommendation:. The average salary might be used as a minimum salary with
the understanding that no one is to be paid less than his/her current salary.
Also, increased fringe benefits should be, considered as compensation beyond
'salary. Such additiNhal fringe benefits might include extra days' leave,
shorter work week, and/or attendance at extra professional meetings. And,

before any monetary calculations are done, consider this Recommendation:
Job titles should be made-uniform.statewide to zillesviate confusion over
prison library positions and their requirements. -

(5) Performance Evaluations
Currentlyythe institution librarian is.evaluated dilly by the library

systam,'although the on -site superviSor is defined.by the Joint Statement
as t e warden or assistant warden fdr program services. Because it is
impo tant to further involve tire correctional administration in the pro-,t
vis on of library services, and to promote more meetings'and communication
b ween the assistant warden and the librarian, it seems appropriate to allow"
tt 4lion-site supervisor the opportunity to evaluate the librarian's perfor-

man e. Since there aremany problems between some correctional administra-
tors a be librarians within their facilities,,and because the librarian
is an employee of the library system rather than the 'DOC, such 'an evaluation
would be solely for Wormation.. The system would retain responsibility for
the an ual perforMance evaluation usedor salary and promotion detisions.
Recomm ation: The on -site supervisor should give an.annuati written eval-
uation of e to the system institutional services cooMinapor.
Copies shoul go to the system director as well. The evaluated-eMployee
should have an opportunity for*a written response itdes&red. This is fo be
a courtesy evaluation' only, on a simple one-page standafdized Wm developed
by the system or ISL with the cooperation of the DOC. It sho414 "be noted
that a similar r-policy was conceived in ,197l by the ISL Cohsultant)and,his

DOC liaison, but it Was never officially presented for. discussion. *so,;
0 the DuPage LShas had the on-site supervisor sign the'system.performance

evaluation of the librarian (along with the instit oval services xoOrdi -
nator), and has reported. no problems with this invol ent Of the institu-

ppei.onal administrator.

B. Resident Staff
(1)- Staffin bevels .

In sheer number , Stateville is most impressive withthifteen laleclerks
and:eight general cl 'Its (and a total of 23.4 FTE), compared ito Menardthich
has-3 law clerks and general _clerks (11.2 FTE); see Table 4-. As with

,

8
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civilian staff, the philosophy of the.system and/or the institutional coor,
.dinator seems to be the main factor in the differences.in staffing levels.

NOt, only do the number of resident staff vary froM institution to insti-
tuLion, but the attitude towatd the resident clerks and the salaries paid
them fluctuate widely. The most dramatic example is at Stateville. ant. Oak

Library System views all of its employees, civilian and,resident, as part
of 'its staff. The' coordinator refers to all of the institutional staff as a
family.. The resident pay is high ($65 to $110 ler month) as are the fringe',

' benefits. The system board approved the concept that vacation, personal,
sick, and'education leave should be the same for residents as for civilians
(thr'coordinator is currently negotiating with the Department of Corrections
on this). A problem arose during the accreditation process when the institu-
tion was cited for noncompliance with key control guidelines. because resident
library clerks had keys to the library. The institution sees the residents
as inmates first; the library system views them as employees first. A.
similar disagreement occurred at Pontiac when a prisop administrator halted
classes. taught by residents rather than civilians. The Corn Belt Library
System state that the residents were teaching in their official capacity as
s-pif membe .the adminislration did not agree.

en the other side of the coin, the three resident staff members in the
Sheridan Library are now institutional employees rather than Starved Rock
Library System employees because the system was threatened with a lawsuit.
Inflate library-clerks were demanding a minimum wage; the institution'picked
up theit salaries because the Department of Corrections is exempt from Mini-
mum 'wage loaPs for resident workers.

(2) Pay Equity
The Department of Corrections waiver from the minimum wage requirement

raises the serious question of'pay:equity for residenti. Although there has
been more discussion of pay discrepancies for civilians, a word on resident,
pay seems necessary. 'In nearly all of the institutions, library clerks are
paid more than workers in other areas Of the institution, with the frequent
exception of prison industries. Only One warden felt that the lucrative fay
was a. problem, and he was not specific when l'questioned him about it. At

Dwight, there is no problem now if there ever was one-the pay for other jobs
.

.was raised to meet that of the library, clerk. . .

,

--The problem, statewide is that-the pay is not unifoim among institutions.
At the youth centers, pay'rangei from 20-30 cents ppi hr at St. Charles to
60 cents per hourat Kankakee. At the adult centers; the range is $25 pet
monthat Vandalia to $110 per month at Stateville. A real prdblem is created
when resident clerks,are transferred between institutions and expect to

. receive the salary they ilacr.earped'before. Recommendation: Pay scales
should be uniform for all .resident clarics. It may, be necessary to have two

scales, one fdr the general library and one for the l'A'w library. And of ;

.course,, various stepson the stale are important.

his raises another, point. Most library systems have position descrip-
J, tiO6s'' or the residentojobS; allshould., Bur Oak Library ,System has a series

of proficiency tests for job applicants as'well. RecoMinendation:' Standard-
s

ized are)lication, testing, and evaluation forms ,should be deszgned,.and uni-
forrNob. titles be used. In addiLOn to'el;sUring consistency among institu-

.
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tional libraries, tests and interviews are valuable learning experiences for

residents who may wish to apply to libiaries for employment upon their re-
,

lease from prison.

Section 5.1 Physical Setting of the Library

Unless in anew facility, a correctional libraryis likely to be
squeezed intoa room that was,:designed for someother function. Bright

colors and picture windaws,are,seldom part of the interior. Space is at a

premtum,in any penal institution.

'In visiting the correctional libraries in Illinois, we looked-at the

physical setting and arrangements for equipmen't, lighting, furniture, seat-
ing, aneaccess within the center, in the light of the ACA/ALA stand4rds for

-juvenile and "for adult correctional centers.14 With the exception of, the

two minimum security prisons, none of the adult centers comes close to having

seats for 10-15% of their.population. -All of the youth centers achieve this

percentage. The Standards should be used as 5-year goals.

A typical setting is a room in an older building with plain was, few

windows, and a handfu,of oden or fiberglass chairs, most of them around

the rectangular tables used b the residents for reading. Wall decorations

consist of a few posters or ar prints that show signs of age. Few infor-, ,

nation signs were noticed; those found were usually'small ones with Dewey

detimal range numbers, and gave little direction to use of library tools

such as the card catalog or reference books. Only a stall number of the

adult libraries were decorated with current posters, plants, paintings and

sculpture, and carrent awareness news articles. In constrast,Nthe juvenile

libraries usually had a mixture of these decorations.

The lal-cries at Stateville MSU; Vienna, and Logan give an inviting,

Appearance. This resulted from conscious care about decoration and design

-" ""''even in as smallia library as at Logan, which has 24 chairs and 4 tables

**for a..-population of 750. Posters, plants, signs, and information guides

created an inviting interior.

For the most part, the furniture in the correctional center libraries

' is practical and without color, ornament, or attractive design. Chairs,

tables, and.desks, except at Graham and Centralia correctional, centers, are

plain in appearance. At Graham and Centralia ('which use,the Same design),

the library is located in the school building. Space is available-for quiet

study at darrells as well as for talking and listening'to music with head-

ptones. There are lounge chairs plus'coMfortable chairs for reading. The

law library A in an adjacent roan. The staff has a work room. One wall is

made of glass that looks out onto the courtyard. The overall bffect.is that

the room and furniture suggest its use as a library that is eomfortable'and

pleasant.

All juvenile libraries are located in school buildings as are most of

the adult-libraries: onseguently.there is limited access from offices and

living quarters. This also means that access in evenings and 'weekends is

hindered1Puring the only time when many residents are free Irom'assigntenas

and able to visit the library. (See More on this under Acces to Library

Services, Chapter 4, Section 2.)

86 . z
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Because many libraries have small reading areas, the, oals of a quiet, ,t.,

reading area and of a social a are frequently combined. Thus,,bne.....Ray say,

there is a quiet reading-social area. It is. ulet in contrast to the usual
noise of the cellhouse. About a third of the libraries are spacious enough

\..,

to offer room for ,quiet concentration as well as for social conversation,'
for example, StatevAlle, ShereNI, and Vienna. ..

.. . . --..

)
.,

Sufficient space and organizational arrangements for staff collections
are inadequate at all centers except at'Sateville. There, two rooms are
given to serve as the staff libr'ary; 'the locationis at thefrovrt of the
institution, quite distant from the.residents' library. During our visit,
there were a few chairs and lots of space. '.Shelf space was sufficiefit; most
centers allocate a couple of shelves, usually in a corner away from ,easy
view and access, such as at Dwight and East Moline:.

-"
Sec. 6. -Collections

°

The ACA/ALA Standards state that the library collection fOr a,p 4: son
with 300 adult inmatee Should have 12,000.titfes or 5 titles per inmate

. whichever is greater. If the 12,000 titles'are well-selected.books,with'a
diverse mixture of formats and reading levels on subjects related to the

/
various social', cultural, ethnic, economic, educatidnal background and t

interests of the residents, then this standard is one to strive, for.- If,
in addition, a part of the collection (say 25%) consists of titles'publfshed--
in the past five yeaa7, ttil. would help with,the perennial,thallenge of,

. 11,

relevancy. .
.

..
.

Y /
If at all possible,*thejibrarian shJuid know something about -what is

in the books (especially non-fiction titles) On the shelf; thig will help,'
in book selection as well as in readerts advisory,service. While selecting
best seller fiction titles in paperback is easy,' more difficult is'sele6ting
non-fiction tieles. _Biographies and history are traditional popular subject
areas of inmate interest (see Section 3 of this chapter). But the social
sciences (especially anthrbpology, economics, psychology, and sociology) as
well as the science and technology a eas are,where standard, high interest .

readable titles of mer t are more,dif iscult tptascertain. :This is especially
true when the intended audience is the residentdent population. Here:we would'
recommend reliance on e development of a biblibgraiihic referral network
among prison librarians, o disseminate inforMation on titles they found ,.

helpful and also to request titles'on subjects about which they were uncer-
tain. Such cooperative selectiontand/or collection building would lessen
the relatively high proportion of dry,ounused social science and sci-tech
titles that gather dust on the shelves.

I *

,' `In evaluating'collection we conbidered the size, quality, physical
'condition, number of books,-periodicals, and newspapers, reference books,

.

ethnic and hi-lo material, vocational and re-entry material, and audio-visual
collections (se Table 472). Only five dull (Dwight, Menard, Vienna, Logah,
Pontiac) and two juvenile (DuPa and V ley View) centers meet the quanti- i

tative'rort of the ACA/ALA tandar "no less than 12,000 well-selected
titles or five. titles per resident (whichever ins greater)" for adult centers
with 300 or more residents, and no less than 4,000 or twenty titles, per rest-,
dent for ,juvenile centers, of 100-or more youth.15

/
,
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: Table 4-2.

S. , z'i

Name' of Center,

A. Maki0Um Security
1. Dwight
2. Joliet
'3a. Menard
3b. Menard Special Unit(b)
(Men#rd Subtotal)
4. Menard .P.Vchiatric Center

54 Pontiac
5b. Pontiac MedSU,

70

, .

Summary df Responses' from Correctional
Center Libraries on Collections

(Pontiac Subtotal)*
6 Statevllle Main library

. Stateville MinSU library
c. Stateyille staff
(Stateville Subtot
(1-6. Silbtotal) -;

H;,,Medium Seu3t5,
7. Centraika
8. Graham
9. Logan'

. 10. Sheridan
11, 'Vandalia

.(-7 -11 Subtotal)

C. Minimum Security.
12. Ea'si Moline°

13.. Vienna

(12043 "SubtOt41)

Subtotal:foi Ali:Adult CC

D.,: Youth Centers

14. Dixon Springs
15.' DuPage

16. Hanna City ,

17.' Joliet

18. Kankakee
19. Pere Marquette

° 20 .:Sf

'121e Vall0 View
(14 -21 Subtotal)

GRAND 10* °.

rary

, o

.

Library Materials:. 1981

Hard Cover Periodicals

Law, General , Paperbacks Legal General

2;116 4,604

4,528 18,77'4

320 3,100

(4,848) (21,877)
6 2,578 5,810

3,187 7,200

900 800

(4,087) (8,000)

7,500 5,10P
385 2,190

653

-(7,290)

' (52,957)

(c) 16

(7,885)

('23,887)

1,405

2,005
L,889
3,j52
1,700

(10,351)

1,905

.2,737

(3,742)

(39,980)

05

6,936
704

7,604
3,089

(12,7,6)
2 6

,500
3,500

4 81

8 79

fi 108

2 40

(8) (148)

4 44

55 75

3 36

(111)
73

35

(26)' (227)

(118) (571)

(17,000) (58)

150 20
850 6

(a,00e
(38,615)

1,593''' 556
9,800 (a)

4,163, 8,647

3,7Z6 10

4,430 3,j 389

(23,762) (12,602)

1.2'000
16,300

(18,300),

(95,019)

2,062

46 4,852°
0 27 '283

25 3,500

8 2,140
3,081.

3 4,457

21 .3,701.

(24,776):

38,110 i1,
$

9 467

(130)

5° :105
1 59

it 64
10 ' 92

16 100

(34_...(420).

500, 3

I (a) . 2 65

(500) (2) \ (68)

(57,J17) (154) (1,059)

\ .2

1,556

(a)

804

300
530
(a)

800

33

35

3 .50

6 60
29
40

5 33

.1;607\ 3 7,4

.(5,59.6). k (12)- (354)

. 57':8'13 '17.1 ,1',413 .

.o
. 7.

( a) Incl dedan ,hard...tiov'er count. ;-. a

(b) `Indl des mealunk Eieciirity,",,,fibnor farm:arid condemned

(c'J Data :dm this 1 i:1;,i'ery:ike,°Adt included atTY ,here.,.
e

o

o,
oW °). : C`i 1,7, ,
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At that, we have data en the number of volumes but not titles held by

these libraries. Furthermore, If 11- selected" is interpreted to mean of

"lwan appropriate readability level and ith regard to the social, economic,
ethnic, Ahd &ucational interests of the residents, then all collections
leave something to.b0t desired. Those at Vienna, Logan, and St. Charles
offered a variety of titles and reading level forMats.

,..,.,

Most collections have same ethnic material such as biographies and fic-
tion, but few examples of recent titles in this area were observed. One of
the few was Richard Rodriguez's Hunger of Memory (1981) at Pontiac.- Often we
found multiple copies of titles that had not been checked out for some time,
if at all, such as two copies of a histpry of Yugoslavia (at Menard) and
thirteen copies cif-COre-tta-SCotI ITIeS-biograPhy of her tigbhand,(at-Pontiac):

GiVen the low educational.and reading level of residents, there is a
major need ,,to develop collections of hi-lo materials (i.e., high interest
and low reading deficulty). Usually the only examples we saw of such titles°,
were from one or two publishers with no diversity of reading levels or for-
mats, and located on a couple of shelves separately from all other books.
Such material needs to be integrapqpf with the rest of the collection, and
the on-site librarian should select and promote this material so that resi-
dentsdwill be motivated to use it.16

k...

Representative collections in Spanish and in English by. Hispanic authors
were found only at Logan and Vienna. A token title or two, such as the New
Testament in Spanish, was more typical.

The ACA/ALA .newspaper standard for adult centers is twenty titles and
for juvenile centers ten. These numbers appear to be too high even for a
public'library and none of the centers subscribed to this many; three or
fovAr.was.a more common number.

A ong periodical subscriptions, forty to eighty are recommended' for
juveni lionters and sixty to eighty are-recommenced for adult centers.

, Five juv fle (Dixon Springs, DuPage, Kankakee,Pere-Marquette, Hanna City)
and ten adult (Dwig4, Joliet, Menard,Aliontiac, tentralia, Graham, Logan,
Sheridan, Vandalik, Vienna) centers' meet at least the lower figure. Again,
'as in the book collection, only a handful of magizines reflecting ethno7
cultural minorities were seeh at any correctional.Center, for'exqmple, Ebony,
Jet, Nuestra. There is a neAd for more ethnic'tities thdn these few.17

r- $

The standard for filmstrips4isone title perofesident up to 300 :titles;,
thereafter, one title per fotir residents, This is also the recommended nbm-
ber for cassettes 'ancidibc,reeordings.,--Azong-the'adult centers', Dwight,
Logan, Menard Psychiatfic, and Vienna meet this. figure for filmstrips Dr
cassettes. The juvenile standard is for ten filmstrips per resident and six
to fen cassette and disc wordings per 'tesiddnt. Nov of the 'youth centers
meet this lever. Those at DiX0A Springs; DuPage4, Hanna--City, Pere Mar'quet
and Valley View 4ave better dollecti6ns.in these two areas than the other'and

youth centers. 2
P

o . t

. ' %In the 'face 'of competition from demands-and'reiluirements for legal

0 .materials and of a 'decline in book budgets because ot inflation' and no in-4-
. -,
creav in/the overall appropriation; general library collection development

.

isoarl endangered,species. For example,-eXCept for LOgan andqlenna, non7
. flion titles seen Oe mostly number-of'subscriptions toer y older ones. T

st.

r

o r. 0
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periodicals and newspapers has been cut in recent years at many correctional-

'centers, such as at Vienna. When libiary budgets are cut, expenditures for
reading materials are the first to be lowered so that staff may be retained.
Cooperative llection building, however, could help to alleviate this trendi
(see Chapter , Section 2 "Resource Sharing"). Realignment 'of library pro-

gram priorities is essential so that more emphasis is given to collection
development. Recommendation: The correction center libraries' should con-
centrate, on books and other materials which are appropriate to the reading
levels and subject interests orthe residents. The ACA/ALA Standards
should 'be used as 5-year goals.

Section 7. Staff Libraries
I0

Although the Joint Statement refers to library services fior residents
and staff, not all Illinois institutions have staff libraries. This may
be because the program was limited to libraries for residents when it
started under LS-CA monies. *Since 1975, however, staff libraries have been
considered part of the institutional library services program. The staff

libraries in the aduitjprisons were most disappointing; in the juvenile
centers they were some hat better. Perhaps thetpoor quality of the former
results from the lack.df knowledge about the staff's reading needs, whereas
the, youth center librarians have a sense of the materials the teachers need
in their woyk. None of the institutions had done a reading needs assess-

ment of th6'security staff. Most'of the librarians seemed disintereste0 is
serving. s?ff and justified this feeling by reporting that-few staff members
used either the staff or residents' libraries. A, small but steady mifiOrity

of staff (mainly program staff) are library users who usually request period-
icals, books .on a hobby or special interest, best,sellers, and/or materials
fOr their-own continuing education.

In most facilities, the professional colldCtion is housed- in a few in-

accessible shelves. In some-7e.g:, Valley View--it is in the library work-

, room, and in many-e:g., Pontiac and Menard--it is in a locked section. In

addition tonot being displayed orpromoted, the,collections are not cata-
doged in most instances. The collections'in the adult prisons consist of
older materials; it Oas rare to find a publication date newer than 1975.
All the books at East MOlineand Dwight were from the penology series of

one publisher. Very few institutions had periodical subscriptions; the
journals at most--e.g., Stateville--were donations. The youth center collec-

tions were fats better, especially those in the DuPage Library System. A

cooperative purchasing program among its three libraries has resulted in tile
availability of professional periodicals in psychology, corrections, and_
education. These three subject areas arefairly well represented in the
youth center Libraries, especially at DuPage YQ.

The staff libraries reflect their librarians' disinterest and the staffs'
disuse of them. Only at Stafeville did we witness a renewed interest in the
staff library, with a shelf of newer materials awaiting processing, a plan to
route articles to administrators, a new newsletcdr; for staff, and 5 separate

staff. library room with its own attendant. This library has its hnlque
problems, llow4ver,An that it is used as a mailroo;hfor all of Stateville's
incoming library materials, some of which are also processed 4here.,

ry vo
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N.
It is understandabld that staff libraries are a low priority. Correct --

tional center staff meutbers do haVe,#ccess to other libraries whereas the
residents do.not. And in times of tight fun Zing, the money is more -urgently
needed for the resident libraries. On the other hand, there is no better
method for enlisting the support and aid of the correctional staff than proL
tision of library services kir them. Under the FY 1984 funding request
formula, Stateville is slated too get $30,000 for its staff library. Perhaps

N. the facilities can take turns in receiving staff library,grants. The 10C
should 'also take some of the 'responsibility fofunding libraries for its
own personnel. Cooperative ventures, backed by an aggressive ILL policy,
can also help.

Meanwhile, a needs assessment for the staff should be done. Based on
the results, weeding and new selection's should follow, Materials shobld be
publicized and displayed. If at all possible, a current awareness program
should be instigated. This could be a cooperative effort among similar
institutions, with all the librarians sharing the work. A simple method
is the photocopying of the tables of contents of professional journals; the
photocopies are then routed to staff with instructions to mark any articles

ti
of special interest. These are then sent to the interested individuals. As
the librarian becomes'aware of the staff members' needs, he/she can alert
them tb new books and journals as they become available, and can ask for
their suggestions for future purchases., Only at Vienna did we see a staff
reading interest file.

, The staff libraries can be an important facet of continuing education
for correctionaEstaff. They can also contribute signilicantly to the accep-
tance and support of institutional libra4es by the staff. For both of these
reasons, the following recommendation is made. RedOmmandation: The staff
libraries should be reconsidered in program planning and given a higher

/ priority.
,

Section 8. The Libraries'in the Illinois Youth,Centers

It is difficult to evaluate - -or even discuss--the youth center librar-
ies when considering the adult prisons. The juvenile and adult facilities
are as different from each other as they are alike in their correctional

' purpose. Actually, even their goals and objectives are different in chat
the youth centers seek to provide rehabilitation and education while the
adult prisons make no such claims. Alt

Because the youth centers range in nuipier of residents from 54 to 394
(as compared to 200-259yn the adult insttutions), accesa to the library

'sis usually le of-a pro lem., The great majority of youths are inschool,
so scheduling them to use the library can be easify,and logically done.
SinCe the focus is on education, the on-site supervisor is often an educa-
tional administrator (or principal) ,18 and the center staff includes
teachers. The resultant attitude toward thd-library is far superior to that
of the correctional officers'in theadult prisons. In addition, the youth
centers' administrators are accustomed to dual reporting procedures (i.e.,
library system and DOC) because they must .deal with the school district which
has them also. The attitude of the library system boards (nd, in some cases;
the system directors) is_much more favorable toward juvenile than adult
offenders, which further eases the situation.

91
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This is not to say that the libr"aries in,the,youth centers are exempt
froM:probleMs,-but that some of those problems are unique to the juvenile

facilities. The most striking example is that of .the statuf the general
library.materials and programming., In the adult institutions, the general
libraryis a stepchild to the law library. In the youth, centers, it is

a poor sed-ond to the learning center. Many correctional administrators- -

and librarians--stress that the library in a youth center is a schoollibiary
first and foremost. In'some facilities, e.g., DuPage and Joliet, the library
must be.closed whenever the School is closed. One librarian, .who is proud

.of hig-learning center, reported that "I, discourage teachers from sending
kids to the library just to listen to records and tapes...e6iygiiiiilEuse-it

far leSining." AnOther said that he discontinued weekly films and daily
. mustc-jn the librari8ecause it was "too' entertainment-oriented. The only

1 profitable library activity is reading." But the ACA/ALA Library' Standards
for Juvenile Correctional Institutions state "The library in a juvenile
correctional` institution shall function as a combination of a school library
send a pub1ic library,.". Fortunately, at least two Illinois librarians remem-
ber that these libraries are to be public and school libraries in one. As

one` said It is public library--:to teactricids:that the library an-the out-

side is an okay'place to go."

Another problem that arises only in the youth centers is the misuse of
AkiLe'library as a- !'holding tank".and as a substitute teacherfor students.
When a teacher is absent; ate class.ts sent to the library so that the center
.does not need to employs substitute and therebi.saves money. The library

staff does not enjoy these roles, and the students feel their frustration
and resentment. The youths, too, vent their dissatisfaction onto the, library.
This is,the foremost conflict between administrators and librarians in the
-youth centers. A few centers haveltridd to alleviate the problem. At

Valley View, local teachers are hired as substitutes more often than-they

used to be. At DuPage, students without a teacher are dispersed through the
remainlIngSes olksre returned to their cottageA. At the larger institu-,

tions, the library ra-used as a substitute for the classroom at least one
period a day. This, of course, is in addition to the teachers using it as

,a study hall for sole studentsssor as a class period for all the students in

'on/class.

The facilities should all have funds for substitute teachers and lists
of those available; the libraries should not be used as substitute teachers

orwaiting areas. The Joint Statement says "The library, is to be used ex-1

clusively'for library purposes and shall not be used as a holding area or
for any other purpose without prior approval of the librarian; exceptions
can be made by the Chief Administrative Officer during emergency situations."

In preparation for such emergencies4he librarians should produce lesson
plans utilizing the libray; any time in the library should be used,as well
as possible. Films might be used during these tilipes, tog, Ire research

team witnessed students sitting at library tables, staring straight ahead

at nothing, while library staff went about their' duties dipnterestedly.

This raises the questionof Classes on hoW to use the_library. None

of the centers is offering's library skills class, although this is a clear

need and would fulfill an objeetive of.preparing residents for using commu-
nity resources on their release. Such a course could easily be offered during
the library:periods that are scheduled in some institutiansc at others it

a

1
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could be an elective class. The library should certainly offer special
library programs, also, to acquaint residents with the varied services a'
library can provide.

At most,youth centers, residents are scheduled to use the library.
SStudents at Kankakee spend at least-one 45-minute period each day in the
library. At Joliet, students are scheduled into the library once or twice
a Week for a 45-minute period for each class they attend--some-studenZs come
many times a week. At St. Charles, three students from each class may come
to the library each period; they must request a pass from the teacher. At

Valley View and Pere Marquette, too, the youths are not scheduled in, but
may come WM-a teather's pass. --rhe-Iibtary at the-UtiPage Muth-Gamey is
open throughout the school day; it is literally in the center of the school
and easily,accessible. Dixon Springs also allows residents to use the li-
brary whenever they want, if they are not scheduled in class and the library
is open (it is open 25 hours per week). Restrictions only occur when the
small room is full; there is a limit of 20 people in the room at one time.
Similarly, Pere Marquette has a limit of 15.

'Ironically there are disadvantages to the library-being arr officially
scheddled period for the students. In some institutions (e.g., Joliet)
teachers often bring their classes to the library; the library is then
closed to everyone else because of space constraints. Weekend hours are.not
even considered because it is assumed that coming with a class, with or with-
out a teacher, and by pass from class is enough. Again, this is because the
library is viewed as solely an educational tool. Perhaps the worst result
is that some kids spend a large portion of their school hours in the library,
whether or not they wish to do so; the library is tainted in their minds by
that experience.

"AN,

Lack of access is usually only a problem for off-grounds workers or
students. For example, at Kankakee the 10 youths (15% of the population)
who work at Manteno Mental Health Center are limited to using the library
on their day off; there are no evening hours unless there are more residents *
in the work-away program.,, The situation is the same for worlsers and off-
campus students at DuPage. Pere Marquette library has evening hours once a
week, and Dixon Springs is open on Saturdays. But these are the exceptions.
Even at the largest youth center--St. Charles--there are no weekend hours.

The youth centers, with the exception of Valley View, do not have correc-
tional officers in the library as most adult institutions do. Instead, the
teachers are responsible for maintaining discipline. When the students are
in the library, the librarian is expected to assume the duties of discipli=
narian. This is the second major disagreement between the librarians and
administrators. The librarians contend that they should not be expected to
supervise the students because they are not DOC employees. But often there
is no non-library staff, to write reports on unacceptable behavidt, etc.
When teachers are present with their class, it is a debate as to who is
responsible for monitoring the students. In some facilities, e,g. Joliet; 1,
there is a correctional officer in the school byilding and available to the
librarian, but the librarian is still presentedJwith the conflict over who
is to 1K in control of the residents in the library room.

33



The cost per resident in juvenile centers is nearly twice that in adult
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facilities because of the smaller populations. Valley View and DuPage each
have approximately 5,000 volumes; they meet tft ACA/ALA Standards for
Juvenile Correctional Institution Libraries. BecauSe-,Dupage has only 78
residents the cost per resident for materials is high. Kankakee, for
example, has 2,670 volumes, Dixon Springs 3,618, Pere Marquette 3,081, and
St. Charles 5,257 (but should have 6,000). The "avid readers" do not have
enough titles to select from. This problem has been nearly solved' by the
use of ILL. Another expensive component is library service to small youth
centers is staff. Dixon Springs has Ast 66 residents; Shawnee Library

----SYgtem could not justify-a:full-time library assistant there. The positton
was cutfrom 40 hours per week tc) 25 which has caused some dissatisfaction. 4

. .

At some facilities (e.g. DuPage) students are charged for lost, damaged,
or stolen 4poks; although the library initiated this policy, the institution
agrees with it. At Pere Marquette, however, the adminigtration wants a
policy of restitution but the library system will not allow it. A compromise
was reached whereby the student is "taxed" intoa library fund Which can be
used to replaCeinaterials as needed. A statewide policy is needed on this
matter.

/

. .
e of the most positive aspects of the youth center libraries is a much

bette use of audiovisual materials than in the adult institutions; for
example, Valley View owns nearly one AV kit per resident and 150 were used
in the library during one sample month. DuPage used 68 AV kits and St.
Charles 45 in a randomly chosen month. In addition, some of the youth cen-
ters show films rented from SAYS (Suburban Audiovisual Service), and man
have music recordings and cassettes. Someof the AV materials were boug t
with Title IVB funds which the principals psed on to the libraries (e.g ,
DuPage Valley Vi , Joliet). This is in accordance vith the Nint Statement,
yet many facilities re not doing so.

The youth center libraries are busy, with high circulation and heavy use.
Most of them have a cheerful atmospherevand relatively few problems with resi-
dents or administrators. . ,

ft
4

Section 9 Resident Advisory Committees

,
Both the ACA /ALA Library Standards for Adult CorrectAltonal Institutions

and the ACA/ALA,Library Standards for Juvenile Correctional Institutions.
:.

1-1

require n advisory library committee composed of representatives Qf the
various epartmentseof the institution (i.e., correctional off cers, adminis-
tritors, educators etc.) and df the inmate population. its urpose is to
"provide a means for insuring that library services are responsive to the
needs of the institutionalized and the staff." Eighteen of the 21-correc-

i tional facilities in Illinois have no librlry advisory 'committee. Pontiac
has a committee on paper only; it does not meet. Stateville has a committee

ment vehicle. And the MSU at StateVille has a relatiyePy new ommittee com-

posed

of library workers' iwhich functions more a partcipa ory manage-

posed of three residents and ome'staff member; it is scheduled to meet every
twq weeks for four months and then change its members. Recommendation: 'The
program should have representative advisory comgy.ttees at b'oththe statel9

,

and local, levels,. ,

N
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1. DuPage Libriry System has had the warden participate in performance
evaluations in concert with the institutional services coordinators; for
more on the Proposed personnel evaluations, see Chapter 4, Section 4.

2. Herbert Goldhor,-"Interlibrary Loans of Illinois Public Libraries, 1978-
1981," in Studies of Illinois Public Libraries Using Data From 1980-1981
(Illinois Library Statistical Report Number 3; ISL, 1981) p. 56.

3. National!enter for Education Statistics, Statistics of Public Libraries:
1977-1978 (NCES 82-204; GPO. 1982) p. 125.

4. Book Reading and Library Usage: A Study of Habits -rand Perceptions-
(Princeton, NJ: Gallup Organization, 1978) p. '5-6, 22.

5. Clrol L. Kronus, "Patterns of Adult Library Use," Adult Educatio'
(1973) 23: 115-31.

6. This may be one reason why juvenile center libraries are so well used,'
At Valley View, for example, an average of 150 students (60% of the
total population) visits the library.daily.

Ns.

7. Barbara Slanker_and_Joan_Bostwick. "Regional Library System_tBased
Library Services to Residents of State Correctional.Facilities: An .

Evaluation of the Project," Illinois Libraries (Sept. 1974) 56:517-534.

o J.

8. Note that this is in addition to systems',institutional Services
coordinators.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

.

,

,The Standards do not give specific requirements for'prisons with over

-
o,

500 inmates. ALA/ASCLA is currently consideringreparation of a
pamphlet of guidelines for implementing the Standard's.

The most recent article.cin this is'Linai ilunk et al., "Circuit
Riding: A Method for ReferenCeirSerOked,",SpeciaI'L4braries
(January 1983)' 74:49-53;

See more on thisll). Chapter 5,on 1erary °titre ch."
.

P,
.

Philip G. Zimbardo, et al.. "The Mind is a Formidable Jailer: A
Plrandellian_Prison, " New_York Times Magazine (April 1'8, 1973): 38-60.

Marjorie teDonne, Survey of Library and Information Problems -in orrec:
tional Institutions (Washington: Departmept of Health, Educationtnd
Welfare, 1974) Volume'1, p..38.

,

. ,
,

ACA/ALA Health and Rehabilitative+LibrarySerVices Division/J int ,

Committees on Institution Libraries. Library Standards for J venile
Correctional Institutions (ALA, 1975) p. 4-5; ACA/ALA Library Standards
for Adult Corrdttional,Institutions LA, 1981) p. 14-15.

. .

15. 'Ibid., p. 4, and p. 9-10. ,
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17. Recommended Black titles include:- Black Books Bulletin (Q), The BlaNi
Scholar (Bi-W)°, Black Sports (M), glIffalo (M), Encore: American & World
Wide News (M), Freedomways (Q),,Negro History Bulletin (Q), World Musllm
News (W).,Recommended Hispanic titles erip: La RutS (D), El Manana (D),
Nuestro (M), Mexican-American l'egal and Lit:cation Fund Newsletter (M),,.
Selecaones del Reader's Digest (M). ,Q = starterly; 13 -W = bi-weekly;
M =monthly;W weekly; and D =, daily.'

e

8. *The prinCipal .report to the Assistant Superintendent, who in turn
reports,to the Superintendent. This is' based on the concept of the

,library as an adjunct tothe education department. -, .*.,
, -

cftiv
19.' For more ,, en this, see Chapter 2, Section 1. -40,,
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Chapter 5.. LIBRARY OUTREACH: READER MOTIVATION/STIMULATION

by Christopher R. Jocius

How many a man dated a new era in his rife from the reading

of a book.
-- Thoreau,, Walden

The importance of helping persons who are acquiring literacy

skills and knowledge to develop,patterns for the use of
materials cannot be overemphasized. ... Librarians must pre-

pare staff and develop collections that really assist adult

new readers in continuing to practice their newly acquired

skills.1
--Helen H. Lyman

Looking at correctional institutions as a whole, the librarian becomes

conscious of the interdependency of the community of people within the walls.

The men and women residents, as well as the peOple who work as administrators

and staff, all come from a variety of backgrounds with different reading

interests. Their expectations about themselves play an important part in how

they relate individually to the library. If a prison library is to develop

as a service program, these expectations as well as the information needs and

wishes of residents and staff must be assessed and responded to by thelibrar-

ian ang.the library staff.

Although, librarians try to serve residents.who come to,the library, our

visits to the centers and our interviews with the residents indicate that many

residents are unfamiliar with.librarY services. Many residents with regular

access to the library see it as a social center rather than for its potential

to offer learning and recreation resources. The books, moreover, represent

material that presumes at least a twelth grade reading level and above average

motivation for their use. Illinois residents have an average reading level of

7.6 for the adults and 4.9 for the juveniles.2 Misinformation about society

and its institutions is the norm for most residents. A life of failure helps

prevpnt residents from,acquiring self-development and coping skills. These

problems represent hurdles to library. outreach.

The ACA/ALA Standards state"that reader perv.ices "shall" include library

orientation, information and reference service, learning resources for school

programs, guidance service with material for:careers, hobbies, and self-

understanding, and,materials to meet reading levels and to develop reading

skills. Conscious motivational planning is u ed through a mixture of pro-

gram activities.3 We here summarlie fac of these goals that require devel-

opment and strengthening.

Three aspects of library outreach will be reviewed here. First is the

need to study the community of users within the correctional center (both

residents and staff). Second is the role of collection development to re-

flect the community's information and reading needs and wishes. And finally

we discuss the importance of the principle of lifelong, learning and the role

of the library for both form4 and informal learning.

s'
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Sec. 1. The Community of Library Userp.
N

Inmates of State prisons are predominantly poor young
-adult males with less than a high school education.
Prisonis not a new experience for them; they hive been
incarcerated before, many first as juveniles. The

offense that brought them to prison was a violent crime
or burglary. On the average, they have already served
11/2 years on a maximum sentence of 815 years. Along with
a criminal history, they have a history of drug abuse
and are also likely to have a historyof alcohol abuse.,
They are typically4housed in a maximum Or medium .security
prison where they are likely to'be sharing their living
space with at least, one other person.4 .

Every librarian needs to know as much as possible abtut his/her commu-
nity of potential users. In the case of the correctional center; learning
about residents, administrators, staff, and their reading needs and interests
is essential for developing support for and use of the library. Given the
institutional setting 'of the prison, such information gathering always will
bea continuing challenge to the librarian, but ir'is one which must be met..
By understanding the users, the librarian can better work on collection_
development and other library services for them.

The iesident population of adult'and juvenile correctional centers con-
sists of men and women from various social, economic, educational, cultural.
acid ethnid minorities. They are involi/ed in the'challenge of the socializa-
tion process in addition to their current status as prisoners. As Helen
Lyman observed:

.:.human beings fail to fit into neat categories and'

refined definitions. Patterns of behaviar vary. ,Social

change continues: Current publications transmit, reflect,

and challenge social patterns. A changing society and
changing values lead to changing roles and countercultures.
Changing values and cultural pluralism are bringing to the
fore cultural differences and new, emphasis on ethnic and

national-groups in the United Statet.5

k

By gaining awareness of the community to be served, the librarian will
develop a more responsive library to the diverse group of staff and residents.
There are many possible approaches to this learning. Thus, some librarians
'attend center staff meetings on a regular basis. At Joliet Correctional
Center there is an annual Reader Interest Survey that asks library users to 1/4

indicate subject preferences which are used to guide collection development.
Also at JCC, there is a weekly current events/book discussion group which
helps the library staff to know the residents who attend. At Hanna City

there is an annual survey of teachers about their classroom library needs.
The librarian at Vienna Correctional Center maintains a file on staff reading

interests. General Education Development and Adult Basic English programs in ,'
'literacy skills are offered 'at many centers., The teachers are another source

NJ of infOrmation about ;he' residents' reading needs; this is an area for
development of contact and support.

93
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Careful evaluation of library resources is needed to adjust traditional
tqltections (such,as the middle class ones we found at the centers) so that
library materials will be of interest, will support identity development,

and will stimulate learning. Librai.y programs will be ignored 'if the devel-
opmental needs and cultural background of the library community are unrecog-

nizdJ) s4

The residents come from multicultural neighborhoods and communities
where value systems often come into .conflict, leading to violence and'crime.
In order to deal with the social dynamics of diverse groups in institutions,
one can get help from anthropology and folklore. Cultural anthropologY

triesco, explain:and understand the behavior patterns among groups.7 The

underlying role of folklore in learning and in commqnications is explained

by Barre Toelken:

Folklore comes early and stays late ih the lives of all -
of us. In spite of the combined forces of technology,
science, television, religion, urbanization, and creep-
ing literacy, we prefer our close personal associations
on the basis for learning about life and transmitting

important- observations and expressipns. ...Folklore

structures the world view through which a-person is
educated into the language and logic system of this
close bociety [the family, occupational grqups, ethnic

community]8

Although over one-third of the residents are part of a formal learning.'

- program, most need and will respond to one-to-one service. "Those adults who

have little schooling, many problems, and a history of disappointments require

direct personal service, carefully selected materials of immediate use, and

more referral services for a longer period of time.".9

Librarians must realize that all adults behind the walls are in transi-

tion between their past and their expected future.roles, life styles, and

environments. Their inner world incorporates some combination of expeaa-

dons. The social psychologist Bernice Neugarten outlines this process:

Adults carry around in their heads, whether'or not they

can easily verbalize it, a set of eMpectations of the

normal, expect'able life cycle. They internalize expecta-

tions of the consensually validated sequdhces of major
life- events - -not only what those events should be but

when they should occur. They make plans, set goals, and
reassess those goals along a timeline shaped by these

expectations.lq

. Books on the social psychology of adult development should be consulted.

At the same time, the adult needs competency in basic skills in communi-

'cati'on, computation, problem solving, and interpersonal relations. Guides to

these skills in various formats need tobe added to other relevant nonfiction

toform a .core collection closelyrelated .to living in our complex

society., These people are part of the group that has been described as "the
information poor" for whommany problems such as their own imprisonment, as
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well as,divorce, child custody, etc. involve legal questions and social

agencies.11 The residents need,t; learn how and when to seek information
from library resources.

Recommendation: User information should be gathere,d regulaily in ways

such as those described. This is difficult in penal institutions which
restrict movement as well as contact between residents and staff.

Sec. 2. Collection Development.

...changes in reading habits are rarely talked, about. They

occur because both,intertaI and eXternal forces have in-

.
fluenced the reader, and reading materials Were available
to satisfy a need.12

--Ralph C. Steiger

For the most part, the collections we examined represented a-range of
traditional titles and best sellers, Non-fiction materials tended to be

older, out-of-date; SOT not highly.relevant to the minority backgrounds'of

the residents. Materials for the adult new reader were the smallest part
of the collections; often they were from only one or two publishers and of

the same format and reading level. Books remaindeted from publishers were,

common. It is helpful to save on discount titles, but not if these are of
limited intellectual challenge and emotional impact for most residents.
All collections could gain-space by weeding duplicates And old or-less rele-
vant titles (that would be read onli:if no other,cpoice& were available). .

In. general, aside, from recent best sellers in papeback, allsOiections
(except those at Logan, Vienna, St: Charles, and Valley.View) showed notioe-
able signs of malnourishment. At Stateville, new titles for special courses

were locked up in a cabinet pending approval for the class; otherwise the

collection there was the least appealing of all, because of,ageand subject.
Paperback fiction had been 'disallowed because of a 'preVious problem in the

library. The general collectidn numbered about-one title per resident. Of

all-the centers, gommon reasons cited for this neglect of collection develop-
ment were the drain of funds for law materials, the deline in library budgets.

4p. new correctional center libraries absorb funds froi the static budgets and

high theft rates.

Because our interviews indicated a diveise range,of-reading interests of
the residents,.we recommend that collections need to offer a wide mixture of
relevant subjects and reading levels as specified in the,ACA/ALA standard.
Essential luides are -the writings of Helen H.:Lyman, Reading and the Adult .

New Reader (ALA., 1976)nd Literacy and the Nation'AlLibraries (ALA, 077),

for evaluating material for the adult new reader and for juveniles. Helen

Haines' classic guide to-book selection skills is always helpful, Living with

Books: The Art of;Book Selection (2nd ed., 1950). Awarenese of the reading

process and problems js also basicto the librarian'S:skills; a recent useful

guide is Reading Diagnosis and RemediatiOn: by Doh A. BtOwn (Prentice-Hall;

1982). .
I

-.
Adult New'Readers: - The librarian is confronted by having to learn'

about sosial,'econamic, and ethnic groups NatAre'not of the mainstream.
,r.

0
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At the same time die /she needs to develop 'a collection that, will ,be .of iyter- ,...,

est to a varied clientele, a large percentage of whom may be classified as

adult new readers. In a national 1982,priSon study, .Conrad notes that at
. .

least 20-30% of the inmates wete functionally illiteratt'i.e:,with'les '$. vA
i

,
. ...

than a fifth grade achievement score.13 , ,

Some residents in the Illinois correctional centers, are enrolled in

Adult Basic English and General Education DevelgPment,programs.- Some work
on assignments during the day. Others are in vocational educationlroKams:
And still others are in their.cells whether in a form of segregation br for

lack of a program activity. MosE of these persons are "...men and women
whose common bond is failure at everything they haVe tried in conventional '.
life and at most of the actions they have taken in unconventional life. They

will continue to fail in considerable numbers, but their occasional modest
successes are the evidence ofchat can be done."14

a

All collections need to have a more varied mixture of material and read-
ing levels. This is most apparent in reading matter for the below e4erage

reader. Standard annotated guides to material for the adult nevi reader in-
clude Reader Development Bibliography, 3rd ed., compiled and annotated by
Melissa F. Buckingham (New Readers' Press, distributed by R.R Bowker, 12982)
andBooks for Adult New Readers: Materials for Literacy/Adult!Basic Education
Collections, [an annotated catalog, free] prepared by Melissa V: Buckingham
(Baker and Taylor, 1952). The annual literacy article of the ALA Yearbook

should also be consulted.

Reentry Materials: - Reentry materials'we4 not emphasized in theinsti-

tut ohs, Several libraries have a modest number of special publications
abo t employment (e.g., 'Occupational Outlook Handbook), job searching, etc,
The e materials, however, need to be organizedand displayed for easracqess
and use in addition to being expanded with variety and a mixture of reading
lev s, as recommended in the ACA/ALA standard. The youth center at St.

Char es, an exception, uses a display area of such various titles.
4

librarians ought to determine in which urba areas their residents will

live when they are released. Then, the libraria should gather information

(e.g , address, phone number, and hours) about. s cial agencies, legal aid

offi es, state employme ffices, etc. In eorr sponding,with the city pub-

lic ibraries, the pr son li arian should expla n to them the basic needs of

resi ents when they a e release . Also, he/she should try to find out if'

ther are,any public job-assista.ce programs. A older or card file with

such job, housing, and social se ice agency info 'at.on would be very valu-

able in a prison library. Subscr ppions to newsp pers from these darge urban

area also would help residents answer these ques ions.

Ideally, the urban public library will set up special files, of practical

info ation'for former institutional residdnts. F r example, a grant funded
proj ct of the Westdhester Libra,' System in New Y rk set up/a counsel ng
cent r for adults seeking job. 4iliormation and job a plicationlpfocedur s.15.

,In e sence, it is a progfam of counseling and educa ional brokering fo
peop e in the form of a fifteen hour career Development Seminar. It guides

peop e to school programs and personnel offices.but, like any good library
prog am, it also tries to lay the foundation for lea ning the process by
whic to seek classes or career choices/changes. Th d possibly could be

10
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correctionaladapted to the restricted conditionS ofa correotional center.library until
pub4O libraries develop'suctraiaison programs , with state institutions.
Also prison Ltbrarans coulei4t as consultants and catalysts for the public

1
i

,iibrariesto mOve in thisdirection.' %.,.
.

n
,4-: '

. *-7-' ,'',` 47s$

I,-tItihicCultieritas: - In looking at the collections with reg rd ,.

to material:on.ethnicvmino4ties, we found some material on Blacks and is-

*4,panics both inAcCithgand'non-4iction. Almost hall items, including et nic

reference m.ltetials wee older publications. The collections at Logan nd
. st. Charles.Vere4ixcep5ons. The librarian has' to be energetic and'ima'i-

,

caivkto,16pate:the shalltethnicpuylishers. 'Recent and relevant public
. tips by andaboufeethnitjoinorities are seldom incluged in book lists or

major publishers' Catalogi.. One approach is to visit book stores in large
cities like dlicago,that-SPecialize in this ,material.

;.-

,-L, ,

''' - ,

. Another -4y to gain awareness is to subscribe to newsletters and other
ethai4 periodiCals that xeview.and advertise ethnic material; see A DirectOry\,

-, ,spf Ethnic Publishers and Regource Organizations (Mprjorie K. Jomaro, compiler;
,

ALA; 079),..- A basic buying list is,,in preparation by/ the Library Services to
;Spanish Speaking Co*ittee'RASD(ALA.J Anoqter useful list is "Selected Spanish
kanguage/Spanish Heritage PeriodidilS': AnAnnotated List" prepared in'1981

:.-

, i5,- at the Chicago Public Libraty. *A godd background resource manual for Spanish

material is Robert P. Haro's,DeveIiSping'Library and Information Services' for
Ameriaans of Hispanic Origin (Scarecrow Press, 1981). Other sources for cur-
rent awareness of-Spanish related materials are the book review "Lector" from
the Califorfiia=Spanish Language Data Bas$?604 William Street, Oakland, CA

, .

'.- 4 '94612),...andtheobi-monthly book teview.olump of Hispanic books in Bookliai.
For adults and young adults a helpful bibliogra y is Daniel Flores Duran's

!- Latino Materials:.A Multimedia ide,./for Child n and Adults (ABC-Clio, 1980).

Also for young adults is the helPful'Motivatin Children and Young-Adults

to Read, edited by James-1.,. ThOmasand Ruth M. Loring.(Oryx'Press,,1979).
. 1) -`!-- .

,

For all teference collections, the,HaeVard Encyclopedia of American
Ethnic Groups, edited by Stepbanhernstrom (Harvard University Press, 1980)

= is. recommended. ,There are DA groip entries and 29 thematic essays, such as
"Literatureland,eth3icItye plus numerous maps. The bibliograph s added .o

,the articles.C#e publications, some of which, are aimed at the med siz .

,

publi&or.college library.
.

-

One posSibi,lity for supplementing collections with regard to ethnic
\-materials is to seek donatiops of dupl/cates from libraries that gather th

material,. ,The Vivian Harsh. Collection of the Woodson Regional Branch of th'

Chicago Public Library and the-Afro-Ameridan Departmental Library of the
University of Illinois at Urbana.-,Chi;npaign have expressed a willingness to
consider requests from Illinois correctional center libraries for. duplicate
material, and wi I offer suggestions of titles of interest to residents.
Other public lib cries may also,be,willing to support such kindi of
collection devel pment.,

.. Correctional center librarians nqw make occasional visits to bookstores
to purchase new p perbacks: In addition they ought to develop con act with

used hook stores. Such stores in Chicago, St. Louis, Carbondale, a d Urbana-
Champaign constittta source'of ethniC and. other high demand titles in paper-
back that Can repalenish supplies in satellite areas such as segregation,

reception;-and'the' hospital.
sr '
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Section 3. Lifelong Learning

...Twentypercent of adult learning is planned ty a pro,
fessional. The remaining 80percent ofi adult learn-
ing... is not particularly visible. That is because most
of it is planned by the learner himself or herselfe Most

of it is self - planned, self-guided, as the person goes
along from day to day.

...aperson may be especially likely to make very few
learning efforts if '(1) his habitual reaction tp flew °

situations and requirements is nedative, (2) he does not

react positively to ambiguity:puzzlement, and unanswered.
questidns, (3he is fearful of failure; (4) he rarely
-returns to a task when interrupted, (5) he cannot clearly
see the gap between his present'self'and his 'ideal self,'
and (60 he has not yet reached a high level of ability in
thinking in a flexible and integrated manner.16

Ate

4

.z

While most adult learning is self-determined, adults such as-moSt resi-
dents whO have haq,problems in learning how to'learn often will not.even.try,
unless they cam be guided to see alternatives. As many librarians have noted,
the value of the lgrary, whether public or in a correctional center, is that .

it can 'give a non-threatening atmosphere, a collection of books and audiovis-
ual materials, and an opportunity for personal assistance without judgment
or patronization. The correctional library has the potential to offer these,

assets.

,

The challenge in developing the library as a community learning center.
is that the needs of the community of potential users Must tie recognized mot
only in tie materials bilt also in the response.of the'librarian to the user -
"in developing a learning program of real worth which will be of'snfficient

relevance to encourage interest and pursuance.".17 If'the libraryanciits
staff can improve the skills of lifelong learning, then the'correctional
center residents will'be encouraged to continue such learning during and/4

after incarceration. Usually the subjecteselected for study reflect they

person's problems ana interests. Thus the librarian will focUs'collection
development and informal educational opportunities on the reading intersts
and needs of the residents.

,

Confronted by the challenges of adult independent the ..c'orrec-'

tional center librarian,will find help in theSpring 1983 issde of Library %

Trends entitled "Adult Learners, Learning and Public Libraries" (Upiyersity
of Illinois Graduate School of Library ana,Information Science). 0f course,1 s.

each person will need to adapt-these themes to the conditions, of his or her _'

own institution. But ttfe potential for service to the residents as well as:
to the staff is inherInt in every institution on a one-on-one baks when, ,

group gatherings are prohibited or restricted. This is especially, true with

adult new readers. .

.

,When working with residents aslleainers, the librarian.Mus4 realize that .

"adult learners bring not only-their-mind but also their'physical loody,'emo-
tional responses, and cherished values to learning; and that teachers are

also adults and learners."18 A balance of interaction beeween,the resident.%
.
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and the Librarian must be reached. .Because of the nature of correctional
Centers, along with the social, economic and educational backgrounds of the
residents, librarians need to combine patience with persistence in trying'to
eatablish in them a pattern of independent learning.

burfitgour visits,-we noticed underdevelopment of services to the
cdrrectiohal center staff and residents, especially those. residents with low

reading skills, and/or from ethnic minorities. Most staff and residents are
pasSive clients of the library; for a variety of reasons many seldom seek out

the library for its services. Library orientation' for residents is desirable,

and ore can be done to explain library services and to encourage staff and

reat ents to come to the library when they' need information and/or reading

guid ice. Some prisons, such as Logan, distribute a resident's handbook that

incl des a page of information about library services and encourages use of
these.services. Other libraries, such as at East 'Moline and Stateville,

issue a guide to the library and.its use. All residents would benefit from

such guides. A one -time talk on library orientation to new residents such

as that given at Viehna is'betterthan nothing,. but will probably give,only

a passing' wareness of the library's "e;cistence and its location. Using, the

priSon newspaper for a regular library columw,iehelpful'in publicizing new
titles, as is donehatlOgan. If Ihise titles can be related to the'experi-
ences and interests of the residents, so much the bettef.

,,Unfortunately, most residents and staff are unaware of the potential:of

the library. Limited experience of library services is characteristic of \the

residents we interviewed. Seventy-six percent'of the residents interviewed

had nobeen at a library program. In general, these men and women had little

knowledge of library resources, let alone of how to,retrieve and use informs

tion. Infrequent use of the library, especially at maximum.security centers;

whether by choice or by access constraints, increases the tendencynnot to see',

the library:as a place fdr responsive service for information and reading

resources.

AnOther factor is the librarian's restricted access to theoresident popu-

lation at most adult'centers because of securityteKi4tions: oChangekin the

security status of prisoners aftd/ortranstet-td,tithei,centers also complicate

the situatLoi. TheliBrarian,usually hears about these changes secondhand.

Thus the%librarian.is limited in contact'with, and lihowledge of, residents.

And finally, one wpnders if there is'any regular consultation of the correc-

tiOnal center staff about their information needs ori,desires. What does the

librariab know of the reading interests of the staff The library willgaip
support fpr ins services by includihg staff needs in1 is program.

During ourvisits, one noticed few signs o9 posters to explain library

tools (such as the card catalog) and the content of r ference books. Logan

'is an exception; each card catalog drawer has a rais14 colored card giving

. information on the interlibrary loan service availabllei, Seventy percent of

all the residents we.fnterviewed had little or no awareness that'the library

waWpart of a regional system which in turn was linked to a state-wide

interlibrary loan network.

For,,Teference encouragement, the librarian at Logan poste typed pages

of annotations for each.referenee work on the shelf. This same library h4s a

public shelflist that can also help locate titles in subject areas. Most
L,

'
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reference collections are limited in size and to a few multi-volume sets.
The exceptions are at Vienna, Logan, Sheridan, Stateyille, Joliet, and the
youth centers.atSt. Charles and Illinois Valley. Even so, at these par-
ticular adult centers, the reference collections were behind counters on
walls, and thus residents lacked easy access to their titles as well,as
their contents. This arrangement, however, helps, the librarian to better

monitor the reference resources.

.!

The outreach service and Programs we observed during our visits were
few in number. At Hanna City Youth Center, outside guests are occasionally .

brought in for a day to conduct a program in the library. Legal skill classes
for residents are conducted periodically at Menard Psychiatric with the use of
,videotapes. At Joliet there is a weekly current events, book discussion group
conducted by the assistant librarian; such a book discussion group is a wel-
come exception to the restriction On this service at most centers. BecauSe

Pontiac has the capability to Troduce local video programs through its edu-
cation program that cad be shown on TV sets in the cells, it is possible to
reach residents with library TV programs on such topics as the use of the

library for independent learning projects. Some libraries issue biblio-
graphies and, new book lists; these are to be encouraged.

But these-services alie limited to a very small number of efforts to
motivate the correctional center community to use the library for leisure

and self-education. If the library is to gain support from its community,
more'and diverse outreach services are required. Organizing the library as
a 'community information centerpy the use of handouts, posters encouraging
self-growth through learning, and patient, courteous service can enhance
this necessary motivation process. Annotated booklists on popular subjects
such as psychology, biographies of notable Americans, and.urban life would'
also 'help.

:

The ABC'sof information storage and retrieval are unknown and under-
valued by, the majority of residents. Besides teaching the basics of. how and

why collections are organized, it would be helpful to give guidance on how
to use library tools. Regular instruction is needed in the use and content

of reference tools (such as subject bibliographies), of publication informa-
tiob, as well as of evaluative aids in nonfiction books (such as the preface,
introduction, table of contents, bibliography, and the index).

.

Conclusion: -.If the library-environment (of collection, services, and
reader encouragement) would nurture the lifelong learning proceseby,which
humans survive and cope witdife!s challenges, then the library will-Contri-
bute modestly to the health of the community. Given the precarious world,

assignment situation within the centers and the competition for low-dill
, jobs on the outside, learning how tduse NtOcational akillsto kain.stable

employment is a basic need of res'idents.19 Eor the majority, this is the
bottom line for their future goal. The library 'can serve this need,bi

facilitating the principle o learning how to learn. ,BYTrovidine-
moting a collection that inc, 'Ades diverse materials On.coping skill 3, on-

fiction books and guides to/help with independent learning projects,', he
librari4n will enhance the Service program of the library. -Pecommwidation;
Reader motivation services and programs should be developed both in quantity
andquality so that, library-outreach will encourage the user community to
rely on the library for recreational and learning resources. . -
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, Thus, through increased understanding of the'community of users, through

carefully selected book collections that,go beyond the limits.,,of traditional

materials, and through assistance in using the library as a community infor-

mation center for lifelong learning, the librarian and staff can realize the

potential of the library as a recreational and learning instrument. _Then the

library will play a more,vital role to "... transform-the present prison of

opftessiveness, idlenes2° s', and predation into an institution in which hope is

no longer a stranger."
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CHAPTER 6.- THE LEGAL FRAMEWORK FOR PRISON LIBRARIES

.by Ann PuCkett*,

*' *
The focus of this. chapter is tife extent of the legal duty,,imposed upon

-a state by constitution,latute, or case law, to provide_libraries.in its

prisons. Because the duty as to law libraries.is so much.stronger and'better '

defined than that regarding general libraries, the bulk of thechapter'is

devOted to,a detailed examination of the requirelmnts of law libraries.
.

.0

Section.l. Law Libraries

Illinois has both a constitutional
1
and a statutory

2
-duty to provide

prisoners with law libraries of scope and depth, both as to collection and'as

to service, sufficient to allow the meaningful presentation,of claims before

the courts. The constitutional right to a law library is a derivatiVe right.

The state's duty under Bounds v. Smith add its progeny is'tq'facilitate the

fundamental right,of access to the courti This it may choose to do in a

variety-of ways. It may provide attorneys to handle prisoner cases, as in

Kelsey v. Minnesota3; it may provide a combination of ,self -help and expprt

assistance,,as in Wade v. Kane4; or it may provide a law library. Illinois -

has chosenv'the third'alkernative.

Having chosen to provide law libraries, the State finds certain'othei

duties inherent,in thaechoice. Just what those dilties are has ,been the sub-

ject of muchlitigation in the years since Bounds wasIdecided. It is' cleaf

that a state has not fulfilled Its duty if the legal collection is-lacking
icertainbasicmaterials5-Or if inmates who are unable to do their own legal"

research are denied assistahce64 or if the hours of access to the law library

,

are.inadequate7; or if inmates are denied physical access to the law-library

without a contingency-plan'td' compensate for that disadvanfage8; of if the

nary or prison policies place undue mechanical, proceaurl or regulatory

bur'dens on prisoners' ability' to file'court dbduments.9

It is not easy to determine the exact parameters of those other duties,

however. Prison law library litigation has dime mubh to-refine the holding

in'Bounds, but in so doing, has,to some extent, muddied the waters.,.. One

area of the 19 in which little conflidt exists is In determining the stan-

dard for measuring tie adequacy ofi prison legal collection. At least nine

. courts have.cited AALL's Recommended Collections for Prison and Other Insti-

tution Law Libraries as the most authoritdtive atandard.10 That lift, how-

, ever, 'should notbe followed blindly. The court in.Wade 1.1% Ranell pointed

1
:out, correctly, I believe, that ALR Federal Cases is not an adequate substi-

tute for the Federal Reporter, Second 5ftries. Oi er courts have compiled

lists without refetermetto any authotttative out ide sourCe'',12 but sulk lists

,=,-g7 are always 'minimal and highly specific to the case being decided. At this

point,:11"seems likely, that a prison library collection that meets the mini- .

. .
mum standards of the AALL list s41.11 probably'be found to be adequate.

.

. -

Many o tts have -poim out that a fine legal collection, standing

alone; will hot serve to ct the' of ,access to the court6.1'3. In-
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mates who cannot do their own legal research are entitled toassistance,
14

although the assistance need not be of a professional or paraprofesiional

nature.15 Many states, including Illinois, have chosen to provide the
necessary assistance throughinmate law clrks or "jailhouse lawyers." It

was nil settled even before Bounds that "....unless and until the State pro-
vides-some reasonable alternatilie to assist inmates in'the preparation of
petitions for post-convig'tion relief, it\may not validly enforce a regulation
such as that here in issue barring inmates fiom furnishing such assistance
to other,prisoners.-"16

The inevitable question which arises from Johnson is whether the state
has a duty to assure that the method it chooses provides competent assistance,'
the anhig-x-, as well as it can be distilled from reported decisions, is a
ualified "yes". When assistance is provided by inmate clerks, the courts

Fwill not turn a blind eye to the quality of the assistance offered. In

Wade v. Kane17 the state sought to close an inmate-run legal clinic, which
offered a full panoply of legal services, and to substitute a prision library
stiff consisting of a civilian librarian, who had had only two days of train-
ing in legal research, and four inmate "legil reference aides" whose training
ranged from none at all to "some legal research experience."18 Staff members
were "forbidden to give legal assistance or advice to inmates."19 The prison
authorities planned, in addition, to initiate a program of law student assis-
tance for prisoners. The students would be available three hours each Friday

evening during the time school was in session. The court found the plan to

be, nadequate, saying:

The program planned by Graterford officials would not pro-
vide adequate assistance from persons trained in the law on
two grounds: it is obvious that the law students and library
aides are not "persons trained in the law"; and further,

their very tmited numbers and effectiveness (the latter are

forbidden bt the prison to give legal advice) assn e that
their assistance could by no stretch of the imagi tion

provide adequate access to the courts.20
v.

The court granted a preliminary injunction forbidding the closing of the

clinic. At least one court has even gone so far as to order prison officials

to set up a paralegal training course with the "primary objective of providing

a pool of adequately trained inmate assistants."21

Although the courts will examine quite closely the quality of assistance
,provided by inmates, when such assistance is provided by professional lawyers,
the courts will as a general rule simply assume Icto be adequate. In Kelsey

v. Minnesota,22 the court upheld a pummary judgment,Tor the state, even
though the state admitted it provided an inadequate"law library, because
prisoners' needs were met by the state-funded Legal Assistance to Minnesota
Prisoners (L.A.M.P.). Judgment was granted despitethe severe limitations
Judge Porter pointed out in his dissent, namely tflatthe future of L.A.M.P.
was uncertain because its two attorneys had.resigned,28 that L.A.M.P. attor-

neys were forbidden to bring suits "against public agencies or public officialt..--,

to change social or public policy, 1124 that it appeared L.A.M.P. did not or

could not bring actions in federal court,25 and that L.A.M.P. was very selec-
tive as to which cases it would take and had, in fact, turned down the plain-,
tiff in this action.26
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The cases regarding hours of 4ccess to the law library often couch

their holdings in general terms of reasonableness.27 The court in Battle V.

Anderson28 found two hours per'week in the laWlibrary inadequate. Eleven

and a half hours per week, on the other hand, was found to be "...within the

sphere of diScretionary actions taken by prison officials..."Z9 The question

remains as td how much more'than two hours per week and how much less than 111/2

hours per week would be acceptable. In light of the 4ct that the right pf

access to the courts is a fundamental. one,30 a state which does not provide

professional 9,egal assistance in additidn to law dibraries would be well ad-

vised to provide a generous schedule of law library availability. In Chapter

7, I,.haVe recpMmended a basic schedule of 10 hours per week, basing that

recommendation on, my own experience as a legal researcher and on the leading

'cases discussed above.

Ther is .a delnate balance between the security need of an institution

and the constitutional rights of,a prisoner. That balance s nowhere mbre

evident than in those cases that challenge regulations barr ng physical access

to the law library., Such-regulations are nearly always based on an inmate's

security classification31 or on his confinement at a remote location withou(

a legal collection.32 The lack of physical access to the laW library is a

suspect circumstance, which some courts have examined closely. Ti* court in

Williams explained:

Ordinarily, a prisoner should have direct access to a' law

library if the state chooses to provide a prig.= law
library as its way of satisfying the mandate of Bounds.
Simplyproviding a prisoner with books in his cell, if he
requests them, gives the prisoner no meaningful chance to

explore the legal remedies he might have. Legal research

often requires browsing through various materials in search

of inspiration; tentative theories may have to be abandoned

in the course of research in the face of unfamiliar adverse

precedent. New theories may occur as a result of a chance

discovery of an obscure or forgotten case. Certainly a

prisoner, unversed in the.law and the methods of legal
research, will need more time or more assistance than thb,

trained, lawyer in exploring his case. It is unrealistic to

expect a prisoner to know in advance exactly what materials

he needs to consult.33

Despite that ringing argument in favor of physical access, the court

went on to explain that Williams was a "known security risk" and that 'Reason-

able steps to preserve prison security...may certainly be justified in the

case of maximum security prisoners. "34 Rather' disappointingly, the court

declined to determine whether barring Williams from the law library was a

reasonable step in this case. Instead, it pointed out that South Carplina

provides professional legal assistance in addition to a law library. Under

Bounds, such assistance constitutes an adequate alternative to a law library.'

,
The Bounds decision gave the states latitude to provide either law li-

braries or attorneys, or to experiment with other methods, so'long as the

right of access to the courts is not unreasonably burdened.' Surprisingly,

the courts show extraordinary deference to institutional security interests

even.when inmates in segregation have no access either to the law library or

to an attorney. Arsberry v. Sielaff,36 a Seventh,pircUit case out of Illinois,
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held that denial of physical 'access to the law library is not a violation
of Sixth Amendment rights so long as there is "...some opportunity for the
plaintiffs to,exercise the protected r4ghts."37 Unfortunately, Arsberry,

leaves a nuMbeeofsunanswered questions. ,Did the court really mean that
the state has,only-ta provide some opportunity, no'matter how remote or bur-

dened? If so, that is a departure from a long line of cases holding the
right of access to the courts to be fundamental. Did the court' consider how
the needs of illiterate prisoners, or prisoners unversed in legal research,
were met? Were the prisoners in segregation allowed to Communicate with in-.
mate law clerks? It is possible that the affidavits to which the court
referred would answer those questions, but they are not set out in 'the opinion.
Prison officials who are trying to design a service plan will find Arsberry
to be a singularly unhelpful opinion.

Wojtczak v. Cuyler
38

is'clearer on the issue, but it too leaveS some

questions. There the court held that "...plaintiff need not be afforded,'
personal access to the library," so long as "the opportunity to do legal
research-which is thereby afforded him [is] at least the equivalent of the
opportunity that is available to an inmate who is'permitted to go persbnally
to the prison law library." The court went on to delineate specific stan-
dards: 'legal materials provided to plaintiff in his cell must be legible,
...supplied to him within 48 hours of his request, and...he may request
legal materials at least as frequently as he wouldA:e permitted to visit the
law library if he were in the general populatiOn. n .-17 Such standards would
clearly not provide an opportunity equivalent to a personal visit for an
inmate who is illiterate or otherwise unversed in legal research, because
they do not require that an inmate have access to assistance in doing his
research.

While neither Arsberry nor'Woitczak discussed the possible constitu-
tional difficulties of requiring prisoners to do their research by remote
methods and without assistance, it does not require much imagination to
postulate a set of faces which would necessitate'a finding that the funda-
mental right of access to the courts overbalances the institution's security

__-
interests.

Consider the folibwing hypothetical set of circumstances:

Plaintiff, wHb is functionally'illiterate, has been con-
fined in segregation because he is dangerous. He is not

allowed personal visits to the law library, but legal
materials'will be delivered on request. Just prior to
his confinement, he had consulted an inmate law clerk who
helped him file a §1983 action in federal court. The
court had ordered him to amend the pleadings by a certain
date or have his case dismissed. The law clerk cannot
amend the pleadings because prison regulations forbid his
cotmupicating with the plaintiff to learn the necessary
facts. Plaintiff cannot amend the pleadingabecause he is
unversed in legal research, does not know what legal
materials to request, and could not comprehend them even
if he had them. The state in this case has chosen to ful-
fill its Boundi obligation solely by providing law librar-
ies and inmate -to- inmate legal assistance; therefore, it
does not provide access to "persons trained in the law."
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Plaintiff remains in segregation beyond the time. of the
court deadline, his §1983 action is dismissed, and he
brings,suit againit th4.state forinfringing his right
of access to;the courts.

The circumstances described above could occur in many Illinois prisons
under the existing patterns of service to special populations. Indeed,

their occurrence seems to me to be very foreseeable, if not actually inevi-
table. A court presented with such facts would be highly unlikely to hold
for the state, given the importance of the, right asserted and the enormity
of the damage done. Because such circumstances are foreseeable, I recommend
that safeguards be implemented as a preventivemeature.

The'state's duty to eliminate mechanical, procedural or regulatory
barriers to the courts is clear in most areas. It could not, for instance, '

forbid an inmate to have the supplies'he needs foi drafting court documents,
refuse to allow prisoners' douments to be notarized, oryrohibit the mail-
ing of documents to the court. If the prisoner is indigent, the state is
required to provide such ancillary services free of charge.40 As noted in
Chanter,7 here, Illinois has largely eliminated such barriers. Notary ser-
vice, legal forms, typewriters, pens and paper are available in every insti-
tution, and accesa to them is, for the most part, free of unreasonable
restriction.

The only area in which substantial questions as to the 'state's duty

- still exist is in the matter of photocopying. The court in Ramos v. Lamm41
cautiously suggested that "adequate access to a.photoeopymachine may be
'called for," and said, "...the question in any particular case is whether
a disos fadiAties and rules, taken as a whole, provide, inmates -with
meaningful access to the courts." The Ramos court was apparently most con-

, cerned about adequate research time, becauthe it based its comment on the
fact that library time was limited and legal materials could not be checked
out for use in cells.

The context in which photocopy cases usually arise, however, is in the
"filing of multiple copies of a document with a court. Harrell v. Keohane42

_held that a state need not furnish unlimited free photocopies of documents
when there is another alternative, such as typing the-a4Attionai copies
needed, or when court rules permit\the filing of a single copy, such"as many
court rules provide for in forma pauperis actions.. Eight months later, a
court in the same circuit43 said, "...when numerous copies of often lengthy
complaints tr briefs are required, it is needlessly draconian to force an
inmate to hand copy such materials when a photocopying machine is, available
and the inmate is able and willing to compensate the state for its use"
[emphasis added). The rule, then, at least in the Tenth Circuit, would seem
to Be that a state must provide photocopies, but it need not provide them
free of charge, even to indigent prisoners.

4.

It, is a rule which should be applied cautiously, however. If an indi-

gent inmate can,show that,his action was dismissed because he was unable to
comply with court rules regarding the number of copies to be filed, he would
have a goqd chance of prevailing in an action for infringement of hiseright
of access to the courts. While many federal courts allow -in forma pauperis
litigants to file only one copy, 44 Illinois Supreme Court Rules make no such
provision.° It, would be a wise policy, given the variety of circumstances

11 2
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under whiCh photocopying may be the only practicable way to obtain the requi-

site number of. coPies of a document for the state to make some provision

,for free photocopying for indigent inmates..

There is in fact a proposed,policy which as amended by the Department
of Corrections ,answers all of my concerns." Since only: the library system

boards of.directoracan make official policy for the correctional center
libraries, the next step is up to them. I know from my visits to the institu-
tions that the policy is not uniformly applied, and some institutions seemed
to be unaware of it. Recommendation: The proposed policy should be amended..

as proposed in Section 1 of Chapter 2, and should be adopted statewide.

,

Section 2. General Libraries

Thus far the discussion has centered exclusively on the states duties
regarding law libraries. The question which naturally arises is whether

similar duties exist as to provision of general libraries. The succinct

answer is Nio" as to a constitutional-duty47 and "yes" as to a statutory

one.48

There are some First Amendment rights regarding general reading material
which are germane to this discussion, although they are, stated as limitations
on the state's exercise of power rather than as mandates fore state action.

For instance, the state may not forbid inmates to receive reading material
without a showing of an overriding state interest such as prison security.
Courts have consistently upheld,"publisher-only" rules forbidding the receipt
of hard-cover books from any sourer other than commercial dealers,49 because

contraband can be so easily concealed in a hard-cover book. The Supreme

Court in Bell made it clear,, however, that prisoners' First Amendment rights
were to be balanced-against the institution's security needs. In Bell, the

Court noted that "Etjhe rule operates... without regard to the content of
the expression; ...allows soft-bound books and magazines to be received from

any source...; and the. MCC has a 'relatively large' library for use by in-

mates."50

The Bell rule was applied in Hutchings v. Corum;
51

where the court said,
"Plaintiffs submitted no authority for theirtheory that a state penal insti-
tution must constitutionally provide non-legal reading materials in suffiCient

quantity and quality."52 (Eiphasis in original.) Nevertheless, the court

said, "...there is a constitutional question inherent within the jail policy
forbidding newspapers,"53 (emphasis in original) and went on to hold that a
rule against receipt'of newspapers violates prisoners' First Amendment rights.

It would seem, then, that the state's duty in regard to non-legal reading
materials is simply a negative one, not to prohibit them. Nevertheless, a word

of caution is in order here. Constitutional interpretation is not immutable,

a fact whic* is dramatically illustrated by the explosion of prisoners' rights

cases. As recently as 1971, a prisonee who complained that his mail was cen-
sored, that he ,had no medical care, and that-he had no access to legal mater -

ials was held to have 'Stated no claims of constitutional dimension. Those

matters, the court said, "involve only matters of internal prison administra-

tion with which federal counts will not intetfere."54 The intervening twelve

years prove Krist to have been something less thad prophetic on all three

coUnts.
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Whether the future will see similar expansions ofsprisoners''"right to

-' read" remains to be seen. It is worth.mentioning here that at least one

court has ordered,that jail inmates "be provided with adeqUate reading mater-'

ial,"55 basing its decision on the First Amendment. Prison officials need to

watch developments in this area. Only time will tell s.:Thiher Sullivan repre-

sents a trend or a tangent.,
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CHAPTEA-7. GENERA COMMENTS1AND RECOMMENDATION§ ON THE LAW LIBRARIES

by Ann Puckett
\ ,

ly
0

Section I. Physical Failities and Rate of Use

A nearly universal need exists for.moreTand'betpter-planned space- for

prison law librarieslin Illinois.' Except for Centralia and Graham,,the two

new institutions, none of .0e law libra#ies.i,k,housed in a space appropriate

for the purpose: The Manual for PriSonl.aw Librari&si- contains a suggested

,floor plan that could be used for adapting existing Space. ;n addition to

the study and shelvng areas suggested on. the floor plan, the l library

should include a private area in which,reSident law clerks cah'interview

their clients. r
.

. . /, V
'Overall the Illinois prison ,aw libraries are hea-Vily' used, facilities.

At least 60% of the residents-interviewed in *.'ximum security institutions,

7% of those in tedAum security, and 56% of thdse inpuinimum security said .

thdt they had used their law librdiy one or-more times. .

C te; 1.
4 ---

Section 2. law Library Personnels,
. w.

,
.

Although nearly all Of the
;

,peopleJadministerinaithe law libraries have

expertise in. library science, usually-including,a)fiAter's degree, very few

of them have any additional expertise, in the an4ing and use of legal mater-

ials. Since law libraries differ inf'Signyicant:ways from general libraries,

additional specialized training,-for the =librarians is needed. The training

should include legal research and legal 'collection managempnt.

The former should, preferably' be accomplished by sending librarians to

the nearest paralegal program; law school orrequivalent to take courses that

are regularly offered. This would be.better than in-service seminars, video-

tape programs and other short courses. Reconnendation: Full and intensive

training in legal research should be given the librarians because they .are in

the best position to.provide continuity amdlin -depth expertise. Such train-

ing would &ive librarians-a-basis for both the-seleCtionv,and evaluation of
resident and civilian law' clerks. Fuithermore, such training would assure
that the quality of'legal service does not deteriorate or fluctuate as resi-

dent law clerks come and go and would give the libtgriaqs a great deal more

confidence in their positioris'as praessionali in the operrtion of the law' 'p

library.

Many of the librarianS expressed their insecurity regarding legal re-

search, and by and large they resolve the problem by allowing the law clerks :

to handle everything to'do with, the law library. The result of thi'S hands -

off policy is that the quality,of legal information services varies widely

from institution to institution, or within the same institution from onetime

to the next, depending on the availability or nonavailability of capable law

clerks. A further resuit'is that the librarians are regarded by residents

as "know-nothings," arisattitude that does nothing to close the credibility

gap between inmates and civilians or to promote the librarians' sense of

.themselves as valued piofessionals,
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I.do not mean to suggest by the foregoing discusgion that

a

librarians
should be involved in direct legal sOrvice4, to inmates.' .Rether, the librar-
ian should have this expertise in order to hire, train, and evalUate the law
clerks and to act as the law,clerks! first retoit'when they-encounter research'

. .- problems they cannot handle. Of thel'38 late;ks of whom I asked the ques-
tion, "Is there'anyorie you can consult if you:don't understand what type of
legal information is,needed by an inmarer only 8 (21%) mentioned the librar7
ian'oroita civilian employee as a source of information. .

0
.zI . .

Unlike legal research, legal,,ctill ctionmanaiement can be taught in
short, 1n-service training sessions. RecemmedatI6n: Such a course should
be developed at the state level, videotaped for dissemination to.all insti- _.

etution Zaw libraries, and made a required part.qf the training of every
correctional librarian who administers a legal Collection. Because good main-
tenance practices for law libraries differ radically from good maintenance' .

practices for general libraries, specialized training is needed even for, those
librarians who have general library science ,background. _Specific differences
are fully discussed in Section 3 of this'chaptel'. It. is sufficient here to,'
say that the course in legal collection management, should include, at a
minimum: suggested shelvingplans,,methods ofspromoting self -help_ for users .'

.(e.g., card catalog, shelf list, and published, collection guide), Methods by .

which timely access to legal materials can beaSsuted (e.g., immediate filing
of looseleafs),, methods by which the collection can be kept free of extra-
neous materials (e.g., removal.of superseded items), and criteria for the
selection of new titles. . '.',,

. 'X;- . '

Recomendation: Resident Zaw clerks should also be given training in
ZegaZ research along the lines suggested above. Since all Illinois priSons::lt,
rely upon law clerks and jailhouse lawyers to provide the bulk'pf legal ser;i't7
vices to inmates, thereby implementing the State's duty to'facilitate inmates'
constitutional right of access to the courts, it is incumbent.46n,rhe State
to ensure that the egal assistance given is competent. Every,effoxt shoUld
be made to hire res dent law clerks who already have the requisite skills.
either by formal tr ining or by demonstrably successful experiende as jail-

4house lawyers. In ost of the.institutions I visited, such efforts were made
and were. often suc essful, although the method by which skilled residents
come to the attent on of the law librarian is, somewhat hit-or-miss. The

process could be s rengthened by the use of pfocedures commonly used to
select employees oh the outside. For instance, there could be job descrip-
tions setting out the qualifications that applicants need. Positions could
be advertised to he population. Prison administrators could notify the
library when a.r ident with special,qualifications (e.g. a law degree) is-
admived. Appli ants could be tested,for competency in legal skills before
they are hired t give ]egal assistance.

Once a law clerk is hired, further steps should be taken to. assure that
an acceptable 1 vel of legal services is maintained. One such step is to
change library ystem or-prison administration policies that are unduly re-
strictive. Fo instance, law clerks at Nenard and several other institutions
operate under prohibition against "practiang law." Such a prohibition is
unlawful, in t at state may-not prohibit one resident from rendering legal
services to.a ther unless it establishes an adequate alternative.2 Moreover,

the rule is s sceptible of any interpretations and can all too easily be
enforced sele tively against unpopular law clerks or inmates.
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.Although law clerka ate given too little latitude in some prisons,'by

the same. token, theycan be givenoo moth latitude. I visited institutions

in whin all of the law clerks refused to handle certain types bf cases, such

aS dissolution of marriage. At other institutions the law clerks would serve

only members of their own gang, race or religion. In many institutions,, he

law clerks charged inmates for their services, in contravention of both

library and priSon administra ion rules. The librarian, acting in'her or

his capacity'as supervisor, c uld-eliminate or reduce most such abuses. Law

clerks should be hired With e understanding that they may refuse to handle

actions which are frivolous, or for which they lack the requisite cqmpetence,

but not actions which they s ply find unpleasant, unless there is another

alternative for the client. In institutions with a high incidence of racial,

religious or gang tension, the library is probably best advised to avoid the

problem by.hiringlaw clerks from each faction rather than to try to combat

deeply engrained biases. Although the problem of law clerks' charging for

services is probably impossible to eradicate; Stateville has successfully

reduced that problem by building a strong sense of pride and mission among

the law clerks, coupled with strict sanctions against any clerk found to

have violated the rule. a

The library should also offer a continuing program of in-service train-

ing for law clerks. A model program might consist of short courses in legal

research techniques, roundtable discussions among law library personnel (in

those institutions which have large staffs), and guest speakers on special-

ized topics. Basic legal research techniques could be taught personally by

the librarian or by use of prepare programs such as videotapes. If the

latter method is used, the librarian should be present to answer questions,

give examples, and clarify where necessary. (My model presumes, of course,

that the librarian has had the intensive training I recommended:)

l'11_11.17(Roundtable discussions are. valuable because they permit staff to share

their skills and insights and to ask advice about problems they encounter.

Although small staffs usually accomplish these ends by informal means, larger

ones often find it helpful to formalize the process..

Guest speakers from outside the institution could serve to help law

clerks further hone their skills in specific areas of substantive law and

legal practice. Area atto eys are a very likely source of guest speakers,

since every attorA An obligation under the Code of Professional

Responsibility to provide some services pro bono publico ("for the public

good"). Attorneys will typically be more willing to give their assistance

if the request is narrow (e.g., give a one-hour presentation on prosecuting

a §1983 civil rights action) than if it is very broad (e.g., teach a course-

in_legal research). yideotapes could be.used not only to share useful pre-

sentations with other institutions but also to preserve them for later use

at the same institution.

Section 3. Collections

The State has made an intensive effort to develop its prison law library

collections, and the effort shows. Most of the collections meet most of the

minimum standards as set outby the courts and by the Recommended Collections

for Prison and Other Institution Law Libraries, compiled by the American

Association of Law Libraries' Special Interest Section on Law Library Service
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to' Institution Residents.
3

Many.of the collections exceed minimum standards
in certain areas; a few 'are?uniformly excellent.' The individual evaluation
falieach institution provides recommendatigns specific to that.institution.4
however, I have identified two probletn areas which are ggpera14in nature and-
which can be profitably explored within` g'iarger framework of general'

recommendations. The twocan be categorized as book sel'action problems and
collection maintenance problems.

The most obvious problem with book selection is that it is done by
people with little or'no-specialized training in legal bibliography. There

are thousands of new legal publications each year but very few published
guidelines for selecting among them- That fundamental errors creep in is

surprising. While I believe that the best long-term solution-to this
and of roblems I gbserved is a,professional law library advisor-at the
state level cussion of this' in'SectiOn 5 of this chapter), I can

delineate some s ple guidelines which can be used to advantage in the
present system.

First, law book selectors should pay attention to a book's publisll.:
There are-relatively few legal publishers whose products are of consistently

- high quality. Some of-the best known and most reliable commercial publishers
are West Publishing Company, Lawyers' Co -,op, Shepard's/McGraw-Hill, CommerCe

Clearing.House (CCH), Bureau of National Affairs (BNA), Callaghan and Company,
Foundation Press, and Michie/Bobbs Merrill. Reliable noncommercial publishers
include the American Bar Association '(ABA), American Correctichlal Association
(ACA), American Association of Law Libraries (AALL), Illinois Institute for
Continuing Le&iNEducation (IICLE), Awerican Law Institute (ALI), and the
United States Government Printing Office (GPO). I do not mean to suggest that

selectors should buy anything put out by one of the named publishers or reject'
all other publishers' materials. This general rule, like most general rules,
1.6 fraught with exceptions and mist be used as only one,criterion for decision.

Many legal publishers publigh several different geries.of materials.
The series to which a given title belong's should be another factor in'the
selection process. One pf the commonest selection errors I saw was the pur-

chase of casebooks. Written as textbooks for law students', casebooks are
designed to stimulate students to ask questions or to discover for themselves

the rationale behind the law. Casebooks are useless to someone who simply
wants to know the rule of law in a specific situation: Avoid West's American

Casebook Series; Foundation's University Casebook Series;, Little, Brown's
Law School Casebook Series; and any titles containing the phrase "Cases on,"

"Cases and Materials on," or "Problems on."

Fortunately,rseries designations can be, helpful to selectors: West's

Hornbook Series, West's Nutshell Series,and FOundation'sUniVersity,Textbook
Series are good sources for brief expository treatment's of Jaw. ,Sincethe
two West series arethe most comprehensive, a copy of thq of current

titles in those series has-been forwarded both DOC and ISL for their

possible use.

Another common error in selection arises out of the selectors' entirely
"'commendable efforts to provide materials that are comprehensible.to the
special population they,serve. Because literacyJevels in prisons tend to

be low, there is a real,need for. "quick and easy" materials. J.,aw is too coui-

plexito be reduFed to a few pages of text; therefore "quick and easy" legal

ecT
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informatibn-souices should beA.viewed with some skepticism: However, some

fairly reliable simplified'explanations of the law do exist. ACLU'Handboks

.

are generally clear and accurate expositions On the civil rights of disad-
....._,

vantaged groups. Readable and rejfiablel West Nutshells cover a broad spec- /P

trum.of legal topics. Outlines' of the law such asiGilberes,' Coif,'Sum and
Substance, and Smith's Reviews are Published as easy aids for law students

but would also be useful in prison law libraries. All of these materials

have the-added virtue of being relatively inexpepsive. --.

,--

- '4

a.

One' "quick and easy", series to, be wary of is Oceanats.Legal Almanac
-Series, The,expensive hardbound forMat and extremely oversimplified contents

make Legal Almanacs a low4priority item in any library which_mustbe discrimi-

nating in its expenditures. By way of.comparison, a typical Legal Almanac

of no more than 160 pages costs between $5195 and $7.50; ,a typical ACLU. Hand-

book'of about 250 pages costs between $1.50 and $2.50
9f about 350 pages costs between $6.95 and 7.'

Another area causingc6me Lnfusi is,theselection of legal periodi-

cals. The se15gtorsjof many libra es have recognied, correctly, .that legal

;-periodicals-afaan invaluable sou e of information. However, they are also

numerous, expensiv, hard to ma tatot space-consuming, and often too schol-

arly to be of practical inte t. A legal periodical, index, either Index to

Legal Periodicals (ILP) or Current Law Index (CLI), in cofi3unction with an

°`-active interlibrary loan program through the State Library,or.any, of-the law '

school libraries, would Satibfy more needs..at a lower total cost in money

`and space than building a small, incomplete legal periodical:collection in

each institution.

The two periodical ipdexes each have strengths to recommend them. ILP

'has been published since' the `early part of the 20th.denturywhile'CLI began

-in 1980. However, CLI indexes almost twice as many periodicals as 1LP.

Since current legal articlesare the most valuable for research purposes,

CLI is probably the preferable index.

The final Problem in book selection, is common to many libraries: what,

to dO with donated4books. Occasional* someone gives a library truly valuable

materials, but more oftendonatedbooks 4re-peripheral or altogether useless.

The constraints of shelf Space and the hidden costs of processing gift books

require libraries to be tareful about accepting gt,fis which must be -added to

the collection. However, gifts can be used creatively to expand the library's 4

budget., If the donation is accepted, without conditions attached, t.can often

be;'sold on the used law book market and the money used to buy more useful

materials.

4,4
The collection maintenance problems I saw are largely attributable to -

the lack of specialized training that teaches librarians to cope with the very

substantial differences between law libraries and general libraries. The most

obvious difference between the two kinds ofolibraries is`the proportion oC

serials to monographs. In a general public library, the proportion is likely

to be roughly 20% herials to 80% Monbgraphs by voluble count.. In 0:typical law

library, t1 proport4on is reversed. Therefore, all the problems of serials

control and vanagesleni, such as budget control, record7keeping and efficient

use of shelf space, are reatly exacerbated in a law library.
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Another difficulty encountered in a law library is understanding the
various ways in which legal materials are kept up to date. A single set of

statutes may be updated in three different ways:-y annual pocket parts which
supetsede the previous year's pocket parts, by Monthly pamphlet supplements
which must be kept until the next annual pocketparts,arrive, and by bound
volumes which supersede earlier bound volumes. Another type of legal publi7
cation, looseleafs, requires superseded pages to be replaced by newsages.
In sets of court reporteis, a bound volume supersedes several paperbound
advance sheets. In each case, the superseded materials should be discarded.

In a lot of the prison law libraries I visited, superseded materials
are simply left on the shelves with current materials. As the noncurrent
items accumulate, a researcher has great difficulty determining which infor-
mation is relevant and which is outdated. Inexpert researchers may be misled,

to theirgreat detriment, if they use superseded information (e.g., relying
on a case which has been overruled). Thus, it is vital that proper mainte-
nance procedures be followed; doing so will require same retraining of the

librarians. I found many of the correctional librarians uncomfortable with
this aspect of legal collection management, in part because they often do not
understand the materials well enough to be certain which should be discarded
and in part because discarding relatively new books runs counter to their

library school training. It is not, after all, standard procedure in a
general library to buy a book and throw it away akfew months later.

The final collection maintenance problem I saw in the prison law librar-:

ies was lack of a coherent shelving plan. Although it is possible to assign
classification numbers to law books, an although many of the general librar-
ies are classified, the law libraries are quite haphazardly arranged. Law
books are usually not represented in the card catalog or in a shelf list,
and few law libraries had any user aids.to help in locating a particular
book. Since-the library systems presuMAbly have,,access to an on-line cata-

loging system such as OCLC, cataloging.and classifying'the legal cbllection
would be a simple matter.

Section 4. Services to Inmates

An effective' program to facilitate access to the courts must, of neces-
sity, include auxiliary services in addition to a legal collection. The

library lustbe available a sufficient number of hOurs to allow research to
be done; skilled assistance in the use of the materials must be available;

"purely mechanical or procedural barriers must not exist; and all populations
within the institution must have access to the service.

Illinois prison law libraries show a kteat variance in the hours they

are open. Although ACA /ALA Standard 2.2.55 calls for library accessibility
during workdays, evenings, weekends and holidays, many of the correctional
center libraries do not meet that standard. Library hours cannot and shodld

not be uniform in all institutions. Size of Population, security level and

seating space in the library mustall be considered in determining library
hours. However, every institution's library schedule should-be planned in

order to accommodate a variety of inmate schedules. A common complaint

about library access came from residents whose work assignments conflicted
with the library's houfs.

4 k)
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Recommendation: An inmate should be able to spend a minimum of ten
hours a week doing legal research. Each law library could determine the
number of hours it needs to be open by keeping statistics on how many resi-
dents actually use the'law library, multiplying that number by ten (the
number of hours each needs), and dividing by the number of people the
library can accommodate at one time. For instance, if the law library
regularly servgs 100 residents per week and can seat twentrrfive at a time,
it will need to be open 40 hours per week to serve all the residents who need
it (100 x 10 t 25 = 40). Provided that the library's, schedule also takes
into account the factor of convenience mentioned in.tbe previous paragraph,
and further provided that all segments of the prison population actually
have access to the law library, such a formula should assure adequate service.

The formula will not work for those institutions in which library sched-
ules or prison policies work to exclude some inmates from access, because the
actual number of law library users will not accurately reflect the number of

potential users. The restrictive policies should be changed as discussed

elsewhere. The library can set its hours to take potential users into account
by determining the percentage of actual users of the total number of those
residents who use the .law library, and multiplying that percentage by the
total population of the institution. For example, in a population of 900,
50 have work assignments which conflict with library hours and 50 are in long

term segregation. Thus, 800 have relatively unlimited access to the law li-

brary. Of those 800, 100 or 12.5%, regularly use the law library. One can

assume that the use patterns would be about the same for the 100 prisoners

who do not have access as for the 800 who do. Therefore the formula would be
used thusly: 900 x 12.5% x 10 1 25 = 45 hours per week.

The requirement of adequate assistance in using legal materials has been
discussed in Chapter 6 of this report, and a method of assuring such assis-

tpnce is set out in the discussion of Law Library Personnel, Section 2 above

of this chapter. As an adjunct ib the training of law library employees,
both civilian and resident; there should also be legal research courses
offered for inmates. These courses need not-be as intensive as the employee
training programs, since a resiilent, who is doing his own research will have
expert assistance available from the law librarian or the law clerks.but even

minimal familiarity with the process of legal research will reduce the amount

of assistance needed. Videotaped programs such as than made at Vienna in
1978 and at. Joliet in 1982 are a good way to disseminate such information at

low cost.

Most of the Illinois prison law libraries have eliminated or greatly
reduced purely mechanical or procedural,barriers that would prevent access

to the courts. For instance, the services of a notary public are available
in every institution, although not always iii the library and not always in

a timely fashion. This is a vital service because many documents must be
notarized before a court will accept them. Court prodedural rules set strict

time limits that litigants must meet or have their cases dismissed. There-
fore, &resident should not have to wait more than a few days to obtain

notary service, and there should be, emergency procedures for those residents

who have extremely 'Short deadlines. Notary service should also be proce-

durally correct. trnard,Psychiatrio., documents are apparently notarized

outside the presen the signer. To do so is not good practice, and in

some cases may actually invalidate the document.
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The notary should be a full-time civilian library employee, although
not necessarily the librarian. It is important that the notary be a full-

time employee in order to make the service available whenever it is needed,
and that s/he be a civilian because notaries, are required to be bonded.6
The law library IA the logical locale for notary service in most institutions
for several reasons. First, it is where legal documents are prepared, and
having them notarized is just one steppin the preparation. Second; the li-
brary is usually available (or should be) during' hours that will accommodate
inmates' schedules. Third, there is, in most institutions, a less adver-'
sarial relationship between library employees and residents than between
prison employees and residents; therefore, it is likely that library employees
will not be tempted to withhold or burden notary services as a way Of enforc-
ing discipline. As an example of the last comment, at Dwight I was told that
the notaries public, who are prison employees, insist on reading every docu-
ment before notarizing it. Because a notary need only verify the nature of
the document and the identity of the signer, this procedure is unnecessarily
invasive. Seen by residents as an undue invasion of privacy, it may actually
have a chilling effect on the resident's right to petition the courts if he
or she believes the notary has some inherent power to disapprove the document.

Photocopying is an area in which statewide standardization is needed,
because the need for photocopy service is the same no matter where a resident

is confined. One ordinarily needs at least three copies of any document to
be filed with a court, and often many more than that for certain types of
documents (e.g., parties in civil appeals must file nine copies of briefs
with the Illinois Appellate Court and 15 with the Illinois Supreme Court).
The only feasible way to obtain a'sufficient number of copies is to photocopy
the original. Thus, photocopying service is crucial if a resident is to have

meaningful access to the courts..

A standardized policy should be specific as to the types of documents
which may be photocopied, so that it is less susceptible to arbitrary inter-

pretation. Present policies that refer only to the copying of "legal docu-
ments" are a source of confusion for law library employees. Furthermore, any

charges imposed for photocopies should be uniform throughout the state. One

of the most frequent complaints I heard was that inmates at X prison get free
copies'while those at Y have to pay for their copies. Such disparate treat-

ment may even present an equal protection problem.

Finally, there should be provision for free photocopying in the case of
indigent litigants, since the inability to obtain, the number of copies re-,
quired to be filed arguably negates the right of access to the courts. It is

often argued that every prisoner, whether or not he is working, receives a
monthly stipend which could be used to pay for photocopies. That isquite
Unrealistic. The stipend amounts to only $10 per month, out of which an in--
mate must purchase toiletries, cigarettes, and other personal items, as well,

as photocopies. It is not hard to imagine that a prisoner with a particularly
complex case requiring lengthy pleadings and briefs could spend his entire
income for-several months on photocopies. To require him tochoose between
the basic comforts of daily life and his fundamental right to-be heard in
the courts is, to borrow a phrase from Johnson v.° Parke, "needlessly draconian."
That is not to say that the state must give free unlimited access to photo-
copying services. A statewide policy has-tteen.proposed:(see Chapter 2,
Section 1, and Chapter 6, Section 1) which balances the interests very well.

It has of been adopted by,many of the library systems, however.' '
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Other supplies and equiptent.needed for the preparation of legal docu-
ments include typewriters, legal forms, paper and envelopes. Many law li-
braries or prisons supply some or all free of Charge. Here again, if any
charge is made, there should be exceptions for indigent inmates.

The final problem with law librarrservice involves service to special
populations such as segregation and protective custody. In nearly every
institution I visited, there were significant differences in access to legal
information between inmates in the general population and inmates in a spec-
ial population. While the prison administration is entitled to take into
account the security needs of the institution, a prisoner's constitutional
right of access to the courts'is in no way diminished by his disciplinary
status or security classification. The use of security cages in'the law
library is probably acceptable when an inmate is disruptive or dangerous,
but barring law library use altogether is not acceptable unless an equally
effective alternative is provided. Of those law libraries that bar special
population residents from physical access to the law library, only Dwight
had a program of service meeting that test.

The easiest way to solve the problem is simply to allow special popula-
tion residents to visit the law library: Security measures, such as requir-
ing .the use of cages, closing the library to the general population, or
posting guards, could meet the institution's needs without unduly burdening
inmates' rights.

direct access is not allowed, special population residents should
be allowed to. confer fiequently pith law clerks, to check out legal materials
or photocopies for.. their own research, to have access to a typewriter and
typj.ng supplies in, their cells, to be able to obtain notary service without
undue delay, and to be allowed to make emergency law library visits when
their needs cannot be met in any other way.

J.

As a practical matter, the length of time in segregation or protective
custody is a factor in'determining how elaborate the safeguards need to be.
An te whose research is merely delayed,a'feo days while he serves a ten-
da sentence may not be able to show any.damage to his constitutional rights.
On the other hand, a person who has been in a special population for a year
and has had no effective access to legal materials during that time ma,',q)(i-
able to show a great deal of Zanage. However, any institution which placed
significantly more restrictions on law library service to special popula-
tions thanoti6 the general population leaves itself open to lawsuits.

Section 5. Other Recommendations
:4-

Recommendation: DOC should add a law: library advisor at the st41Wrevel.
This is most important. The person in that position should 13; a law,librE4-
ian, preferably one who has both law and library degrees, although stihstantial
experience in a law.libraiy Wad be acceptable,

The state law library advisor would be charged with the responsibility
of creating standardized policies and seeing that they are implemented;\de-
veloping courses ielaw libraiy management for correctional librarians;
keeping abreast of legal and technological developments which affect prison
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law libraries; informing institutional librarians of significant new publi-

cations; helping to develop balanced collections by advising-As to book

selection and weeding; advising the State Librarypas to the allocation of

funds to the library systems for law 'libraries; dealing with publishers to

obtain bulk discounts when many of the libraries purchase the same new title;

setting up an interlibrary loan system for photocopying legal periodical

articles, including the necessary arrangements with the Copyright Clearance

Center so that the program does nbt infringe the copyright laws; developing

a "bank" of materials to be used in teaching legal research to law clerks

and inmates; writing competency. tests for law erk applicants; advising

correctional librarians of the legal research or paralegal courses available

in their area; organizing a system of information exchangd among the insti-

tutional librarians; and making periodic site visits.

The issue of library funding and formal contractual arrangements be-

tween the Department of Corrections and the State Library has been thoroughly .

explored elsewhere in this.report (see Chapter 2, Sections 5, 6 and 7). It

is sufficient.to say here that I recommend the law library advisor be an

employee of the Department of Corrections, to act as liaison with-the State

Library in much the same way the Department's Chief Librarian would do. It

would, in fact, be possible to combine the Positions of law library advisor

and chf librarian in one person. Although that is not an ideal solution

because it wouldbe difficult to find one person who is equally knowledgeable

about both general libraries and law libraries, fiscal realities sometimes

require less than ideal solutions,

The law library advisor position is needed because the law library

administrators, even more than the general library administrators, have been

left in a."sink or swim" 'situation from the beginning of this program. A

correctional librarian under the best of circumstances has a highly stressful

job, but many of the daily problems of running a general prison library are

similar to those of a public or school library, for which a library degree

is good preparation. Nearly all of the general library administrators'have

library degree's or can consult people at system headquarters who do. In

dontrast, few of the law library administrators have specialized training

in legal materials management,'nor is 'there usually a pool of expertise to

draw.upon at system headquarters. 'Not only does a law library present all

the unusual management problems already discussed, but, because.it is the

State's primary means of fulfilling 'a. fundamental constitutional obligation,

it is subject to the most minute scrutiny by the courts. The law librarians

in the correctional centers are faced with an enormously exacting task--to

create libraries which will fulfill the State's obligation- -but theyare left

to their own deviceSto discover how that can be done. There is no one from

whom they may Seek expert advice, nowhere they may go for training, and no

system they may use for communicating with other correctional law librarians

to learn how to solve common problems. .

All too often, the librarians have responded to the stress created from

the combination of veryexa4ng duties and too few resources by withdraWing

and allowing the law library to be run by resident law clerks, whom they see

as having more expertise. That is a situation resulting in law library

service of Uneven quality between institutions, or within the same institu-

tion at different times. Although librarians are all capable of learning

how to administer excellent law libraries, they cannot be expected to func-
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tion well without the kind of expert support I have described. Illinois

t

has already invested suffici nt resources in its prison law library collec-
tions to place the state in he forefront: It would be a shame to erode
the progress of the last tenlyears by failing to invest heavily enough in

human resources.

r
I looked into a number of possible recommendations involving the use

of technology to enhahce prison law library services but concluded, reluc-

tantly,tantly, that most of 'hem a e not feasible. One possibility that is feasible

is the use of ultrafiche in tead'of hard copy. The advantages of ultrafiche

are legion. Large amounts of information can be stored in a very.amall
space; initial acquisition costs are lower than they tare for paper, as are
both maintenance and processing costs; fiche deteriorates at a slower rate
than paper; a library with a'fiche-to-fiche duplicator could make fiche
copies for inmates to use in their cells; and, finally, ultrafiche files
are more secure and less susceptible to mutilation than paper copies.

West publishes earl volumes of the Federal Reporter, 2d Series,

.Federal Supplement, an Northeastern Reporter in ultrafiche. Libraries

which do not already Own those early volumes would be well advised to buy

them in fiche rather than in paper. Savings in both space and initial

cost are dramatic. For instance,wolumes one through 450 of the Federal
Reporter, 2d Series,are presently availablen fiche. It would cost up-

wards of $16 per volume to purchase them in paper but only $9 per volume
in fiche. They take 72 linear feet of shelf spacein paper versus twelve
inches of drawer space in ultrafiche. Portable uitrafiche readers are avail-

able for $350, and fiche-to-fiche duplicators for under $3000. There are

also some hidden cost savings. Fpr instance, a fiche copy can be made so.
cheaply (about 3c a card) that the library could afford to give it to an

inmate. One card contains an entire volume of information (contrast that
with 5t or more per page to photocopy each page of the volume).,;. The port-
able readers could be checked out to segregation and other populations with
special security status or to general population residents when the library
is closed.

Libraries whichalready,own the early volumes in paper should consider
replacing them with ultrafiche. Selling their paper.cbpies on the second-
hand book market would defray some, though probably not all, of the cost.

rt, Those libraries should also take into account the saving in space, however.
Nearly all of them are so crowded that new rooms and'apiitional furniture
and shelving will be essential in'the very'near futurd. In some institutions,

because of their rapid growth patterns,, the law libraries are already en-
croaching on the space available for the general library, a trend that can
only worsen with the increase in legal publishing. Recommendation: The Zaw

libraries Should use ultrafiche as much,as possible.

Unfortunately, ultrafiche'will not eliminate the need for currtnt sub-

scriptions to the titles mentioned betause West's ultrafiche edition is not

published on a current basis. Furthermore; most other necessary titles are

not available in microform at all. Nevertheless, every law library in the

state could realize a substantial gain in shelf space just,by taking advan-

tage of what is'available.

I. considered the available computer technology in light of its potential
for prison law libraries butconcluded that it is still too expensive to be
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feasible. There are two good legal research systems on the market, both of
which would largely obviate the need for case reporters and greatly increase
the information available (for instance, an inmate would have access to state
court opinions other than Illinois, information which is.sometimes needed but
is not4available in any of the piison law, libraries). The pricing struiture
for computerized systems is complicated, andclales representatives are Aluc-.
tant to discuss annual costs: Nevertheless, I deduce that the costs would
probably be in excess of $30,000 per year. In the future, as the costs of
developing the technology are amortized and as the market becomes larger,
computerized legal research costs will likely become more comparhble to the
costs of developing a traditional library, especially when libraries consider
the expense of building larger spaces and replacing deteriorating or muti-
lated paper sets. Recommendation: The feasibility of using a'omputerized
system should be reevaluated periodically.

Recommendatin: A "bank" of legal research teaching materials should be
established at the State Library for use by all the institutions. There is
a fait amount of material available, particularly videotapes and cassettes,
but there is very poor communication about it with or among institutions.
.Wider dissemination of that'information would be a valuable service to
correctional librarians.

1. 0. James Werner, Manual for Prison Law Libraries, (South Hackensack,
NJ: F. B. Rothman for American Association of Law Libraries, 1976),
p. 11.

2. Johnson V. Avery, 393 U.S. 483 (1969).

3. In American Correctional Association, Providing Legal Services for
Prisoners: A Tool for Correctional Administrators (198 ).

4. These evaluatiOns of individual law libraries have been submitted
separately from this report to both the Department,of Corrections,
the State Library, and the institution involved..

5. ACA/ALA, Library Standards for Adult Correctional Institutions (1981).

6. Illinois Notary Public Act §'4, Ill. Rev. Stet. ch. 99, 14 (1981).
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CRAFTER 8. REFLECTIONS

While writing the report of this study,-I realized that two important
points about Correctional center libraries in Illinois were not covered.
I would like to summarize the relationship of corrections theories to
viable library service in prisons, and to state the reasons for my contin-
ued enthusiastic support of the Illinois plan of system-provided library

services in correctional facilities. Indeed, these two concepts are inter-

related and merit discussion.

Section 1. Corrections Theories

During the late 1960s and the early 1970s, rehabilitation was the
rallying cry of correctional programs. When indeterminate--or indefinite-,
sentencing (e.g., a term of five years to life) was the rule, an inmate's

progress toward rehabilitation was taken into account by the parole, board

. selecting a release, date. But in 1978, the Illinois State Legislature

established fixed (or determinate) prison terms for felon6;1 accumulated

.
gobd time became the only rationale for early release. The theory under-

lying the new sentences (also adopted in other states) is that tI1e pdipose

of imprisonment is punishment, not rehabilitation.

Although determinate sentencing laws are considered by molt to be more
humanitarian, because inmates know exactly h47 long they will be imprisoned

and do,not need to appear reformed in order to be released, the concept
imprisonment as punishment does not seem to be. It is, however, pragmatic.

,Most penologists agree that "An institution built to carryout society's

moral precepts through punishment and deterrence cannot also function as an

effective means torehabilitate the offender."2 The renunciation of reha-

bilitation as the rationale for imprisonment affects prisOn services in the

U.S. in a number of ways. Perhaps most importantly, voluntary participa7.
tion inrecreational, vocational, and re-entry programs has replaced com-

pulsory corrective (rehabilitative).programs. .

When prisons were considered rehabilitative; there was a large credi-
.

bility gap. That is,_the difference between the stated objective and the

actual operations of the institution was distressing and large. Now that

most American.correctional agencies, including the IDOC, do not claim to

"rehabilitate;" but to "house," to "isolate," and to "deter," the gap is

closing. However, it still exists for libraries in prisons because the ACA
Manual of Correctional Standards and the ACA/ALA Library Standards for Adult

Correctional Institutlons stress the'library's "responsibility to support,
broaden, and strengthen the institution's total rehabilitation program.",

This standard needs revision, as does the perceived mission of the library./3

gook One former prison.librarian has said that "the greatest contribution

of the library [in prison] will be in the power to ungird itself from the .

rehabilitation strategy in behalf of the offender's right to read.P4' He

echoes LeDonne's recommendation that "Library service should be predicated

upon the individual's right granted Under the firtt amendment of the Con-

stitution to read and have .access to all information and all points of

view."5 The prisoner's'right to read has been upheld in numerous court
decisions,6 and provides a valid theoretical framework for library services

in prison. .
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I urge all Illinois prison librarians, and IDOC personnel, to consider
the'prisoner's right to read as ample justification for library services.
Most of the librarians we interviewed spoke of the library as rehabilita-
tive, as a means of access to the courts (a narrow view which considers
only the law library and which is prevalent in adult institutions),.or as
an adjunct to the educational program (in juvenile facilities especially).
All.], of these approaches miss the point: that residents of correctional

centers have the same rights to information and to reading materials as
do any other citizens. Offenders are imprisoned for a set period of time
to be"punished for their crimes; the loss of their freedom is the punish-
ment the courts have deemed correct, not the loss of their right to read;

A second implication of the new corrections approach is that re-entry
into the community should be a priority. When their prison terms are up,
prisoners will be released whether rehabilitated or not. The Illinois
correctional center libraries are very weak in the pre-release area, perhaps
because they arestill concentrating on rehabilitation and education rather

1

than re-entry. They should be building collections of job preparati n
materials, community resource files, survival skills information, crpping '

files, urban newspapers, etc. (see Chapter 5, "Outreach"). In addit on,

the prison libraries should be working with public librarians to establish
abridge of service. Certainly the public librarians need assistance and
guidance to prepare to serve eg-offenders in their Communities, and inmates
need encouragement to continue using library resources after their release.
Joint 'public-institution activities can help all parties concerned.' (For
more on these topics, See Chapter 3, Section 3, and Chapter 5, Section 2.)

.

Section 2. The Illinois Plan,

The Illinois plan of service to state institutions through regional
library systems is ideal for stressing the prisoner's right to read and for
emphasizing re-entry preparation. However; some problems need to be

addressed first. Most of,,these-access, personnel, substandard collections,
services to isolation and segregation--are evident in correctional center
libraries throughout the country. LeDonne's 1974 national study stresses
these very concerns as have the state-specific reports done during the last

ten years. In addition? the Illinois prison libraries suffer from poor
communications, loose accountability, and a lack of statewide policies...

These problems stem from the three-way relationship of the ISL/IDOCAibrary
system, and most can be solved administratively. I am optimistic that these

can be dealt with by implementing the recommendations in this report, because

the goodafaith of all three agencies was evidenb..during the survey.
,

There is a sense of disappointment in Illinois., a feeling that the novel

Illinois approach has not succeeded. But I believe that these reactions are

based on 1) a lack of knowledge of problems elsewhere and 2) unrealistically
high expectations of the Illinois plan. After all, national publicity has
focused on Illinois for nearly ten years. The promise inherent in the
Illinois plan is still valid.

The system-provided service approach has more potential than any other

for a number of reasons:
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1) Because of the integrity of a library program independent of DOC.
Wardens.and inmates alike told me that prisoners would feel. less free to use
the library, to ask questions, or to request materials if they felt that the
library was part of the corrections (punishment),process. One reason that

inmates now use the library so frequently is that it gives them an oppor-
tunity to make independent choices, and it provides them with privacy. The

separation of the library from the DOC is one of the major advantages of
system-provided services, as.comparedto most other states!'

2) itcause it is a public library, service, dedicated toecreational,
informationl, and self-growth reading. Unfortunately, the beauty of this

philosophy has been lost on some librarians who mistake their general library
mission for one of education or law. They should re- consider the value of

public libraries, especially in the light of the new emphasis on the right-
to-read and on re- entry. They.might also contemplate the merit of an
approach that allows the library to be independent of the School District.
This autonomy is an advantage of the Illinois plan which many other states

do not enjoy.

6) Because-of the strengthi add diversity ortile library systems
involved. The prison libraries-Can benefit from library systems which

represent many types of libraries--public, school, academic, and special--
and from 10 different systems, each of which operates under its own philosophy%

and board. This is one of the main advantages of the Illinois plan over that
of Washington or other states where library service is provided to institu-

tions from the State Library.

4) Because of the direct relationship with puBlic,and other librar-'
ies on the outside. As dwindling appropriations and spiralling costs force

libraries to share resources, andas re-entry becomes.e focus of correc-

,
tional programs; institution-community cooperation becomes essential. The

Illinois approach is designed for easy cooperation, More than is any other
mode of library service to correctional centers.

In summary, system-provided library services to institutions is an

excellent idea, but its execution, has been faulty. Therefore, statewide
policies must be formulated, budgeting and reporting procedures must be
improved, personnel problems,must be discussed and solved. 'The Secretary

of State needs to be impresied with the'validity of this service, the IDOC
must take more responsibility for it, and the librarians must concentrate
on outreach services and public' library cooperdtion. Only then can the .

promise of the Illinois Nan be realized.

1.' Illinois Revised Statutes, Chapter 38, Section 1013 -3 -3; effective

February 1', 1978.

2. .D. K. Sechrest, "The Accreditation Movement in Corrections," Federal
Probation (December 1976) 4045-19.

.3.. Most Of what librarians call","rehabilitative° will continue anyway,
e.g., the,literacy courses, pre-release preparation, and appreciation

of reading. But none of this officially has been deemed rehabilita-

tive by penologists and can be viewed as bolstering reentry programs.
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4. Richard M. Barone, "De- Programming

Volume 1,"p. 69.

7.

-Programming Prison Libraries," Special Libraries

(S

5. Marjarin LeDonne, Survey of Library & Information Problems in Correc-

tional

Coffin v. Reichard, 143 F.2d 443 (C.A. KY 1979), Sostre v. Otis, 330

Fed Stipp 941 (S.D. NY11971): Also see Chapter 6, Section 2 in this

report.

tional Institutions. Berkeley, CA: University of California Institute

of Library Research, 1e

ember 1977) 68:29
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CHAPTER 9: SUMMARY OF pppmpATTW

These recommendations are qotj.isted in order of priority. They are
also not fully explained here; for, einforthation on each,'And'on 'all other
recommendations,'see the test of the, report.

ft

Section 1. Major Recommendations for 'SI,

, .

1) Funding for general library services to residents and staff should
be appropriated to the ISL rather than to the DOC. In'other words, the
current method of funding should be Continued, with some refinements.
(Chapter 2, Section 7).

2) An amendment to the Illinois Revised Statutes Chapter 128,
Section 107 (on powers and duties of.the ISL) and an amendment to the library
system act should be enacted to give a clear mandate to,provide general li-
brary services to institution residents. (Chapter 2, Section 1)

3) An ISL Advisory Committee on Institutional Library Services shotild
be established to advise the ISL on policies and programs. It should con-
sist of no more than nine persons representing the DOC,'library systems
tstaff, correctional center residents, and library system trustees. (Chapter

-2, Section 1)

4)- If the proposed library systems rule 81-113.8 is not approved (to
allow the ISL to develop and monitor statewide pblicies fSr the institu-
tional program), contracts between the ISL and library system should'be con-
sidered in lieu of the current grants program. (Chapter 2, Section 6)

5) An agreement for system-provided library service to institutions
between the ISL and the IDMHDD should be signed; but services based on it
should not begin until it is funded separately.from'the current correctional
institutions services. (Chapter 2, Section 3)

6) Contingency -- emergency -- fundiqg formulas should be developed .

during FY 1984, for use in case of a decrease in the level of appropria-
tions. (Chapter 2, Section 7)

7) The Joint Statement of the DOC and ISL should be rewritten.

(Chapter 2, Section 5)

8) Civilian institutional library staff and institutional services
coordinators should meet twice a year for'continuing education programs
coordinated by ISL. One annual meeting might be for all civilian mployees;
the other arranged according to security and age classifications f the

rinstitutions: (Chapter 2, Section 1).

9)_ Statewide policies on photocopying, emergency procedures, resti-
tution for library materials, salary equity, performance-evaluations, tecurity,
and other issues should be'developed and implemented with-the approval of the
DOC per'suggestions in this report. (Chapte 2, §eptiOn 1; Chapter 4,
Siction 4) /

,
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10) A mailing of minutes, articles, bibliographies,'Iegislation and
other items should belinade by ISL to all institutional library staff at

least semi-annually. .(Chapter 2, Section 1)

-

11) Site visits by the'TSL Consultant for-Institutionalized Services,
with the DOC Chief Librarian and Law Library Advisor, should be conducted
annually, and rftsult in 4. written evaluation'of the library basest on ACA/ALA

Standards. (Chapter 2, SectiOn 1)
,.

( .

° 12) Standard forms/for budget requests and planning, for narrative and
statistical reporting, and for annudi financial statements should be pre-

pared.and distributed to-the library systems. (Chapter 2, Section 1) .'e

13) A job evaluation study of correctional library civilian positions
shbuld be 'done to determine a fair minimum pay based on the relative worth

of the job involved. (Chapter 4, Section 4) ,

14) Job titles, position descriptions, application and evaluation
forms should be made uniform statewide for civilian positions. (Chapter 4,

Section 4)

IS) A ktatewide uniform pay scale for resident clerks should be

determined'. .(Chapter 4, Section 4)

16) A statewide minimum pay scale for cilltan employees should be

adopted. (Chapter 4, Section 4)

17) A course on legal collection management should be developed and
videotaped for dissemination to all law libraries.* (Chapter7, Section 2)

18) A b k of legal research training materials should be developed

far useby al institutions.* (Chaptier 7, Section 5). .

19) Access problems should be a priority for discussion with the DOC;

solutions should be formalized in writing: (Chapter 4, Section 2)

20) Law librarians should have in-depth training in legal research.*

(Chapter 7, Section 2)

'If DOG appoints a Law Library Advisor (recommendation 2 of Section 2),
this topiclshouldbe handled by -that person; if not, then by ISL.

Section 2. Major Recommendations for DOC o

. .

1) A professional librarian should beQhired as DOC Chief Librarian, .,

with responsibilities parallel to those of'the ISL,Consultant for Institu-

tionalized Services. This is in accordande with the SERD Report and the
original Joint Statement of the DdC and ISL. (Chapter 2, Section 2)

r
. .

2) Alaw librarian(preferably with law and library degrees) should
be hired as DOC LaW Library Advisor toisupervise development, maintenance
and use of the lalfelibraries and the training of law clerks and residents.
(Chapter 2, Section 2; Chapter 7, Section 5)
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3) A study of the security needs of the libraries in gall security

level of institution should be done, in cooperation with the. ISL, to ensure

that the libraries receive the needed !security attention at each institu-

tion. (Chapter 2, Section:2).

4) An intensive basic training, followed by intermittent' classes on

institutional and security concerns, should be provided to all civilian

`,.' library staff working in 'correctional institutions. (Chapter 2,'Sectioii 2)

ow t

5) Legislation based on the Jointl6tement shoulifebe.actively sup-sup-

ported to ensure a legislative mandate for general library services'to resi-

dents and staff through ISL and the library systems. ,(Chapter 2, Section 1)

6) :DOC should absorb the cdsts of The law libraries and hefr ser-

-:uvites'in the correctional centers, ricluding the costs of legal materials
,photocopied for indigent residents.. - (Chapter 2, Section 2)

v t ,

7). The Publications Review Committees should be completely severed

from library activities. (Chapter 2, Sectibn 2)

8) An annual projection report should be provided to the.ISL and the

library systems. (Chapter 2; Section 2)

9) .
School-District 428 should be kept.a distinct agency, not offi-

41a11); involved -with the general lit`rary services. provided through the

library systems. (Chapter 2, Section 9 -

10) (41eekly, optional -trips to4the local public library should be

arranged for community correctional center residents to encourage their

continued use of library resources'during the transition, from incarceration

to-freed6M. (Chapter 2, Section 2)

11) Appotocopy procedure whereby residents purchase cards or tokens

from the commissary shoulcVshe adopted. Indigents should receive the cards

-or tokens frolt.the-DOC when,pauper status has been determined. (Chapter 1,

Section 1; Chapter 7,.Section 4) 41,
,

12} Site the'DOC Chief Librarian and DOC Law-Library Advisor,

with the ISL Consultant:for Intitutionalized Services, 'should be conchidted

annually, and result in a written evalUatioi of the library based on ACA/ALA

StandAds. (Chapter 7, Section 5)

le ' 1

13) Agreements between ea h correctional center and the,correeponding,

library systems shoUld be disc ssed and signed annually. (Chapter 3,

Section 4)

erP

14) The. use of Ultrafiche law materials should be considered.' ,(Chapter

7, Section 5) .

Ngf
15) The feasibility of'using a camputArized legal research ould

be re-evaluated...periodically. (Chapter 7, Section 5)

16, ,The, use of the library as a substitute teacher or a holding area

shoUld be discontinued in the youth centers. This is ip accorda'nce-witb.

the Joint Statement of the DOC-and SL. .:6Cbapter 4, Section 8)

. 3 .
3
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17) Access problems should be a priority eor disCuesion with the ISL;

solutions should be formalized in writing. (Chapter 4, Section 2)

18) Statewide policies do evaluation, photocopying, emergency pro=

cedures, restitution for lost library materials, salary equity, censorship,

donated books, access to professional materials, and security should be dis-

cussed and implemented in cooperation with the ISL. (Chapter Z., Section 1;

Chapter 4, Section 4)

19) Library hours should be scheduled to accommodate a variety of in-
.

mate schedules and to allow a minimum of, ten hqurs per week per inmate for

legal research in addition,td general library use time. (Chapter 7,

Section 4)

20) A. careful search -for library materials " and equipment should be

included in the procedures used for transferring or releasing inmates.

(Chapter 2,, Section 2)

4

Section 3. Major Recommendat1ons for the Library Systems

1) ,All correctional centers should have professional librarians.

If this is not possible at this time, circuit librarians might be used.

(Chapter 4; Section 4)

2) -A statewide minimum pay scale for civilian library staff should

be adhered to. 'Until this scale is determined by a "job evaluation study,

the average salary statewide might be used, with tie understanding that no

one is to be paid less than his/her present salary. (Chapter '4, Section 4)

3) A statewide uniform pay scale for resident clerks should be deter-

mined and adhered to. (Chapter 4, Section 4)

ti

4) Annual budget request forms -- signed by the system director,

Warden, librarian, and library coordinator -- should.be submitted to the

ISL six months prior to the beginning of the fiscal year. (chapter 2,

Section 1)

'5) A financial report should be filed annually within two months of

the close of the fiscal year. In addition, narrative and statistical re-

ports should be submitted annually. (Chapter 2, Section 1)

6) Library staff members in the institutions should be rotated with

staff at the system headquarters or member libraries. (Chapter 4, Section 4)

7) Bur Oak and Shawnee Library Systems should each have two insti-

tutional services coordinators. Corn Belt and DuPage should'have one each,'

and Cumberland Trail and Lewis and Clark,shobld share onefor their four

institutions. River Bend, Starved Rock,-and Illinois Valley should share

one for their three institutions. These arrangements will allow the coor-

-
dinators to spend one day each week at, each facility. Inter-system contract-

ing might be used foi coordinators' services. (Chapter 3, Section 1)

8) Cooperation in.collection building,-film'servicei, materials ro-

tation, continuing education, programing, and other resource sharing ideas

should be pursued among the systems. (Chapter 3, Section 2)
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9) A method for sharing correctional center materials with system
member libraries should be developed, and periodicals received by correctional
centers should be included in union lists. (Chapter 3, Section 3)

10) Agreements between each center sand the corresponding library system
should be signed annually. (Chapter 3, Section 4)-

11) Continuing in-service training for law clerks and legal research
classes for residents should be,made available, perhaps through videotapes.
(Chapter 7, Sections 2 and 4)

12) A full-time civilian ibrary employee should serve as a notary
public in each correctional center library. (Chapter 7, Section 4)

13) A statewide policy on photocopying, including a provision for
free photocopying for indigents, should be adhered to by all library sys-
tems. (Chapter 2, Section 1; Chapter 7, Section 4)

14) Library hours should be scheduled to accommodate a' iety of
inmate schedules and to allow a minimum of ten hours per week per inmate
for legal research, in- addition to general library use time. (Chapter 7,
Section 4)

15) Resident advisory committees should be established in all institu-
tions. (Chapter 4, Section 9)

16) Library programming should be a major thrust in library services.
(Chapter 5, Section 3)

17) All CC libraries should have ample civilian staff as per Standards.
(Chapter 4, Section 4)

18) Institutional librarians should have frequent opportunities for
meeting and discussion. (Chapter 4, Section 4)

19) DOC and library system on-site supervisors should complete an
annual "courtesy evaluationl of the institutional librarian. (Chapter 4,
Section 4)

20) Standardized application, testing and evaluation forms should be
used for resident clerk positions. (Chapter 4, Section 4)

21)^ Staff libraries should be given'higher priority than they receive
now. (Chapter 4, Section 7)
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CHAPTER 10. SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

Because this study was necessarily limited by; time and budget con-
straints, certain questions of interest were not vestigated. These may

provide ideas for future research on prison libr ies.

1) What is the impact of library service on the lives of the residents?
One approach would be to follow up on ex-offenders a year or more after
their release to ascertain the effects of library materials and services.

2) Doe's the provision of library service in prison lead to lifelong li-
brary use? This question is related to the previous one, but concentrates on
post-release library use. Even prisoners who are avid readers while incarcer-
ated may not use the library on the outside to the same extent. It is possible
that the prison library provided simply a means of doing time, a mental escape,
which the ex-offender does not need-; or that his/her purposes can be better
served by other activities and agencies on the outside. Vote that whatever
the result of an examination of this question, the justification for library
service to prisoners should be based on what it can provide at that time, not
solely on possible future effects on their use of libraries.

3) Would improved local public library-institutional library cooperation
facilitate continuing library use by ex-offenders? If public librarians were

better pxepared for ex-offenders to use their libraries, and if the prioners
were knowledgeable about the services awaiting them, would continuing library

use result?

4) What is'the effect of legal research training for inmates? Some DOC

administrators fear that legal research training will result in more law-suits;
they feel that ignorance' minimizes the number of lawsuits filed. Other admin-
istrators--and many attorneys--suggest that training will increase the quality

but not the quantity of suits filed. This point of view raises the question
of whether the success rate of cases filed by residents correlates with the
extent and quality of legal training'of the inmate (or of his/her jailhouse
lawyer).

5) What factors are associated with the use of the library? Our research

has demonstrated that neither personal characteristics of the inmate (age,
_race, sex, length of institutionalization; level of formal' education, library

use before prison, and current class enrollment) nor. institutional character-

istics ol the center (security level of the institution and number of resi-:
dents) and of the lEhrary (number of volumes, of hours open, of staff aneof
periodical titles, and total expenditures) account for much Of the variation
in response to the question "Do you use the library here?" 75% of that vari-

ation is attributable to unknown factors. These may include personal charac-
teristics of the librarian, the warden, library and security staff members,
availability of library outreach and programming, and other factors.

6) What would be the effect of improved training for librarians?
Could better preparation and continuing education affect the turnover rate?
Might they reduce burnout symptoms or assist with their treatment?

7) What would be the effect of rotating librarians on the library commu-

nity's acceptance of prison library services? On the turnover and burnout

rate of librarians? On the quality of library services provided to prisoners

and staff?
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Appendix A. Interview Forms Used.
(retyped to save space)

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR LIBRARY SYSTEM DIRECTORS AND 'OR
LIBRARY SYSTEM INSTITUTIONAL SERVICES COORDINATORS

Name and position:
System name and location:
Date:

How long has this system been providing service to correctional centers?
Which one(s)?

Where does this service fit into your system's administrative organization?

How does it relate to other services you offer?

Is the library system staff enthusiastic about this service? The board?
Has this been the case since the beginning of the service?

Has the service remained constant over the years? What changes have been made?

What do you see as the major problems with the service? What are its major
strengths?

How would,Srou characterize the correctional center's role in this service?
The Department of Corrections'?

Who at the correctional center do you speak to when communications are
necessary?

Is he /she cooperative? Enthusiastic? What is his/her relatiOnship to the
library? Does he/she play a role in book selection? Staff, selection?
Programs?

How would you characterize the State Library's role in this'service?

What else would you like from the State Library?

How should LSCA funds be distributed to the systems? -Is the current method
gorpd?

Does your system pay erhead costs or are they taken from the LSCA funds?

What is your overhead for this service? What accountability for funds is there?

't

Do you feel that there should be standardized policies statewide (e.g., use of
audio-visual materials, instruction in legal research, orientations for staff .

and residents...)?

What should be left up to the local system to decide?

What spegifie suggestions do you have about the service?
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Should the present pattern of library service to correctional centers
through local,library systems be continued? JIhy?

How can the library systems share resources for this service?

Haw can the library community be persuaded to give increased acceptance and-
support to this service?

, MAy we see any joint agreements, letters of intent, etc. which you have with

the correctional center? A so, from the last, ten years?

.
..,

. ., .

QUESTIONS FOR STAFF OF THE GEN

.

BRARY
-

Name:

Position:
Institution:
Date:

How long have you been working in the library?

What is your formal educational
you gived?.

Who is your direct supervicor?

hierarchy?

fr)

experience? What in-service training wdre

Who is next higher in the administrative

Are these people supportive Of you and the library? '116w is the warden to

work with?

How would you characterize your relationship with thf correctiafial facility

staff? With education staff(at IYCs)?

HOw would you characterize your relationship with the library system staff?

What role, if any,', does the state DOC play in your service?

What role, if any,,does the State Library play in your service?

What are'the highlights /major strengths in'the services you provide?

4

- What are your major problems in providing the service?

Do you' have full responsibility for book selection? If natio/ha plays a role?

How do you decide what materials to purchase?'

Mat is the

How are the

Do you have
who plays a

proportion of fiction/nob-fiction? Hardback/paperback?

materials ordered? processed? cataloged? org- anized?

full responsibility' fgli writing your budget requests?' If not,

role?
;3
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Would statewide, standardized policies in certain areas (e.g., photocopying,
book selection, etc.) be helpful to you?

,What could the State Library, DOC, youi library system, or others do to make
your service easier to provide?

What program* do you offer through the library?

How much of the library use by residents is school - related

What are the most popular books/periodicals/AV that you. have? .

May. I please see circulation statistics for' the past 6 months?

How often may residents use the library? For how long at a time?

How do you serve residents in segregation?, protective custody? hospital?'

How do you publicize the library and its services?

How often do the staff use the library?

What type of material do staff usually b rrow/request?

How often do you use interlibrary loan to get requested mat als?
How long does it take to get them?

Do you have any other comment/suggestions you'd like to make?

Do you have an advisory committee?, If so, who is on it?

Do you hare a printed pthicy statemdit?

What-is your philosophy for this library?

Are you involved in the institution's total rehabilitation program?

Do you ever meet with other department heads of this center?

Do you meet regularly with other staff (department beads) of the library
system?

Do you have short and long range plans for the library?

Do you provide library orientation for new residents?

In what foreign languages do you have materials?

Do yoU have re-entry materials?

Do you have high-interest low-difficulty materials?
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LIBRARY CLERK INTERVIEW

Name:
Position:
Institution:
Date:

How long:lave you been working in the library?

How long had you been here before you got the. library assignment?

Why did you want to work in the library?
-

Do you like it?

What, are yOur main responsibilities?

Were you given any training for this job?

How far did you get in school on the outside?

Are,you taking classes now? What?

Do you use the library yourself? How often? What do you like to read?

What are the most popular books/periodicals/AV in the library? ,

How often may residents use the library? For how long at'a time?

How often does the staff use the library? ,

Is this li6rary adequate?
r

How could the library be improved?

Do you have any other comments you'd like to make?

QUESTIONS FOR STAFF OF THE LAW LIBRARY

Naie:
Position:
Institution:
Date:

What is your educational background?

What is your work experience?

Do you have any special training in.handling or interpreting legal materials?

Is yhere
t

any provision for continuing or updatidg your or your assistants'
training in the use of legal materials? --
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Do you have assistfintain he law library? Are they inmates? ,DOC employees?
Library system.employeesi

Are there any legal rese rch courses offered,to inmates by the law,library?
By the institution? Liv , tape or print?

Is there anyone you ca consult if you donsfunderstand what type of legal
information is needed r.y are. inmate? Who?

Arethere categories of materials or types of requests the law 'library will
not fill? -Describe.

,t °

-.To your knowledge,
igiovided by the law library? Describe.

inmates have access to legal information other than that

pescrlhe inmates' ttitudes toward the law library. Do they differ from their
attitudes toward e general library?

Do you have adeq ate resources (time, money, staff) to do your job well?,

How would you i prove library service` at your' institution?

Have you worke in a prison law library in- another state? Or another prison
in Illinois? How did it differ from your preseht library?

Do you plan to continue a career as a prison laW librarian,indefinitely?_
Why or why not?

Do you assist inmates to file legal documents? If nh; who does?

Is there a notarypubkic available, to inmates?

Are there typing and copying facilities in the law library? Els'ewhere in the

institution? What are the restrictions on their use?

Does the law library supply legal forms to inmates?

Does service to inmates in segregation liffer from service to the general
population?, How?

INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR WARDENS /SUPERINTENDENTS /

Name:
Position:

Institution:
Date:

. Who provides library services here?
a.

Was there a libtary before the library system bedame involved? What was it

like?

How easy is it to work with the librarian?
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Do you receive complaints about the library from'residents? Staff?
1.

How would you. characterize the library systeiTs .involvement?

Who, do you spe'ak to if a problem arises?

What are the problems with, haying the library run by an outsAde,agency?.

What are the advantages? .

N1
Could-you foresee librry services being provLded and funded by the DOC?

Should the current pattern of library sTrice be continued? Why?

How -often can the residents rise the library? For how long at a time?

Ip the current library adequate? /1low can it be improved?

What assistante would you like from..the library system which you're not

getting nowt From the DOC? From the State Library?

Hoy are .rAesident -library staff selected? How are they paid?

Do you have any. other comments/su1 ggbstions iipu'd like to make?

is -the total budget-far-the-institatipn?

Are there short and/or long-range plansfor the library?

Is the librarign paid commensurately with the guards and the educational

Is the resident libraryrstaffpaid equivalently with other prison assign-

mentsaof residents?
.

, 0
°

.

Isthere lh Orientatton for new residents, and does it include the library?
,,'..

.
. .

Are there regular meetings of the center staff? Is the librarian inanded 4 ,5''i

in these meetings? t
,.. .
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My name is' . I'm from the Univer-
sity of Illinois Library Research Center, We are doing.an evaluation of the
library services provided in Illinois state prisons. Part of it is based on
interviews with residents like yourself, who bave been selected at randqm by
a computer. We will not even ask your name, and everything you say will be
kept confidential. In S4Ptember, a report will be given to both the State
Libi.ary and the Department of Corredtions, but no .one will be able to identify
where we got our information or to trace your comments and answers. We hope
that the report will result in better library services but I cannot make you
any specific promises. How the report is used is up to the State Library and
the Department of Corrections. Is it all right with you if I ask you some
questions about the library here?

Date
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RESIDENT INTERVIEW

Institution

Explanatory, Statement

Age:
Race:

Sex:

Educational/reading level: ("How far did you get in school on the outside?")

Length of sentence: Length already served:

Commitment to other Illinois correctional centers:
Did you use the library there?

Any library use before prison: (school, college, public) ("Did you every use
a library on the outside?")

Is there a library here? How did you find out about it?'

Do you use it? What for? In-library use? Check out materials?

Are you taking any-classes now? Do you use the library for class work?

I

How often do you use the library? Would you use itmore often if you could?

Other than the library, how do you get reading materials?' Mail? Visitors?
Can you order books from stores? Publishers?

What.do you like about the library? ,What don't you like?

Have you had any problems with 1:0
. :

c

Did you ever go to the. library for a book and find that it 'wasn't there?
, What did you do? Interlibrary loan?

Did you ever see a film 'at the library? 'Go to a book discussion group?
Any other program?

Is-there a law library here? Have you ever Useditt? How often?
What were You trying to find out/to do?
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Have you every filed a document with the court since you came here?

Did you have someone help you with it? Who? Another resident? Public
defender?

Have you ever helped anyone else with a legal document?

What do you do if you have a question (legal or not) and don't know how to
answer it?

Are you reading a book/magazine now? What? Is that your favorite kind?

Is there any book which has been especially important/meaningful to you
during your life?

Would it make Ny difference to you if there were no libraries here? How?

Do you know who provides the library services here?

/7---

-
Is there anything else you'd like to tell nie about the library?

Thank you for talking with me.

INSTITUTION VISIT EVALUATION SHEET

Date Institution

FACILITY

Location Atmosphere
Decor and furnishings (including colors used, decorations, carpeting)

Lighting Space (including number of chairs, study
carrelsy tables, etc.)

Is law library in same facility? Relationship between two. Other comments.

MATERIALS

Physical condition, age
Paperbacks vs. hardbacks
Periodicals
Variety Foreign languages? Which? ABE, GED, and voc ed? Re-entry?

Hi/Lo?

Reference collection
Staff materials? Housed separately? Shelved separately?
Games and realia
AV, including records and cassettes fot resident use
Typewriters, xerox machine
Other comments
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ORGANIZATION

Are materials cataloged? Deyey, LC, or other?

Is there a card/bopk/microfiche catalog of this facility's holdings? Of

the system's?

How are materials shelved?

Signage

Do all materials circulate? ...What procedures are used?

Other comments

STAFF

How many present yi.ring visit? Civilian/resident ratio?

Is a guard stationed in/by library?

Other Comments

USE

Note any use during vist. 'Whcilhow many 'people came to libtary? For what

purpose? Etc. -/

,4
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Appendix B. Summary of Inmates' Responses tp Interview Questions

1. By correctional center

Adult centers Youth centers
Centralia 11/6% Dixon Springs 4/2%
Dwight 6/3% DuPage 4/2% ,

East Moline 2/1% Hannah City 2/1%
Graham 12/7% Joliet 1 3/2%
Joliet 10/6% Kankakee 4/2%
Logan 8/4% Pere Marquette 4/2%
Menard 24/13% St. Charles 5/3%
Menard Psychiatric 4/2% Valey View /2%
Pontiac 23/13% (Subtotal 39/17%)
Sheridan '6/3%
Stateville, 23/13%
Vandalia 12/7%
Vienna 10/6%
(Subtotal 151/83%) Total 181/100%

2. By age

`Under 18: 25/14%
18-21: 35/19%
22-30: 76/42%

3. By race

Black: 113/62%
White: 59/33%

d

4. By sex

%

31-40: 28/16%
41-50: 8/4%
51+ : 9/5%
Total: 181/100%

Latin: 7/4%
Other: 2/1%

Total: 181/100%.

Male: 172/95% Female: 9/5%
Total: 181/100%

5. By level of formal education completed

1-6th grade: '2/1%
7-9th grade: 49/27%

10-11th grade: 72/40%

6. By length of sentence

Up to 6 years: 90/50%
7-20 years: 64/35%

high school graduate: 45/25%
1-2 years of college: '12/7%
3-4 years of college: , 1/1%
Total: .181/100%

21+ years: 26/14%
death: 1/1%

181/100%
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7. By length of time, already s rved

Up to 6 months: 31/17% 4-10 years:
7 -11 months: 23/13% 11-20 years:
1-3 years: 82/45% Total:

40/22%

5/3%
181/1x00%

8. By commitment to any other Illinois correctional center

.

Yes, one other: 61/34% No: 86/48%
Yes, two others: 29/16% Total: 181/100%
Yes, 3+ others: 5/3%, r

9. Did you use the library there?

Yes: 54/57%
No: 20/21%

No answer: 21/22%
Total: 95/100%

10. Did you use any library before you were sent to prison?
A r

Yes - school library: 12/7% Yes - school, public & college: 1/1% l'c,;X

Yes - public library: 77/42% No (or very seldom): 36/20%
Yes - school & public: 53/29% No answer: 2/1%

Total: 181/100%

11. How did you find out about the library here?

Orientation: 43/24% Saw it_or saw announcement of it: 50/28%
Other 'residents: 64/35% . Other: 5/3%
Prison staff: 11/6% No answer: 8/4% //

Total: 181/100%

12. Do you use it?

Yes: 151/84%
No: 18/10%

In protectiv' custody or segregation: 12/7%
spottl: 181/100%

13. What do you use the'iibrary for? (more than one answ possible)

To check out materials: 123/46% For socializing: A/1%
For in-library reading: 128/48% Other: 4/1%
For music or audiovisuals: 6/2% . Total: 267/100%
For quiet and relaxation: 2/1%

14. Are you taking classes now?

Yes: .85/47% . No answer: 31/17%
No:- 65/36% Total:* 181/100%

15. Do you use the library for class work?

Yes: 41/48%
No: 42/49%

No answer: 2/2%

Total: 85/100%

.17
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16. How often do-you use the libraiyq
. . .

Daily: .20/11%
2-3 times a week: 35/19%

Weekly: 27/15%
2-3 times a month: 25/14%

Mobthlyi 20/11%
Less often than once a month: 23/13%

Never or once/6nly: 27/14%
No answer: 4,2%
Total: 181/100%

17. Would you use the-library more if you could?

..yes: 115/64% No answer: 18/10%

No: 46/25% Total; 181/100%

Maybe: 2/1%

18. -Other than the library, haw do ydu get reading materials? (more than one

answer possible)

Mail: 72/28%
Visitors: 31/12%

Order from stores or
publishers: 27/11%

Buy at canteen: 3/1%

Borrow from other residents: 80/31%

Other: 16/6%

None: 27/11%
Total: 256/100%

19. 'What do you like about the library? (more than one answer possible)

The books: 53/25%
Magazines and newspapers: 12/6%
Music and other materials: 16/8%
Social place: 3/1%
Quiet/place to relax: 46/22%

20. What don't you like? (more than one

Access to library/hours
open, etc.: 51/22%

Library staff: 33/15%
Library rules: 20/9%
Physical layout and location:
Library materials,: 70/31%

Library staff, ease of
access, etc.: 30/14%

Interlibrary loan: 3/1%

Escape from boredom: 4/2%

Physical layout andaocation: 10/5%
Reading materials in general: 31/15%

Total: 208/100%

answer possible5

Need instruction in how to
use the library: 6/3%

Long wait for requested
materials: 12/5%

21/9% Other:" 14/6%
Total: 227/100%

21. Have you had any problem(s) with the library? (more than one answer

possible)

No: 108/75% 1Yes, with,hours open: 14/10%

Yes, with library, staff: 10/7% Yes, other: 4/3%

Yes, with overdues: 6/4% Total: 142/100%

22. Did you ever go to the library for a book and find it waset ther

Yes: 100/55% , No answer: 34/19%

No: 47/46% Total: 181/100%
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23. If yes, what did you do, about it? (more than one answer possible)

Asked library staff for/help; for a reserve, etc.: 46/42%
Used interlibrary loan4 33/30%
Gave up: 13/12%
Took another book: 1/10%
Kept on looking fo it: 3/3%
Got it elsewhere: 3/3%
Total: 109/100%

24. Did you ever se a film at the library?

Yes (inclu
No: 119/ %

No answe
Total:

ing TV, filmstrip, etc.): 30/17%

: 32/18%
181/100%

25. Did yo,1 ever go'to a book discussion group or other program in
he library?

es: 6/3%

No: 138/76%
No answer: 37/20%
Total: - 181/100%'

26 Have you ever used the law library here?

Yes: 87/48% No answer: 39/22%
No: 55/30% Total: 181/100%

27. If yes, how often?

2-3 times a week: 10/11%
Weekly: 8/9%
2-3 times a month: '6/7%
Monthly; 10/11%
Less often than
once a month: 16/18% .

Infrequently: 14/6%
Once only: 17/20%
No answer: 6/7%
Total: 87/100%

28. What were you trying to find out/to do?

Work on own case: 62/72%
Work on someone else's case: 1/1%
Work on own case and on someone else's case:
Learn about law in general: 14/16%
No answer: 6/7%
Total: 87/100%*

3/3%

29. Have you ever filed a document with the courts since you came here?

Yes: 50/28% No answer: 90/50%
No: 41/23% Total: 181/100%

30. If yes, did anyone else help you with it?

Yes: 39/80%
No: 10/20%
Total: 49/100%

15
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31. 'If yes, who:

Law library aerk: 20/51%

Ano9 resident: 13/33%
Own attorney or public defender: 6/15%
Total: 39/100%

32. Have you ever helped

Yes: 31/17%
No: 49/27%

anyone else with a legal document?

No answer: 101/56%
Total: 181/100% .

33. What do you do if you have a question (legal or non-legal) and don't
know how to answer it?

Ask another resident: 37/20%
Ask a counselor or other prison staff: 34/19%

Ask library staff member: 44/24%

Use the library: 24/13%

Write or ask an attorney:--8/4%
Other (don't know, depends on the question, etc.): 12/7%

No answer: 21/12%
Total: 181/100%

34. Are you reading a book or magazine now?

Yes: 140/77% No answer: 5/3%

No:' 36/20% Total: 181/100Z

35. If it's a book, what kind is it?

Biography or history: 12/10%

Spprts: 1/1%
Poetry: 4/4%

'Occult or religion: 14/12%
Nonfiction in general; 38/33%

36. If it's a magazine, what kind is it?

Science fiction: 7/6%

Western: 4/4%

Mysteries: 10/9%

Romances: 3/3%
Fiction in general: 21/18%

Total: 114/100%

Sports: 7/21% Standard subject: 2/6%

Picture or comic: 12/36% Not specified: 2/6%

News: 8/24% Total: 33/100%

Religious: 2/6%

7. Is what you are reading your favorite kind?

Yes: 101/77%
No: 31/23%
Total: 132/100%

153
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38. Is there any book which has.been especially important/meaningful to
you in your life?

Yes: 85/47X No answer: 5/2%
No: 91/50% Total: -181/100%

39. Would it make any difference ,to you if there were no library here ?.

\ Yes: 149/82% No answer: 11/6%
No: 21/12% Total: 181/100%

40. If yes, in what way? (more than one answer possible)

Relief from boredom: 50/25%
Availability of. reading materials: 62/31%
Opportunity for self-education, information seeking,

keep up with outside world, etc.: 40/20%
Quiet place: 7/4%

Access to legal materials: 28/14%
Other (photocopy service, etc.): 12/6%
Total: 199/100%

41. Do yOu know who provides the library service here?

Yes (correct): 45/25% No answer: .9/5%
No (or incorrect): 127/70% Total: 181/100%

.0

150
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Appendix C. Summary of Responses to Correctional Library Survey

(a)

1
Item (note 3)

1( Libra
a. S
b..Books
c. Periodicals
d. AV materials

e.

f.

R.

h.

2(11
a.

b.

3(11

4 (II

a.

b.

5 (II

a.

b.

c.

,d.

e.

R.
h.

Maximum Security Correctional Centers

(b)

Dwight

AV equipment
Other equipment
Supplies
All other (note
TOTAL

1). Number
Law books

General

2). Number

3). Number
Legal

General

(c)

Joliet
(d) (e) (f)

Menard Menard SU Menard PC

urea for 1980/81 (with funds from ISLE.

4),

(g)

Pontiac
(h)

Stateville

$18,947
7,491

1,641

846

160
2,388
1,357

$32,237
6,186
1,860

248'

375

LLYA

$59,053

) 32,167

1,576

}. 1,93

2,234
13,334

$20,363

11,092

544

} 668

770

4,598

$32,584

17,747

870
-1\

) 1,068

1,232

7 357

$47,822
12,684
2,955

210

364
4,072
2,524

ifal2R

$64,446
16,813
4,198

1,200

, 4,514

4 122

44/05r. $110,300 $38,035 46;iM 15TSF9 445;148

of hard cover books added in 1980/81 / number held at end of 4980/81.

233/2116 86/2372 175/4528 - -/25 600/2578
?/295

1,-. 420/4604 277/5376 2107/18,777 847/3100 1154/5810

of paperback books added in 1980/81 / number held at end of

1023/6936 , --/704 --/7640.

4.7/5 9

of periodical
1/4

4). Number of titles of
fd the ,correctional

Films/filmstrips .

Slides
Records,
Audio cassettes

subscriptions added in 1980/81 / number held
- -/18 --/6

"7/2

-=/79 8/108 17/40

775/4087 190/7500

213/8000 862/5100

1980/81.

792/2246 2422/17,000

at end of 1980/81.
--/4 20/23

--/A4 2/119

each type of audiovisual materials / number of pieces of equipment available

center library for that format.

311/1
or tapes

1400/25

Videotapes & videochssettes

Microform
Realia
Other (see note 6

7/2 46/46

50/1 --

--/1 110/140 70/1
..- ' . .

63/4 1646 225/8.

39/2
- -

15/15 --/6

42/2

2/1
440W

150/8

- -
--/8

302/4

435/5

-

3/ - -

--/150

--/20

--/73

12/3

--/1

134/1

73/5

65/4

--/3



App. C5 coned (p. lb)

Maximum Security Correctional Centers
(a) (b) (c) (d) (p) (f) (g) (h)Item (note .3) Dwight Joliet Menard Menard SU Menard PC pAntiac Stateville

6(11 5). Who is responsNe for selecting library
materials for purchase? (see note 7)

L IL SC IL IL
DOC

7(11 6). DO these selections need approval from4any member of the DOC staff?
No 'No No . No

Yes
No

IL

No

IL

No

8(111 A). Which of the following serVices or programa does the correctional center library presently provide?(See note 8 for code for answers)

1/2/4/5/8/ 2-11/14-15/ 2-4/8-10/ 2/5/8 1-3/4/7-9 1-3/5/ 2-5/6-10/129/11/13 17-24 20/22/25 20-21/25 8-10/13 14/19/26-30

9(111 B). Which of the following types of material does the correctional center provide? (See note 9 for codefor answers)

1/3/4/5/7 1-8 1-7 1-5/7 1-7/10 '1/3-5/7 2-6/9-10

10(111 C 1). Total number of hours the library is open per week.~
48 50 40 ' 20 30 ; 22.5 52.5

40

11(III C 2). Number of evening (after 6 PM) and weekend hours the libraryjts open.
8 20 0 . 14 0 0 10

11..

12(111 C 3). Number of hours allowed per resident per week to visit the library.-- .48 0-20 5-8 5 30 10 10.5
7.5

..
13(111 C 4). Is the library kept open when the regular library staff is not available?

No No No No No
, No No

...

14(111 C 5). How many residents are allowed in the library at one time? (see note 10)
25 50 40 NL 30 75 110

5

15(111 C 6). Are residents usually allowed
to leave work areas to visit the library?

Yes No Yes Yes Yes
No

1 61.

No No



App. C, cont'd (p. lc)

Its (note 3)

(b)

Dwight

C 7).,Now are persons
a. Wapitis'.

b. Segregation 2

(c)

Joliet

Maximum Security Correctional Centers

-(d) (e) (f)

Menard Menard SU Menard PC

served who are 4n:
4

2/4

c. Adminstrative 2 2/4

segregation
d. Other 3 5

(see note

1/6

7/8

,7/8

1/6

)1 fOr code for
NA
NA
8/9

NA
8/9

answers)
- 2

2

2

3

C . What is the approximate reading. area Apace in square feet?

450 950 1270 . 40 (note 12) 532

(g)

Pontiac
(h)

Stateville

10 2

2 2/8

2 2

.3 2

828. 4000

18(III C 9). What procedures are followed when requested material of the following kind is not in the

library? (note 13),
,

a. Legal 1/2 1/3 1/4 ) 1 2/1

b. School 1/2 1 1 )- 3/1/4 1 2/1

c. Cameral 1/2 ' 1 - 1 ) 1 2/1

19(IV 1). Does the person in charge have a library school degree?
library-related course work?

Yea, No/Yes No/Yes

/ If noljhas

No/No

20(IV 2). Is this library the o y responsibility of the person in charge? / If

ibilities bri ly f and estimate the average number of hours p

th other duties. (see note, 14)

Yes/--/-- Yes/--/-- No/1-2/2
No/2/20

i

21(IV ). Is the librarian responsible for operating more than'one library?
No - No Yes Yes

41

1'

the person in tharge ,hed

No/No Yee/- -

no, degcrilt other
er week spen hon

es/ -ri: - No / - - / --

V

RR

1

1

Yes/--

No Yes Yes

I

At



App. C cont'd (p. Id)

Maxims= Security Correctional Centers
(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g) (h)
Item Inote 3) Dwight Joliet Menard Menard SU Menard PC Pontiac Stateville

22(IV 4). For each type,of staff the number of employees/resident (R) or civilian (C)/professional (P), para.;
professional (PP), clerical (C), or maintenance (M) / number of hours worked per week by each person /
and source of salary funds (I for Illinois State- Library,'D for Department of Corrections).

a. Institutional librarian aad dssistant institutional librarian,
1 /C /P /35/I 1 /C /PP /37.5/I

b. System coordinator of institutional services
1/C/P/13/I

c. Library assistant
fa- I /C /PP /37.5/I

d. Library clerk 1/R/C/40/I 2/R/C/37.5/I

e. Legal clerk 2/R/C/40/I 2/R/C/37.5/I

f. Clerical supervisor

1/C/PP/37.5/1

g. Legal advocate 2/R/PP/37.5/I

1 /R /PP /37.5/I

1/C/P/40/I 1/C/P/40/I 1/C/P/40/I 1 /C /P /35/I 2/C/P/37.561
1/C/P/20/I

1/C/P/6/I 1/C/P/10/I

1 /C /C /40 /I 1/C/C/35/I , 1 /C /C /37.5/L...

1/C/c/20/I

7/R/C/35/I 2/R/C/18/I 3/R/C/40/I 10/R/C/30/I 1 /R /PP /37.5/I

1/R/C/15/D 2/R/C/20/I 5/R/C/37.5/I
1JC /C /40 /D

3/R/C/35/I 1/R/C/40/I 5 /R /C /30 /I 3/R/PP/37.5/I
2/R/C/37.5/I

1/C/PP/3A45/1
1 /R /PP /37.5/I

1 /R /C/37.5/I

5/R/PP/31.5/1



App. C cont'd (p. 2a)

(a)

Item (note 3)

1(1). Library
46 Salaries
bt,Soeks
c. Periodicals
d. AV materials

O

Maximum Security CG.

li

Medium Security Correctional Centers

n.

(i) (j) (k)'
Stateville Statetille '

MSU Staff Lib. Centralia

expenditures for

$13,51,9
2,000

875

1980/81 (with
$14,000

'F4

a. Wequipment 800
f. Other equipment 150 --
g. Supplies 400 250
b. All other (note 4)' 700------- 50
L, TOTAL ,, 18,465 $14,380

funds from.1SL).,

(1) (m) (n)

Graham 'Logan

. $14,169'" . $38,251 $49,315
59,306

' 2,701

' 6,599 ,

2,400 19,028

19,883 .1,250"

) 47,021
3,487

4,565 650 3,000
.%299, 14 108 11114)_

$150,944 W;05. $82,723

2(11 1). Number of hard cover books added in 1980/81 / number held at end of 1980/81. .

a. Law books 65/385 --/16 1405/1405 200512005 107/1889
b. General 264/2190 -6/653 1593/1593, 9800/9800 949/4163

3(11,2). Number of paperback books added in 1980/81 / number held at end of 41,11(81.

--/850 --/27 556/556 (note 5) 9/8647

4(11 3). Number of
as,Legal
141General

periodical subscriptions added in 1980/81q number held at
5/5 1/1

105/105 59/59

2/6

3/35

5(11 4). Number of titles of each type of au iovisual materials
in the correctional center library f r that fprmat.

a. Films/filmstrips --/2 --/1
b. Slicks
c. ReCords 37/1
di- Audiocassettes or tapes

29/2

e. Videotapes & videocassettes
14/1

f. Microform
g. RealiA
h. Other (see note 6) - 75/0

9
(o)

Sheridan Vandalia

$25,380

10004
4,241
618

596

7,832
1,440

16,258

70,169

170/3354

261/3776

end of 1980/81.
--/2

--/64

/ number of pieces of

$24,337
23,600
3,899

319

) 8,177

2,281

5,082
$67,695

17s11;700

878/4430

- /10 .550h389

14
4/16

2/92 5/100

equipment available

600/7 173/3
?/1 --/l t

287/2 r-/1

84/1 766/5

3/--
.313/1

16 1

40

22/--

17/--



App. C. cone,a (p. 2b)

Maximum Security CC Medium Security Correctional Centers
(a) . (1) (j) (k) , (1) (m) (n) (0)

Stateville. Stateville

Item (note 3) MSU Staff Lib. Centralia Graham 118a2__---."C"-
Sheridan VAndalia

6(11 5). Who is responsible for selecting library materials for purchase? (see note 7)
IL/HL IL /S

t

SC IL IL IL IL

fir7(11 6). Do these selections need approval from any membir of the DOC staff?
No . No N6 No No No , No

. .
,

8(111 A). Which of the following services or progran'te does the correctional center library presently provide?
(See note 8 for code for pnswevs)

2-4/8-11/1316 1-4/9-11/13/' 1-2/8/10/19/ 1-2/4/8-107 1-2/4-5/ '1-3/5/8-13/ 2/8/10/19/
15/20/22-23/27 15-16/31 22/25/32 13/33 8/10 16 22/25/32/34

9(111 B). Which of the following types bf material does the correctional center provide? (See note 9 for code
rot- answers)

,

1-7/9 - 3-4/11 1-7 1/3/5-7 1/3-5/7 7/10/12 1/7 ;

A,

10(III C 1). Total number of hours the library is open per week.
37.5 - 20 40 56 65 37 ' 4b

11(III C 2). Number of evening (after 6,,PM) and weekend hours the library.is'open.
8 0 I6 10 24 4

...
6 1

12(111 C 3). Number of hours allowed per resident per week to visit the library. (see note 10)
NL NL , NL 27 NL NL NL

.

13(111 C 4). Is the library kept open when the 'replier library staff is not available?
..

No ' No Nct' No No . No No
op

.14(III C 5). How many residents are,allowed in the library-at one time? (see note 10)
NL, ' $1, , NL . NI.' NL 35, 20

.15(111 C 6). Are residenti usually allowed to leave work areas to visit the library?
No' No Yes No No . No No

.
1,..*

4

o



App. C. cont'd'Ip. 20.

'Maximum Security CC Medium Security Correctional Centers
(a) ' (i) (3) ' (k) . (1) (0)

Stateville Stapeville
'tea (note 3) HSU Staff Lib. Centralia Graham :122en

(n)

Sheridan

(o)

Vandalia

16(111 C 7). How are persons served who are in: (see note 11 for code for answers)
a. Hospital . NA 1k NA 7/10 6 10
14. Segregation NA NA 10 , 2 t \ 10
c. Administretive NA NA NA . 2 10

aegregatimp
d. Other "n , NA NA NA.

17(III C 8). What is the approximagesding area space ins square feet?
300 45Q .1900 3752 200

10

8

8

2460

11

10

10

456
.

18(111 C 9). What procedures are followed when requested material of the following kind is not in the library? .,s,

...

(see note 13)

-,

...

kp(tv 1). Roes the person-in charge have a libr! ary school degree? / If no, has the 'person in charge had
library-related coursalrork?

No/Yes No/Ye Yes / -- Yes/ - - Yeah-- Yes/ - - Yes/ - -

a. Legal 3/1 3/4/1 1 I 1 1 1 -

b. School 1 1 1 1 1 1 . 1,

c..General'
. . 1, 1 1 . 1 1 1 1

20(1V 2). Is this library the only responsi lity of the person in charge? /If,po, describe other
responsibilities briefly / and estimate the average number of hours per'-week spent on , -

these other duties. 14
Yes/ - -/ -- No/3/20 Yes/ - -e--' No /3/8 yes/ - -/ - - yes/ - -/ - - No/3/?

.

21(1r 3). Is the librarian responsible for operating more than one.library? 1

4
No No Yes . Yes' No No

N:

16 6

,Yes



App. C cont'd (p. 2d)

um Security CC Medium Security Correctional Centers
(a) (i) (j) (k) (1) (m) (n) (o)

Stateville Stateville
Item (note 3) HSU Staff Lib. Centralia Graham ' Logan Sheridan Vandalia

22(1V 4). For each type of staff the number of employees/resident (R) or civiliam (C) / professional (P), para-
professional (PP), clerical (C), or maintenance (H) / number of hours worked per week by each person -/
and source of salary funds (I for Illinois State Library, D for Departmeht of Corrections).

a. Institutional librarian and assistant institutional librarian

1/C/P/40/I 1/C/P/32/1 2/C/P/35/1 2/C/P/10/1.

b. System coordinator of institutional service*,

-- -- 1 /C /P /20 /I 1/C/P/20/I

c. Library assistant

1/C/EP/37.5/1 1/C/PP/40/I 2/C/C/40/I 1 /C /C /40 /I. Ln
In

d. Library clerk
u

1/R/C/37.5/1 2/R/c/40/1 2/R/C/25/I 1/c/c/35/1 2/R/c/40/D 1/C/C/40/I
2/R/C/35/I 1/R/C/40/I

e., Legal clerk 1/R/PP/37.5/i 1/C/C/40/I 2/R/C/25/I 3 /R /C /35/I 1tit/c/40/D 2/R/C/40/I
2/R/C/40/1 1/C/C/25/1-,

f. Clerical supervisor

g. Legal advocate

h. Other 1/R/M/25/D

167



Apia- C cont'd (p. 3a)

Minimum Security CC Youth Centers
[ (p) (q) (r) (e) (t) (u) (v)

Item (note 3) E. Moline Vienna Dixon Spg DuPage Hanna Joliet Kankakee

1(I). Library expenditures for 1980/81 (with funds from ISL)
a. Salaries $25,858 $42,763 $10,182 . $27,127 $32,015
b. Books 8,408 1,144

) 23,293 ) 5,546c. Periodicals 175 , 738
) '1,477

d. AV materials . 1,142 272 137 388

e. AV equipment -- 209 ..-
, ) 1,402 ) r 334f. tither equipment 864 -- 9

g. Supplies 54 1,617 385 161 45
h. All other 137 9,656 2 299 73 12.2126

TOTAL 35,497 $79,873 $19917 0 $29,569 MAN
2(11 1). Number of hard cover books added in 1980/81 / number held at end of 1980/81.
Mt. Law books 1005/1005 1112/2737 -- 1/46 5/27
b. General 2000/2000 1844/11,104 292/2062 226/2294 184/983

-

'(II 2). Number of paperback books added in 1980/81 / number held at end of 1980/81.
500/500 863/5196 342/1556 252/2558 200/803 t--4300 .--4510--

4(11 3): Number of periodical subscriptions added in 1980/81 / number held at end of 1980/81.
a. Legal -- --/2 -- -- --/3 6/6 --
b. General 3/3 ./ .-36/65 --/33 < 4/35 --/50 --/60 --/29

5'(11 4). Number of titles of each type of_audiovisual materials/ number of pieces of equipment available
in the correctional center library for diet format.

a.-sPitMe/filmstrips -- 16/3 129/6 184/9 12/5 45/3
b. Slides -- 428/-- 8/1

) 166/12
-- --/1 --/1

c. Records s 0/2 238/-- , 4/-- 140/2 7/-- 20/1 --/1
d. Audio caseettes or tapes .

-- 719/6 126/8 15/7 579/16 --/7 53/4

$28,463
1,167

270
284

'--
64

282

$11,250
919

439
--

-- ,...

--
120

365

t

,
r-.

Ln
CR

1567529

--/25
175/3500

$13,093

/8
203/2140,

0

e. Videotapes & videocassettes

f. Microform
g. Realia
h. Other (see note 6)

63/-- --/1 66/7 14/1 1
-- -- --

1/-- -- 1(4--
--

--/9 36/2
q

158/-- 14 /--f --/1
)

163



App. C cont'd (p. 3b)

' Minimum Security CC Youth Centers
(a) (p) (q) (r) (s) (u) (v)
Item (note 3) E, Moline Vienna Dixon Spgs DuPage Hanna Joliet Kankakee

6(11 5). Who is responsible for selecting library materials for purchaseZ (see note 7)
IL IL SC IL IL SC

7(11 6). Do these selections need approval from any member of the DOC.staff?
No No No No

SC.

No No No

8(111 A). Which of the following services or programs does the correctional center library presently provide?
(See note 8 for code for answers)

2/5/8-10 1-2/4/8/ 2- 4/9 -10 1-2/4/10/ 1-2/7-11/ 1-4/8-10/ 2-4/8-11/13/
10-11/19 32/35-36 13/16 12/15/17/24 16/22/37

9(111 B). Which of the following types of material does the correctional center provide? (see note 9 for code
for answers)

1-3/5 1-8/12 1/3-6 2-5/7 1/3-5/7/13 1-3/7 3-5

10(III C 1). Total number of hours the library is open per week. -

_ - 36 68 25 - - 30- - -... 40 -37.5 -37..5

11(III C 2). Number of evening (after 6 PM) and weekend hours the library is open.
12 20 6 0 0 Q 2

12(111 C 3),. Number of hours allowed petresident per week to visit the library. (see note 10)
NL 58 25 NL 4 1 NL

13(111 C 4). Is the library kept open ;hen the regular library staff is not available?
No No No No ? No Sometimes

14(111 C 5). How many residents are allowed in the library at one time? (see note. 10)
NL l 40 20 15 15 16 12

15(111 C 6). Are residents usually allowed to leave work areas to visit the library?
No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

41,
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. C cont'd 3c)

Minimum Security CC r Youth Centers

(a) (p) (q) (r) (s) (t) (u) (v)

Item note 3) E. Moline Vienna Dixon Spgs DuPage Hanna Joliet Kankakee

A , '

A6(III 7). How are persons served who are in: (see note 11 for code for answers)

a. Hos ital 10 10 -- NA NA 10 10

b. Segre. tio 10 11 11

c. Administrative NA 10 111
NA 8 NA

NA NA -'NA

segregation
__ 12 -- ,

& Other

'17(III C 8). What is the approximate reading area space in sqdare feet?
. 2000 800 225 540 583 600 100

48(III C 9). What procedures are followed when requested material of the following kind isnot in the

library? (see note 13)

a. Legal' 4 r 1 3/1

b. School NA 1 1 3/1

--General, -1-- _ 1.. - 3/1

1 1/3 3/1 .., I-.

1 1/3 1

___ 1, 1/1 ___ 1 , co

1). Does the person,in charge have a library school degree?! If no, has the person in charge had

library-related course work?
No/Yes Yes/-- No/No Yes/-- No/Yes Yes/ No/Yes

20(IV 2). Is this library the only responsibility of the person in charge? / If no, describe other
zesponsibilities briefly tend estimate the average number of hours per week spent on

these other duties.

Yes/--/-- No/3/7 Yes/--/-- Yes/--/-- Yes/--/-- No/3/5.5 Yes7--/--

21(IV 3). Is the librarian responsible for, operating more than one library?
A 0

No Yes No

I

No Yes No No

170
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App. C cont'd (p. 3d)

Minimum Security CC Youth Centers
(a) (p) (e) (r) (a) (t) (u) (v)Item (note 3) E Moline Vienna Dixon Spgs DuPage Hanna Joliet Kankakee

22(1V 4)e For each type of staff the
number of employees/resident (R),or civilian (C) / professional (P), pare-plpfessional (PP), clerical (C), or maintenance (M) / number of hours worked per week by each person /and source ofsalary funds (I for Illinois State Library, D for Department of Corrections).

a. Institutional librarian and assistant institutional librarian
1/C/P/40/I 1/C/P/40/I I /C/P/37.5/I 1/C/P/40/I 1 /C /P/37.5/I

b. System coordinator of institutional services
1/C/P/9/I 1/C/P/2/I 1/C/P/3.5/1

c. Library assistant

1/C/P/40/I 1/C/C/25/1 1/C/PP/26.5/.1 1/C/PP/40/I 1 /C /PP /37.5/I 1 /C /PP /37.5/I

d. Library clerk 1/R/C/16/I 5/R/C/30/I

e. Legal clerk 1/C/PP/40/I 1/R/C/30/I

f. Clerical supervisor

g. Legal advocate

h. Other 1/R/M/16/I

1/R/C/10/D -2/R/C/10/D 1/R/C/15/D
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App. C

(a)

cont'd (p. 4a)

Item (note 3)

Youth Centers
(w) (x) ; (y)

Pere St. Valley
Marquette Charles View

1(I). Library expenditures for 1980/81 (with funds from ISL).
a. Salaries
b. Books
c: Periodicals
d. AV materials

a. AV equipment

f. Other equipment
g. Supplies

h. All other (note 4)
TOTAL

2(11 1). Number
a. Law books
b. General

3(11 2). Number

4(11 3). Number
a. Legal

b. General

$13,550 $24,834 $29,552
2,279 1,566 586

750 618 592
1,352 203 5

341 211
-- --
285 158 122

4,024 292 62
$22,581 129,882 $30,9f0

of hard cover books added in 1980/81 / number held at end of
_ - 8 /'l

1065/3081 3044/4457 416/3701

of paperback books added in 1980/81 / number
(note 5) 777/800 319/1607

of periodical subscriptions added in 1980/81
-- --/5 --/3

9/40 --/33 5/74

5(11 4). Number of titles of each type of AV materials
correctional center library for that format.

1980/81.

held at end of 1980/81.

/ number held at end of 1980/81.

/ number of pieces of equipment available in the

Films/filmstrips
Slides
Becorda

79/2

) 181/3

59/--

111/5

3/1

60/3

356/--

/8

222 ( /1

kits( /1

/3

49/--

And cassettes
or t pea

tapes & vIdeocaisettes

f. Microtorm
v g. Reakia

hr009ar (see note 6)
.

1'72
9



App. C cont'd (p. 4b)

O

Youth Centers

(a) (w) (s) (y)

Pere St Valley

Item (note 3) Marquette ' Charles View

6(11 5). Who is responsible for selecting library materials for purchase? (see note 7)
SC IL IL

7(11 6). Do these selections need approval from any member of the DOC staff?
No No No

ot.

8(111 A). Which of the following services or programs does the correctional center library presently provide?
(see note 8 for code for answers)

2-3 1-5/7-11/12/16 1-2/4/9-11/13

9(111 B) Which of the following types of material does the correctional center provide? (see note 9 for code
for answers)

4-5 1-7 2-6

10(III C 1). Total number of hours the library is *en per week.
43 37;5

11(III C 2). Number of evening (after 6 PM) and weekend hours the library is opens
3

12(111 C 3). Number of hours allowed pfleTdrident per week to visit the library.
NL 15 NL

13(111 C 4). Is the library kept open.when the regular library staff is not available?

No Yes No

14(111 C 5). How many residents ate allowed in the library at one time?
10 -50 NL

15(111 C 6). A)e residents usually allowed 'to leave work areas to visit the library?

No Yes Yes

10

1'7 0-



App. C coned (p. 4c)

Youth.Centers

(a) (w) (x) <, (y)

Pere St. Valley'

Item (note 3) Marquette , Charles View

16(111 C 7). How are persons served who are in: (see note 11 iiii code for answers)
a. Hospital NA 7 NA
b. Segregation NA 7 NA
c.; Administrative -- -- 10

segrega

d. Other, 13

17(II1 C 8). What is the approximate reading area space in square feet?
357 6048 2550

18(111 C 9). What procedures are followed when reqiested material of the following kind is not in the
library? (note 13)

a. Legal 1 1

b. School 1 1

c. General 1

1

19(1V 1). Does the person in charge have a library school degree? / If no, has the person in charge had
library-related course work?

Yes/-- Yes/-- Yes,

20(IV 2). Is this library the only responsibility of the person in.charge? / if no, describe other
responsibilities briefly / and estimate the average number of hours per week spent on
these other duties.

No/3/32 Yes/--/-- Yes/--/--

21(IV 3).-Is the librarian responsible for operating more than one library?
Yes No No

17 '*
A



App. C cont 'd 4d)

Youth Centers
(a) (w) (x) (y)

Pere St. Valley

Item (note 3) Marquette Charles View

22(IV 4): For each type of staff the number of employees/ res nt (R) or civilian (C) / professional (P), para-
professional (PP), clerical (C), or maintenance (H / number of hours worked per week by each person /
and source of salary funds (I for Illinois State Library, D for Department of Corrections),

a. Institutional librarian and assistant institutional librarian
1/C/P/37.5/I 1/c/P/17:5/1

b. System coordinator of institutional services
1/C/P/8/I

c. Library assistant
1/C/C/40/I 1 /C /PP /37.5/I

1/C/C/22:5/1
2/R/C/13.5/D

. d. Library clerk 1/R/C/12.5/D

,/
s. Legal clerk

f. Clerical supervisor --

g. Legal advocate

h. Other

175
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Appendix C cont'd (p. 5a)

\Notes
1. General: The data reported here were rcollected on the attached Correctional Library Survey form and in

most cases were not verified. Some figures were indicated as estimates; and sometimes when one figure was given
for.tito items (e.g., hardcover and paperback books held), we used whatever, indication was given (e.g., proportion
of those added) to estimate the component parts.

2. The correctional centers: Three4.new in 1981, viz., 'Centralia, Graham and East Moline. Column (e),
Menard Special Units, includes both a medium security unit and a condemned unit; where separate datatwere reported,
the former is on the first line, and the latter on the second. Column (f) is the Menard Psychiatric Center.

o

1. The items on which we have data are
the Correctidnal LibrariSurvey form.

numbered 1 to 22; in parentheses are given the corresponding number on

o
4. Item 1 (I)h includes equipment maintenance, travel, film Aental, postage, telephone, insurance, etc.

s)

S. Item 3 (it 2). Paperback books are included in the pount of hardback books in Item 2 (II 1).

6. Item 5 (II 4)h includes typewriters (columns d-f); public address system, overhead projector, )5 mm camera (h);
transparencies0); radio and typewriters (p); Vie* Master reels (r); posters, art prints, games and puzzles (s);
posters (t); opaque projector (u); genes me tulti-media hits (v); vertical file (w); and,games,(y). Data fbr this
Item are sometimes for sets or kits.

. . -'

7. Item 6 (II 4): IL-institution librarian; IL /ML- institution librarian at the main.library of this,penter; ..*-
SC- y tem coordinator of institutional Services; DOC-DOC employee.

8. Item 8 (III A); For nos. 1-16, see attached copy of Correctional Library Survey.
717-literacy or other voldnteer training, 26400kcart service
18-library interest tiller survey 27-Christmas festival
If-legal reference survey 28-legal staff development program
20 -legal skills workshop, legal video seminar, etc.- 29-Bur Oak Law Forum
21-staff'library

,23-typewriters
23-chess and/or other games
24 -Study Unlimited tapes
25- typing and carbon paper and

samples of legal forms
envel pea, and/or

30-videotaping of special events and of TV programs
31-annual calendar of criminal justice continuing education

,f32-general reference
33-instruction in librelk use
34-book displays
35-viewing and listening cenjer
36-book talks '

176
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App. C cont'd (p, 4d)

Youth Centers

(a) (w) (x) (Y)

Pere St. Valley

Item (note 3) Marquette Charles View

11414.*

.10 i
-.

. 4%.
22(IV 4). For each type of staff the' number or empl4ees/ resident (Wor,..civilian (C) / professional (P), pare-

Aofessional (PP), clerical (C), or maintenance (H) / nutater of hours worked per inekby each person /
and source of salary..unds (I for Illinois Statetibrary, D for Department of trections).

I 11 6p.

a. Institutional librarian and assistant' institutionallibrarian
1/C/P/37.5/1 1/C/P/37.5/I

..,

4'

.,._ r ..,.. ''''
b: System coordinator of institution4..services a V---

1/C/P/8/I
/

!' .

c. Library assigg.adt,, -
,

1/C/C/40/I 1/C/PP/37.5/1% --

d. Library clerk V/R/C/12.5/D 1 /C/' /22 '.

*..

2/R/C/13.5/D-A

e. Legal clerk

f. Clerical supervisor --:

g. Legal advocate,
S

h. Other

1'77
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Appendix C coned (p. 5a)

4

Notes
1. General: The data reported-here were collected on the attached Correctional Library Survey form and WI.

most 'cases were not verified. Soie figures were indicated es estimates; and sometimes when one figure was given
for two items (e.g., hardcover and paperback books held), we used whatever indication was given (e.g., proportion
of those added) to estimate, the component parts.

2. The correctional centers.. Three were new in 1981, viz., Centralia, Graham and East Moline._ Column (e),
Menard Special Units, includes both a medium security unit and a condemned unit; where separate data were reported,
the former is on the first line, and the latter on the second., Column (f) is the Menard Psychiatric Center.

3:The items on which we have data are numbered 1 to 22; in parentheses are given the corresponding number on
, the Correctional Library Survey form.

,

4. Item 1 (I)h includes equipment maintenance, travel, film rental, postage, telephone, insurance; etc.

5..Item 3 (II 2). Paperback books are included in the count of hardback books in Item 2 (I/'1).

6. Item 5 (II 4)h includes typewriters (columns d-f); public address systmm, overhead projector, 355 m camera, (h);
transparencies (k); radio and typewriters (p); View Master reels Cr); posters, art prints, games and ;wales (s);
posters (t); opaque projector (u); games and multi-media kits (v); vertical file (w); and games (y). Data for this
item are sometimes for sets or its. J.

Mr.

7. Item 6 (II 4): IL-institu on librarian; IL/ML-institution librarian at the main library of this center;
SC-system coordinator of institution 1 services; DOC-DOC employee.

8. Item 8 (III A); For nos. 1 -16, see attached
17-literacy or other volunteer train
18-library interest .user survey
19-legal reference survey

`20-legal skills workshop, legal video seminar, etc.
21-staffm1ibrary
22-typewriters,
23-chess-and/or other games
24-Study Unl ted tapes

and /or25-typing and carbon paper and envelopes,
samples of legal fori6

4164

Copy of Correctional Library Survey. L 4

26-bookcart service
27- Christmas festival

28-legal staff development. program
29-Bur Oak Law Forum

10-videotaping of special events and of TV programs
31-camal calendar of criminal justice ,continuing education
32-gederll reference
33-instructiON'in library use
34-book displays
35-viewing and ,listening center

36-bak talks

t 173 41



"Appbndix C.cont'N (p. 5b)

9. Item 9 (III B): Answers for
For nos. 1-7, see attached copy of
8-vertical file materials or pamph
9-CED andior Study Unlimited tapes
10-law books, legal brief bank, etc

this Item were accepted even if only available from the system headquarters.
Correctional Librarylprvey.
lets justic professional literature and/or

job-related materials
12-phone books, college catalogs, etc..
I3-education and/or library science professional literature

10. Items 12 (IA C 3) and 14 (III C 5): NL ,no.limit.

11. Item 16 (IiI C 7): not applicable.
1-gift and/or withdrawn books 7-small deposit collection
2-book cart
3-protective custody by book cart
4+photocopy

5-reception and`diagnostig area by weekly visit
to library

6-staff visits as requested

fitlimited visits to the regular library
,p-served in cell

1- materials sent on request'
11-rotating collection

12-those sick in bed are supplied materials upon request
13-books and periodicals sent to orientation 4

- 12. Ltem 17 (III C 8), column,,(e): Inmates are lockedqn 4'x4'. cages while in the'library.

13. Item 18 (III C 9):
1-Inteilibrary loan
2-purchase '

3 -tfy other correctional center libraries -in system
4-photocopy

14. Item 20 (IV 2): '1 -some work'for EdUcation Department; 2-some work for DOC; 3-same
correctional center library.

.10

area
1

work in another
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Appendix C, cont'd.

Library Research Center, University ofI linois
410 David Kinley Hall, 1407 W. Gregory ive,

Urbana, IL 6.1801 217-333-1980

Correctional Library Survey

The Libriry Research Center is convicting a survey of correctional
libraries in Illinoisfor the,State Library. As part of this survey, would
you please complete one topy of_the questionnairi for_each separate correc-,
tional library facility served. Another part of this survey involves a
visit to9your librarysystem headquarters by two members of the research
team. Rhea J. Rubin, .the principal investigator, and I plan to arrange an
interview with the coordinator for institutional libraries as well as with
the library system director to discuss working with the correctional centers.
Consequently,e would appreciate securing a completed questionnaire soon,

'before dur visit. We hope to visit each correctional library.

For questions using Yes/No or parentheses, please answer with a check
;bark. If you have any questions about this form,please contact Christopher
JOcius at the Library Research Center. Thank you for your assistance and
cooperation with this survey.
.

eS0

I.Library Expenditures.for 1980/81

Salaries 4.

Books

subcriptions

Sources of Funds
ISL Other (specify) Other (specify)

AV Materials

AV Equipment

Other Equipment

tupplies

9

All oper expenditures

4

'total



II. Library Collection

1. Hard cover Books

a. Law books

b. General books

'2. Paperback books

3. Periodical sub'scriptions

a. Legal

b. General

167 -2-

No. 4dded No. held at end
1980/81 1980/81

A

.10

r
4. AV materials. n the space to the left of each term below, indicate

the number of itles of that format which were held at the end of
last year. In the space to the right, show the number of pieces of
equipment available in the correctional center library for this
format.

Films and filmstrips

Slides

Records

Audio cassettes

Videotapes & videocassettes

Microform

Realia

Other (specify)

5. Who.(title) is responsible for selecting library materials for

purchase?

Do these selections need approval from any member of the DOC staff?

.Yes , No
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III.

1.

2.

Services

A.

(

(

Which of the following services
center library presently provide?

) Preparation Of bibliographies

) Gathering materials from
collection for user

or programs does the correctional

/9. ( ) Literature search assistance

10. ( ) Orientation to library for
new residents

3. ( ) Programs (e4g., films) 11. ( ) Preparing exhibits

4. ( ) New book lists 12. ( ) Book reviews

5. ( ) Bookcart services 13. ( ) Library newsletter 11

6. ( ) Reading discussion groups 14. ( ) Play reading groups

7. ( ) Creative writing groups 15. ( ) Audiovisual production

8. ( ) Photocopying 16. ( ) File of "staff research interest:Or
for individual staff members

( ) Other

( ) Other ( ) Other

B. Which of the following types of material does the correctional center;
library provide?

6

1. ( i) Foreign language&erials 5. ( ) Newspapers

. ( ,) Large print materials 6. ( ) Talking books & periodicals

3.k ) Vocational materials 7. ( ) Adult basic education materials

4. ( ) Ail materials ( ) Other

a

C. Library hours and facilities

1. Total number of hours open per week

2. Number. of evening (after 6PM) ard'weekend'hours

3. Number of hours allowed per resident per week to' visit
the library

-

Is library kept open when regular library staff is not
, available?

5. 1114 many resideHts are allowed in the. librar

J

'1011
I 0

t one time?



IMI11116
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6. Are residents usually allowed to leave work "-areas to visit the
library?

Yes , No 4111411

7. How are these persons served?

Hospital patients

Those in segregation

In administrative segregation

Other

8. What is the approximate reading area space in square

#""

9. 'What procedures are follOwed when requested material of the
following is not in library?

--School

General Public

Libeary Staff

1. Does the person it charge have a library school degree?
Yes , No

.If no, has person in charge had library related course work?
Yes , N6

2. Is this library the only responsibility the penson in charge?
Ye , No /

If no, please describe other "-responsibilities briefly, and estimate
average/number of hours spent on nonlibrary duties.

\r
3. Is the librarian respon4Ale for operating more than one library?

.Yes , No

ab
/ ,If yes, please describe.
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4. Please list library staff'for this correctional cInter.

-5-

Position /title

.

Resident or
Civilian?

' Clerical or

Professional?
No. of hours

worked ('per week

Source of

Salary Funds?
DOC/ISL/LS*

a.

.
,

.

. ,

\

.

.

.

.

b.

,

A,_

.

C.

.. .

,

,

'

.

.

d.

.

.

...X

e.

.

.
.

f.

.

.
.
. .

(

../

s

.

,

.

,
Pir

.41

b.
,

1
k

i.

'
. .

.ir

.

i

Department* DOC = Department of Corrections
ISL.= Illigoie,StIlte°,14brary ,,
LS:.-;=. L.ibrark SY.sem.,

r

e o

Th

t
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Appendix D. Comparative Analysis-of Holdings of LaM\Libraries
in Illinois Correctional Cent in 1982

.0 el

*
This is a chart of titles'efound in the prison law libraries I visited.

It is intended to serve several purposes. First, ityill allow institutions
to share resources through interlibrary loan of materials which are not often

(
used and are too expensive to hale in every library. Second, it will be a '

'useful tool for honk selectors: I have included OCLC identificationumbers
for those titles which would be desirable additions to a prison law library
collection so that book selectors can easily identify full bibliographic.
information for a particulgr title. The chart also enables selectors to

. 1, 14entify areas in which the collection is particularly strong or unnecessarily
redundant, thereby allowing them to plan for orderly balanced collection de-
velopment. Finally, the chart provides a quick check on the extent to which
tie collection meets the standards of the Recommended Collections for Prison
and Other Institution Law Libcaries, compiled by the American Association Of
Law Libraries' Special Interest Section on Law Library Service to Institution
Residents (1980). The symbol "R!' immediately tp the left of a title indicates
that it is a recommended title in the AALL list. A library'which does not own
a particular recommended title is not necessarily inadequate, because other
titles are often 4listed as alternatives (e.g.,a library should have either
the United States Code Annotated or the United States Code Service).

ee chart is divided into three broad categories of materials: Reference
Tools; Primary Sources and Their Access Tools; and Secondary Sources. Each -.

category is further subdivided into types of materials and, in Category III,
subject matter covered. A-balanced law librarycollection should contain
titles from each category and subdivision.

Ann Puckett

KEY TO SYMBOLS
0

A = Library owns full set, current edition, or needs ofthat title.
I-= Library collection is inilemplete or subscription'is not current.
M = Library owns.multiple copies.

l

S =4Library has unnecessary superseded Volumes or oUtdated.ed,tibn. *

C = Library lacks some desirable earlier volumes but has current subcription
(used only for legal periodicals hnd court reportS). P -

R =- Listed. tn Recommended Collections fox Prison and Other institution Law
o_ ,.i.Libraries. , .

* Kept in d desk and not generally available. r-.

+.= Subscription is .current but not filed and therefore not readily available.
, c 1 See Section '3 bf Chat)ter, 9.

°

.° 11.

,', . 1 . ^ I 0
a n-

t
.. nn 'a

e

feW.cas&s, the collection were go'Ia/ge or my time so limited that I.
could not .note every secondAty source Where- that was- the- case -,,, I have so

statedein my individual report"for that institution; copies of these individ-
ual reports halm been 'sent to DOC and ISL and'to the various centers and
libraries. ,

°

,

-
o 6

11 N

t,

o
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I. REVIIENCI 1O LS

COMPARATIVE
&HALTS'S OF ILLINOIS
PRISON .AN
1.1114Jte COLLECTIONS

LAW DIRECTORIES E I.
I
....

L

.

its

'

R k

......

.. I.<
0.f.

...,..

t'31',L1-:::

f
t...

C

0

ea

4,
`^ ...

r'

=
.

.IC

2 A

GP

u;i
1.

...

:7,

.2

>

OCLC.

0

_
«

V
AUTHOR/TITLE

1 Amer icon Bench S
S i

2. American Correctional
lissOciation Directory

''
A. A

1

A A

211
2591

3 Bar lieutter A

SI

A

.

A

A

1
4E3--
688/I Illinois legal Otrectoryl A A S S A A S

,.

A

..,_

--,
,

A A S A A

5 Lau I lege/ Information
Di rec tore A A

A

r

A

.

G b ../aert1hblie.Nubbell S , 410S SI A A s 5 4923

7 Nations) L.-Offender
Assistance Directory

513
7985

, b National Prison Wet-
Tory__ 1975

280
7032

9 Sullivan's (Illinois) 5 A A A

46 -1
A 5 A A

LEGAL DICTIONARIES .

228
646

ALLTNOR/T1T4c

R I Ballentine's taw
Dictionary, 3d ed. A A A A A A A

2 elect's Lau Ontionary.
Ith ed. M A 5 A M A H A

R 3,. Black's Lau.DictiontrY.
5th ed A AA A AA

...i
A A

495

7316

4 Bouvier's Lau Dictiona& I

$ \Burton, Legal Thesautu%
I A

_i

A 6 'arkft$ lir Dittlontry

I
' A

A
.,

A

10!

2304

7.. Mr4ene11. Businessman's

_Ile) Lexicon
Ler.Schinidt. Attorney's DicW

inquiry of Medicine,
1981

9, Robe. Spanish/Emilia,
Dictionary of Legal
Terms

er -

A

.
r6

731
9863

30. Williams. Dictionary of
American Penology A A

11 Words mai ?rases '

LEGAL RESEARCH

.

f

.
AND WRITING

AUTHOR/T1TLE

...,1
Writing

irsiliind, Simplify Legal

R 2 Cohen, 1146 %Find the
Law

A A

242
0505

0 3 Cohen. Legal Research
in 4 Nutshell

2d
td H A A A A A

342
0390

..4 iftat_,Legallesearch A

799
3930

5 How to Use SnePArd'I
Citations

"
132
29BS

6, How to Ilse the Illinois
Digest (West)

' -

7 Illinois Lau Finder
- (West) A A

, A

866
814]

B. Jacobstein 8 fier,Sty.
Fundamentals of Legal
Research

*

.
. .

. 4

821
2906

*
9. .cantrovitz, HOw to be

Tour Own Li.ier

,
.

R ID Lloyd. Finding the Lau
. (regal Almanac) ^

.

.

I). Mellineoff. Legal
Writing. Sense I.

_" /1knfae , -''' ..- -

1. 8 6e

. ,

et

Or

a

1
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CUHrAitAl I At
.ANALYSIS OrILLISOIS
PRISON LAW
LIONART COLLECTIONS

LEG:l. RESEARCH

AND WRIT ING

AUTHOR/TITLE

a
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2

VI

2

0
V' I

VI

Ir

VI 22

OCLC

12 Merit,. (aw Rooks for
Non -Iii libraRies
12.14"n 44.1,1 AIRMCL

13 Pollack, fundamentals
of legal Research

14 Ponta. Legal Research
Illustrated

15 Pc.ace C bitner, tffec
--I.L1SLIL3-41.Pesear

16 ;Tat fe. Nov to find theit
17 Sovlepages jliest)

lb 5utsLy. legal Research
writing _tAnalys s

19 West's Law finder

b3E
1065

A

N N A

a
Kept in a desk, nOt
generally are flab, e

FEDERAL STATUTES

AUTHOR/T1TLE

1 federal Rules of
Criininal Procedure

2 FtdErit Rules of Appel
late Procedure

3 federal Rules.of
Evidence

4 Internal Revenue Acts

S Internal Revenue Code

6 Internal Revenue
Regulations

7 Pension eforn Act

8 United Wes Code

R9 United' States Code
Anna to ted

10 United States Code
Congressional 1
Aclainistrative News

R 11 Uni,ted States Code
Service

COURT REPORTS

(OTHER THAN ILLINOIS).

AUTHOR/TITLE

1 ALR

3_ ALR 3d

4 AIR 4th

II. PRIMARY SOURCES AND

THEIR ACCESS TOOLS

A
779

578
040

148
02464 .

R 5 AIR fed

Setericin Eng`ith
Annotaled Cates

7_Iederal ReNrier_

R 8 federal Reporter. 2dter lex_
9Lectera 1 Rol esDeCtssotet

10 federal Suppleserit

R 11 Supreme Court Reporter

R 12 United State Reports

R13. United States Reports.
Utters' (ditto,. id

331
131

3S6
400:

7540

8670,
Tbr
5572

la
18 P-1

ti

4

U.
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COMPARATIVE
ANALYSIS or ILLINOIS
PRISON LAN
LIBRARY COLLECTIONS

ILL I NO1 5 STATUTES A

...

...-

- 1
,-,-

414

.

i
f:

..,

i
1

7
6 Go

"::::::
r. F1-:

Q
.....'"L".4;
ill
IZZA

1.7

T

i
v
ir

1 c.5.:

,f.'"
,, g.
i 2,,.
Ze-t

.T.

A
o

8
T
2
Z

.;a'
2I

*.

''
1

s'i
w
-.:

iliZA
i
1-

-

.V.
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Appendix E. Proposed Photocopy Policy: 1981

184 MEMO'RANIUM

To: . Michael J. Hayes, Chief
Special Litigation Division

From: Debra J. Andirson
Legal ftunsel

PHOTOCbPYING POLICY

Enclosed is a copy of the Photocopying Servic:Aolicy
proposed with respect to all adult correctional in titutions.
I am informed by Robert Efisley, Senior Consultant of the State
Library System,,that a similar policy had been approved by the
individual system directors. I am also enclosing a copy of that
policy. The "amended" policy, however, reflects the incorporation
of additional language recommended by the Department's legal
staff.' Although the amended policy has not yet been approved I

by the system directors, Mr. Ensley his assured me that he will
Arrange for P review of the policy as soon as possible. The
amended polity is, in our opinion, a more administratively
manageable tool than that currently in use at t e Pontiac
Correctional Center. Although it does not inc de all the rectum.' .

mendations proposed by Judge Baker in LaCartl Jones It.GayleM.
Franzen, No. 79-2229, it does, in our opinion comply with exist-
nil-7We law and the constitutional rights a orded inmates of
access to the courts.

If I can be of further assistance% please do not hesitate
to contact me. I will keep,you informed of any progress in this
area. ,,'-

. .

,,

DIA:d1

cc: File

0.

O

it
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PHOTOCOPYING SERVICE

POLICY

Personal 'photocopying service for' inmates is a
which will be made available on a fee basis:in
correctiobal cenierlibrary as an ,extension

6program.

EXPLANATION

privilege
each adult
the library:

Inmates have three optils available .to 'them for reproductiori,
of any document, including legal documents: '

c,

1. Iypewtiteia'areavailable in each library fbr the type-
wrilten'duPlication of original docupents by the use of
carbon paper. Inmates 'can utilize carbon paper in
preparation of original documenterather than depend upon
staff to duplicate these for them. '

2. . Inmates may forward their material to family``, friends.itiawyers,

etc., in the community to'have,them reproduce0.
7

,3. Materials-m y be photocopied by the library. The cost for
-reproducti 'win be noless,than 5Cand nce'pore than 10c
per copy, with actual per copy, cost posted.iii the'library,
and _at all other appropriate-locations. deterdined the
institutional adminfstrati

Inmates who are-financiaii'y unable to haVe non-legal documents
reproduced in the library'Shill adhere to Options-1-2. In the
event the warden or-his designee.determines. that the inmate is
without funds, copies of legal docUments which cannot reasonably
be duplicated by theuse of carbon paper, will be' provided to the
inmate, free of charge, in the / /quantity specified by the applicable

rules of the court.

For thoie inmates -who are not justifiably able to use the library
materials in the library, information or excerpts from library
.materials may be reproduced and made available,Tree of charge at
the discretion of the librariari withAn the parameters of copyright
laws, existing budgetary resources,"and available staff. 6 Inmates

who do not have direct access to the law library Should be provided with
access to law clerks, who will obtaft copies of the requested documents

.from the law library free of charge

III. PROCEDURE'

Accumulated.charges will be,deducted.from the inmate's funds by
means of a money voucher signed by the inmate, signed by the
librarian, and turned into4he Trust office which will forward
payment of the copying qhargas to the appropriate library.. system.

(n.
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PHOTOCOPYING SERVICE

I. fumy,

Personal photocopying service for Inmates Is a privilege which

will be made available on a fee basis in each adult correctional'

center library as an extension of the library program.

EstPLATION

Inmates have three'optiolls available topem for reproduction of

any document, including. legal documents:

I. Typewriters are available in each library'for the typewritten

duplication'of original documents by the use of carbon'paper.
Inmates can utilize carbon -Raper in preparation of original`

documents rather than depend upon staff to duplicate these

for them. -
4.

2. Inmates may forward their material to faMily, friends, lawyers,

etc., In the community to have them reproduced.

Materials may be photocopied by
production will be no less than
copy, with actual per copy cost

all other appropriate locations
administration.

3. the likrary.. The cost .for Pe-
5t, and no more than.10C perl'

posted in the library, and at
determined by the institutional

inmates who are financially unable to have documents reproduced in

theAlbrary shall'adhere to options i,or 2.

For those inmates-who are not Justifiably able to' w,sethe library

materials In the, ibrary, excerpts be

reproduced and made available free of charge at the discretion of

the librarian within the parameters of copyright laws, existing
'budgetary resources, and available staff.

I, PROCEDURE

AcCumul'atedlharges will be deducted, from the inmate's funds by

means of a money voucher signed by/he inmate, signed by the li-

brarian, and turned Into the Trust Office which will forward pay-

ment,of the copying charges to the appropriate library system.

200
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An Evaluation of System-Provided Library Services

to State, Correctional Centers in Illinois

SUPPLEMENT

r

On March 29, 1983, copies'of this report Were sent to the following'
people: of ISL: Mrs. Gesterfield, Ms. Lamont, Mr. Ensley; of DOC: Dr.
Craine, Ms. Joyce; and of theAdyisory Committee: Mr. Bigman, Mr.
Lohrstorfer, Mr.Ubel,..and Mr. Welch. They were asked to react to it in

.

writing by April 21st. As of April 30, we had responses ;om Paul Bigman,
James Upel, John Lohrstorfer, and Robert Eftsley. Any minor corrections'
they,sent--typographical, nominal--have been incorporated into
thisfinal (single-spaced) edition. Concern's and disagreements which they
shared are discussed below.

A. Comments on Chapter 2, Section 1: The Role.and Responsibilities of
the ISL.

1. , Photocopying Policy

Bigman,states that "I think that the proposed amended photocopy policy,
while an improvement, still leaves some prohlems. First, I'm not sure mhy
there should be a minimum charge established in the policy. My tecollection
is that BOLS owns the photocopy machine in.the Stateville ,library, and that
the actual cost isless than,five cents per copy. It seems to me more
reasonable that the:charge - if any'- at each institution be tied to actual
cost than -to an arbierar-formula. Second: if prisoners are to be charged
for copying legal papers ;`,I'm uncomfortable with any indigency standard
other than approvalsof paupers:.petitions. If a standard based on the amount
of funds in a:priboner's account is used, I think the policy should be very
explicit. For example, if the cutoff point is fifty dollars, it should he
clear that a prisoner with fifty-twp dollars in his or her ac*unt would
be charged only for the first two dollars worth of copying, and.not an un-
limitedlimited amount. . Finally, I4hink',thapkthere's an ongoing problem with
identification of what does or dOe,s not constitute 'legal materialt' for pur-
poses 6f free photocopying. My feeling is that the librarian should .never
refuse free photo' Oitygng because he or she believes that, as a matter of
judgment, the math p1' is unn4essary."

,lq .k
Puckett respon sthat she agrees with Bigman that the approval of

paupers' petition i *he best indigency standard and that, ifanother stan-

k dard is used, it muqbe specific and clear. She suggests that a procedure
for determining* whatare "legal materials" should have twoirovisions.
First, the numbeva 4type of papers to be copied should,he based on the
court's filing reqo reMents as ib What the inmate must prOvide., Thet
inmate. has the, responsibility for demonstrating the court's,reqUirements
to the library!employep. Second, Materials which do not need to be submitted
to the court, but ari necessary for the inmate's legal research, should be
photocopied only when the inmate does not,haveadeguate physical access

.

to the law library)(i.e., ,10-15, hours per week}: .' .

i -
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'2. 'Policy on Emergency Procedures

Ubel wr ites: "Maintaining a minimal level of library servi ce during an

employee strike would require that .library employges cos pick'et lines.

This will create unnecessary tension between security end'library personnel

and could jeopardize the future safety of library personnel:"--'

Rubin respolads that she, too, is concerned-about the personal decision

a library employee would have to make about Crossing:picket Lines: Stit the

policy is aimed primarily at lockdowns which are:iarmore4-frequent than

strikes. Library services must be maintainea§omehow: Bigman,shares his

experience with a 6-week locklOwn while he worked at Stateville. His

concerns were that the institutional administration required the library

employees to "carry legal documents back!and forth from-prisoners, suhlftt-,

ing us to liability should anything happen to-thoSe docuraents"." He felt'

that the civilian library staff was in "a compromised position."

The policy on emergency,procedures, as written,'includes no detailed

plans to address these viable concerns. When the ISL and DOC wrote the,

policy,, it was felt that each:sftuatiOn.would require unive Solutions.,

Perhdps a procedure should be added to the pplity requiring d'meeiing of

the librarian, library coordinator, thief of seCurity, and assistant warden

at the declaration of the emergency. Th9se fourpeople would reach an'

-Agreement on safe, fair procedures allowing for minimal libraty service:

during the emergency situation.

3. ISL Consultant for Institutionalized.Services

Ensley notes that this position "has always been part time. With the

addition of more system assignmeno and increased LSCA monitoring other
, than institutional projects, the time for providing leadership has been

eaten up. Also, the loss of a full-time assistant made mush of the early

activity from. ISL no longer possible."

- t

4. Continuing Education

Ensley writes that the Specialized Library Servides Section of ILA' does

allow for discussion groups to be formed iplthat'an institutional services
a

voice in ILA is possible..e

5. Monitoring

Ensley comments that
program evaluations" with
there are standard forms
no longer used by the sys
CIS had a full-time'asbis

-0,

"there is no possibility of annual site visits or
the current staffing shortages at ISL. -Also,

for program budgdting and for reporting; which are

terns or requi;ed by -ISL. They. were.used when the

tant and the reports were analyzed and answered;

Ensley also ,Igges that the'recommendation on budget requests (p. 22) be

changed to require that the forms be submitted to-ISL one month prior to

the beginning of ISL's budgeting cycle, September 3119th.,'

4
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6. I Legislation

Legislation concernipg. the.program was not enacted, according td
tnsley, because the ISL legal counsel did not feel it necessary,and

. because ILA's support- -which would:be essential--was not fOrthcoming.

B. Comments on Chapter 2, Section 2: The Rote and Responsibilities

of, the IDOC.

1. Funding'

Bigman writes that he is "somewhat disturbed by the notion of'placing
law libraries under IDOC budgeting. The law Library is, manifestly, a

rather delicate operation in a prison. I think that substantial autonomy

from IDOC is crucial. This is An issue which often arises with respect to
= medical services, as well. The library staff must be reaporisible to the
library system and the library users - -not to the Warden 'or Director of

IDOC. I don't deny the importance of security considerations. ;But
someone has to balance the seourity-orientation of the prison adminidtra-

tian, and look out for the service needs. .I think that this isalso an

issue for IDOC assumption of photocopy costs. If I were a Warden, and had

to pay fot photocopying for indigent litigants, I suspect that I would

insist that one of my staff - rathey than a civilian library employee. -
make the determinations as to what would be photocopied. Thi's would lead,

I think, inevitably to guards reading-legal documehts inssuitl against the
institutions - or, at the very leaSt, widespread perception among prisoners
that this was happening."

Rubin responds that the law libraries would stilt be administered by
the libr,Ary systems and their personnel. .The funding, however, would come

from IDOC. As for the analogy of photocopying and medical services, core'
rectional kersonnel should not read legal d'o'cuments to be photocopied just

as they Should not make medical detehtinations of ill'health or well-being.

The law library's autonomy is essential. It should - =and canretain its

,integrity while being partially funded by IDOC.

Ensley writes that i4should ba unnecessary for IDOC to fund legal

,library services: Of the 3 to 4 million dollars needed annually to adg- .

quatelyfund this service $300,000 to $400,000 for legal collection develop-

ment and service is minimal. I do not.see this as a 'major expense or

concern' except when appropriations are below adequate funding levels."

While they are, however, Rubin continues to recommend that the DK fund the

legal collections photocopying, and supplies for legal documents. .

.

Opinion is d vided on the need,,fOr an IDOC Law Library Advisor. Bigman

views ale recommen ed.tte poAitbh "as an important step forward." Ensley

feels tlla,t the e ise s much needed but the position is not: "A law

librarian on contract for consultation by IDOC and ISL would probably be

adequate." Rubin and Puckett maintain their recommendation.

2,03
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,f

--6,,N,Comment on Chapter 2, Section 3: The Role of the Mlle-.

Ensley notes that the'DMHDD.sUbtitted a proposed Joint Statement in
August 1982. The agreement has not yet been discussed or signed. ,-

D. -Comment on Chapter 2, SectiOn 5: The Joint Statement.

Ubeldisagrees_with the recommendation that the ISL should set state-
wide policies. He states "I think that the Illinois St,te Library should
not set policies for'library'systemServices. System boards are charged
.ey'law with this-responsibility. ISL'should formulate model .policies in
several areas for system consideration."

E. Comment on Chapter 2; Sections 6 and 7: 0onti.acting and Buclgets.

1. Costs

Ensley stresses that the per capita cost of public libraries is not,
comparable to the case of institutional library service. "The per capita
for all library services ava4able to a local community would be closer as
a -coMpafison, but that still wogld not: account for the unusual' service
needs occasioned'by.the closed security nature of the institutions."

2.- Supybrt from ILA and the Secretary Of State

v

Ubel,:;eels strongly that "Secretary Edgar has publically been support-
''- ive-of increased institutional funding. His FY 1984 budget, contains a'10%
increase for institutional library service." - 2 . '

4 ,

-Ye
f
Ensley reports that the ISL Director had requested a minimum'of

34% i crease; Edgar agreed to only a 10%l increase because, ILA did not
suppo t increased funding for institutional libraries; Rubin notes that
the I LegiSlative/Library,Development Committee recently voted nokto
reque funding for library service to persons in state institutions of

'correction. It appears that better coMmunication between the institutional
services program and ILA is essential, as ILA's endOrsement of budget in-
creases

: .

is necessary to the program.
Alo, /

3. Funding formulas

4,

Ensley states that formulas prior to 1984 were devised follow- .

ing the appropriations process and therefore were-distri tion formula's. The

1984 formula was devised as a means of determAhing a mi mal funding level
rather than reacting to an'alreadyinadeqbate gppropria ion." For the .1984

-- r

c'a-a
t, fie did tot, begin with any dollar amount ;as in previous years.'

,

Inste , he and the ISL Director agreed on factors to be considered. The

factors and resultant formula were then used to arrive at the $2;606,619
figure requested. jI

20.4

r
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Comment on Chapter 3, Section 3: Resource Sharing Among Institution
,

Libraries.

Ensley suggests that "The most plausible area for cooperative collection
development Nhdzesource'sharing would be professio material's for staff

libraries. the problems encountered here would be less formidable than for
such cooperation with the general libraries. Another area could be in legal

.collections."

G. Comments on'Chapter 4, Section 4: -Library Staffing

1. Recruitment-& Retention

Ubel disagrees with the recommendation to rotate prison and system
member librarians. "The rotation of prison librarians and system consultants
is unrealistic, except for very special circumstances Librarians are not

jacks-of-all-trades. One cannot be a prison librarian today and a technical
services consultant tomorrow. Why not ask the University of Illinois to
rotate its bassoon instructor, basketball coach and botany professor to re-
lieve job tensions and provide a variety of work experience?"

His comment is evocative and thoughtful. Rubin agrees that prison li-
brarians need special skills that may not be applicable to other library

positions and vice versa. MLd she is aware that rotation is a "radical"

recommendation. But the continuing and serious problg:ms of recruitment and
retention of prison librarians cry out for radical solutions. Perhaps the

,library system could try this approach as a test of its possibilities.
ti

2. Pay Equity

Ensley states that our rePirt implies (on p. 71) that AFSCME is a more

effective union than IFT. This was not the intention. He clarifies the

situation: "Differences in pay are not related to which union state employ-

. ees belong to but how long they have been in collective bargaining. IDMHDD

& IDOC employees were four years ahead of ISL employees in organizing. The

IFT has negotiated larger increases for ISL each year than other bargaining
units received, but the four year lag is not yet closed."

H. Comments on Chapter 7: ,Law Libraries

4
Bigman writes that he is pleased with the recommendation that there be

a notary public in the law library. But he is concerned about the discus- ,

sion of a computerized legal reference service replacing a print law library.
He states "I still find it hard to believe that librarians would ignore the

value to library users of using books to conduct their own research, rather
than groping towards an understanding of what they want in a telephone.con-

versation with a computer operator. I.think that substitution of a computer
service for an adequate law'library would also result in a wave of lawsuits
against the computer operators, the library systems and IDOC each time a
prisoner felt - rightly or wrongly - that the guidance given over the tele-

phone was inadequate or incorrect."

265
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Puckett respoids: "Legal reference with a centralized terminal and
telephone access was an option'I considered and rejected... When I talk
about use of computerized research, what is contemplated is a terminal in
each library so that a researcher would design his/her own research. I

think a,few years down the road, that option will be finAcially comparable
to a traditional library, and I don't want it ruled out altogether.

192

t 1

One piece of inforffi4tion from Bigman is that Prison Law Reporter
should not be included in list of legal "periodicals (p. 176), as'it is
no longer published.

p
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